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on the web at www.multilingual.com

Free downloads

News from the language industry

Our annual Resource Directory and Editorial
Index for 2006 is now available for download
at www.multilingual.com/resourceDirectory at no
cost. This is a handy way to find index information for all the issues of 2005. And with links
built in for the resources, it is an easy way to
find help online for your language and technology needs.

Our news items are updated daily. The latest
news is shown on our home page.

All of our Getting Started Guides are also
available for downloading. At www.multilingual
.com/supplements you can find seventeen
guides to download in either screen format (for
slower connections) or print format (for nicer
print quality.)

HaveInterested
you received
in historical information? We have
a
searchable
database
your
first issue ofof over 4,600 news items
dated from March of 1994 until now. You can
check out company or product history, or find
when it was announced that someone changed
companies. The url www.multilingual.com/news
is a quick link to this information.

CHFHS@K

If you would like a free e-mail of news every
two weeks, you can subscribe to our newsletter,
MultiLingual NEWS, at www.multilingual.com/
multilingualNews

?

We are happy to provide these useful introDo you have news to tell the world? Go to
ductory guides at no charge. We also
haveare a www.multilingual.com/multilingualNewsSubmit
If you
MultiLingual subscriber
some extra print copies of some of these guides
to send your news to us.
and you did not receive an e-mail
in-house. If you are interested in receiving
one of them, please contact subscriptions@
about MultiLingual digital, go to
multilingual.com

www.multilingual.com/digital
How to use www.multilingual.com
eBooks

to sign up for your free online
GO TO the home page to see daily news
versionupdates
of the
and magazine.
links to new website content as well

We offer useful information in the form of
eBooks. These valuable resources can be
found only at www.multilingual.com/eBooks

as current job postings.

RESEARCH past articles by looking through
our list of online articles at www.multilingual
.com/featuredArticles
FIND a technology or service by searching our
database of over 1400 industry resources at
www.multilingual.com/industryResources

Here you will find the first three sections of Bill
Hall’s book on .NET globalization and George
Bell’s classic on alphanumeric identification of
Chinese characters.
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KEEP UP TO DATE with current industry
news at www.multilingual.com/news
PLAN your travels by checking the calendar
of events at www.multilingual.com/calendar
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Post Editing

Laurel Wagers

Moving right along

M

May already, the calendar says — wait a minute, I’m not through yet with March,
let alone April! Did I hear hummingbirds in the back yard already? Localization
World Barcelona is almost here — we’ll report on it in the next issue — and the
cover date on this issue is June!
As the year rips along, a couple of random observations:
Q Scientists have ﬁnally ﬁgured out what cartoon writers have known for a long
time: dolphins talk among themselves. They name themselves and other dolphins,
and they can, in conversation, refer to other dolphins who are not present. And why
ever would you think any less of mammals smart enough to live in the sea, organize
themselves and maintain a peaceful relationship with their world? I recommend So
Long, and Thanks for All the Fish (Douglas Adams).

Q More national-anthem news: this time, here in the United States, where a new
Spanish adaptation of “The Star-Spangled Banner” has raised the question: Must the
national anthem be sung in English? Of course, the US Bureau of Education had a
Spanish translation made in 1919 (“La bandera de las estrellas,” which begins, Amanece:
¿no ves, a la luz de aurora, Lo que tanto aclamamos la noche al caer?). Some of the
people protesting have been known to sing along. And the ﬁrst verse of “Nuestro
Himno” is almost the same (see www.npr.org for “Nuestro Himno” and the Library of
Congress, www2.loc.gov, for the 1919 version). Incidentally, “The Star-Spangled Banner,”
set to the tune of an English drinking song, has been translated into a number of
languages, including German, Yiddish, French, Samoan and even Latin over the years.
In this issue, we focus on translation — more particularly, in this issue and next,
on translation quality and the ways that people are devising to measure it. First,
Göran Nordlund asks, is the quality of the translation the issue, or do problems stem
from the source text? Next, Jiri Stejskal explains a variety of standards that have
been developed, and Beatriz Bonnet provides details about the cooperation between
European and US standards bodies. Jaap van der Meer writes about the shift from
translator-ﬁrst work to a user-ﬁrst orientation and how that is affecting translation
companies. And Jost Zetzsche examines several tools that are designed to help
translators manage and bill their time effectively. In addition, translator Daniel
B. Harcz comments in Perspectives on the manner (key word) in which client and
freelancer interact through e-mail.
We take a brief look at the Korean language and at managing CJK projects, with
ﬁrsthand examples from Sean Lee. Tim Nover, Christian Lieske and Keiichi Nakata
detail a way of creating metadata from terminological and lexical databases for
the Semantic Web. And Bill Hall concludes his examination of changes in the .NET
Globalization namespace between versions 1.1 and 2.0.
On a serious note, with this issue we say good-bye to a dear man, Chris
Langewis, who was a longtime member of the MultiLingual editorial board.
With his passing, language technology has lost an outstanding practitioner and
champion; students at the Monterey Institute of International Studies have lost
a gifted teacher. We at MultiLingual Computing, Inc., and people throughout the
language industry will miss a wise, warm and generous friend. We are conﬁdent,
however, that his work and teaching will continue to strengthen and enrich the
language industry for a long time to come. Thank you, Chris. :

www.multilingual.com
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Announcements
Alchemy donates software
to Dublin College University

News

Alchemy Software Development
Ltd., a visual localization solutions
provider, has made a donation of
€100,000 to Dublin City University. This donation will assist in the
ongoing expansion of the School of
Applied Language and Intercultural
Studies (SALIS) (www.dcu.ie/salis/
index.shtml).
SALIS has been teaching translation since the 1980s. One of the most
popular programs is the Graduate
Diploma/MA in Translation Studies,
which is partly funded by the Irish
Higher Education Authority. The languages covered are French, German, Spanish,
Japanese and Irish.
Alchemy Software Development Ltd.,
Ltd.
info@alchemysoftware.ie,
www.alchemysoftware.ie

The Geo Group turns 15
The Geo Group, a full-service foreign
language translation agency, is celebrating
its ﬁfteenth year in business. The company’s sustained growth is a result of the
passage of the North American Free Trade
Agreement in 1995, the expansion of the
European Union, the growth of the US
Hispanic population, China’s Compulsory
Product Certiﬁcation, US healthcare and
legal requirements for limited-Englishproﬁciency citizens and, most recently, the
passing of the Central American Free Trade
Agreement.
The Geo Group,
Group
xlate@thegeogroup.com,
www.thegeogroup.com

Appliedlanguage.com honored
Translation agency Applied Language Solutions’ website has been honored in the 10th
Annual Webby Awards. The awards received
more than 5,500 entries from over 40 countries worldwide. The site is built to be a onestop-shop for all translation needs, whether
it’s a simple sentence translation for free, adding translation to a website or a professional
translation by one of the company’s 5,000
in-country translators who work in excess of
140 languages. The site also contains details
of every country in the world, including maps,
ﬂags, dialing codes and more.
Applied Language Solutions,
Solutions
enquiries@appliedlanguage.com,
www.appliedlanguage.com
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Spanish university offers courses
Universidad de Alcalá in Madrid, Spain,
is offering several courses designed to train
specialists to be linguistic and cultural
links between public services and foreign
populations. Possible courses to be offered
are Ofﬁcial Master in Intercultural Communication, Interpretation and Translation
in Public Services; Master in Translation
and Interpretation in Public Services; Interlinguistic Communication; Translation and
Interpretation in Hospitals and Health Centers; and Legal and Administrative Translation and Interpretation.
Visit the website for requirements, language pairs and other course details.

stafﬁng to voice-overs and typesetting. PAEN
was set up in July 2003 and has branch ofﬁces
in Auckland, New Zealand; Sydney, Australia;
and Berlin, Germany — which just opened in
January 2006.
PAEN Communications Ltd.,
Ltd. info@paen.net,
www.paen.net

Vertice Translate debuts new website
Vertice Translate, a company specializing
in Brazilian Portuguese, Spanish and English
solutions mainly for the healthcare, pharmaceutical, veterinary, information technology
and telecom industries, has announced the
debut of its new website.

Alcalá University,
University traduccion.sspp@uah.es,
http://www2.uah.es/aulatraduccion

Vertice Translate,
Translate
vertice@verticetranslate.com.br,
www.verticetranslate.com.br

PAEN now ISO 9001:2000 certiﬁed

LRC LOTS Satellite Distribution

The PAEN Communications Ltd. team has
just been awarded ISO 9001:2000 certiﬁcation, making PAEN the ﬁrst translation agency
in Australia or New Zealand to be awarded
this certiﬁcation. The company specializes in
translation and offers a range of language
services, from interpreters and multilingual

The Localisation Research Centre (LRC) at
the University of Limerick has released its
Localisation Tools and Technologies Showcase (LOTS) Satellite Distribution, a collection of localization tools and technologies
that will be distributed to selected partner
universities by the LRC free-of-charge.

Chris Langewis, 1946-2006
Chris (Christiaan) Langewis, born April 14, 1946, in The Netherlands,
died on April 21, 2006, at his home in Fremont, California. He is survived by his wife Nathalie Uneida Langewis, children and stepchildren,
grandchildren and many friends. A memorial service was conducted on
April 27 in Fremont.
A long-time specialist in translation tools, Chris Langewis was a
member of the MultiLingual editorial board and contributed articles
and ideas over many years. “I always appreciated working with Chris
and our interactions,” says MultiLingual Computing founder Seth Schneider. “I highly respect
his dedication to the industry and long-term commitment. There are those who have made
a sincere lasting commitment to the language industry and through that dedication have
earned great respect and admiration from all of us. Chris is one of those impassioned individuals. May we all be grateful for the changes and growth that surround us as we remember
Chris’s contribution.”
Mr. Langewis worked in the business of international software for over 25 years. He was
international product manager at Symantec, Inc., vice president of marketing at Logos Corporation and president and co-founder of Globalware, Inc. In recent years he developed
and taught the class Computer Aided Translation at the Monterey Institute of International
Studies and served as director of technology for the localization solutions ﬁrm ABLE Innovations, Inc., managing the integration of language technologies into support for clients
preparing world-ready products. He had studied economics and business administration at
California State University, Hayward.
Chris Langewis was a private pilot, traveled throughout the world for business and for
pleasure, and spoke several languages. His pleasures included entertaining people at his
home and playing and dealing poker, and he and his wife belonged to a local dance club.
“Those of us in the language industry who had the privilege of knowing Chris respected
his knowledge and technical expertise,” says MultiLingual publisher Donna Parrish, “but I
know I am not alone when I say that what we will miss most is his warm smile.”
Memorial gifts may be sent to the Pathways Hospice, 585 North Marie Avenue, Sunnyvale,
California 94085.
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News
The LOTS Satellite Distribution was made
possible because of a partnership between
the LRC and six localization tools and
technologies developers: PASS Engineering GmbH, SDL/TRADOS, ]project-open[,
Alchemy Software Development, Stormdance and WebBudget. While the companies have made their highly-valued tools
and technologies available to the LOTS
Distribution free-of-charge, the LRC will
maintain and distribute them to selected
partner organizations and supply each of
them with ﬁfteen licenses for
the tools included in the distribution. The LOTS Distribution
is a central contribution by the
LRC and its industrial partners
to the Global Initiative for
Local Computing.
Localisation Research Centre,
Centre
lrc@ul.ie, www.localisation.ie

Transco ISO recertiﬁcation
Transco, a localization provider in Asia, has announced
that its ISO 9001 Certiﬁcate
of Quality Management System has been
renewed for another year. Implementing
the ISO system as early as its setup in 1998,
Transco was the ﬁrst ISO 9001-certiﬁed
localization service provider in China.
Transco Ltd.,
Ltd. info@transco.cn, www.transco.cn

CSU Chico’s localization
program receives grant
The California State University, Chico,
College of Business received the Department
of Education Federal Business International
Education grant to strengthen and support
its localization program. The grant, which
also involves matching funds from the university and from industry partners, is worth
$500,000 over two years. The program’s
mission is to provide education, training
and outreach in international e-business
to help students and businesses compete in
the new global network economy.
The grant will fund curriculum and faculty development as well as help to develop
and implement an international knowledge
exchange, internship and study abroad program. The grant will help create a “Tripartite
Alliance” of university, public sector (including Center for International Trade, Small
Business Development Centers , Globalization
and Localization Association) and private
sector (such as HP, IBM and The Localization
Institute) to foster local outreach, training,
internships and knowledge sharing.
Lastly, the grant will be used to create

www.multilingual.com
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a repository of global e-business teaching
materials and resources and to conduct a
summer workshop to provide international
e-business training.
California State University, Chico,
Chico
rce@csuchico.edu,
www.csuchico.edu/localize

2006 Events & Seminars

Survey shows client
support for ForeignExchange
ForeignExchange Translations, a provider
of specialized language services to medical
device, pharmaceutical
and biotech companies,
has completed its ﬁfth
annual client satisfaction survey, and the
results represent a vote
of conﬁdence for the
company, its processes
and its employees. The
survey is designed to
gather feedback from
clients regarding their
experiences in working
with ForeignExchange.
It covers a wide range of topics from quality
of work to competence of staff and overall
satisfaction. As in previous years, the highest
single category rating from respondents was
reserved for ForeignExchange staff. On a scale
of 1 to 6, courtesy of staff garnered a 5.8.
ForeignExchange Translations,
Translations
info@fxtrans.com, www.fxtrans.com

June 7-8
Dublin, Ireland
October 3-4
Bonn, Germany
Localization Project Management

June 20-22
Chico, California
Localization Certification Program

September 19-21
Lake Tahoe, California
Project Manager’s Roundtable

GPI’s websites win awards
Globalization Partners International (GPI),
a provider of website, software and document translation services, has announced
that two of its corporate websites were
awarded for outstanding achievement
by the Web Marketing Association — the
sponsor of the “The WebAward Competition,” a showcase for website development
in more than 96 industry categories.
GPI’s corporate website (www.globaliza
tionpartners.com) — a winner in the Best
Professional Services Microsite/Landing Page
category — was designed to showcase its own
multilingual website creation and translation
capabilities.
GPI’s viral marketing site (www.global
widgets.com) was a winner in the Best
International Business Interactive Application category. Globalwidgets started as part
of a suite of in-house translator and translation project management tools.
Globalization Partners International,
International
info@globalizationpartners.com,
www.globalizationpartners.com

June 2006 MultiLingual

June 7
San Jose, California
Microsoft .NET Globalization Training
Internationalization and
Localization in .NET

|

October 16-18
Montréal, Québec, Canada
Localization World Conference

November 6
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Localization Project Management

The

Localization
Institute
4513 Vernon Boulevard, Suite 11
Madison, WI 53705 USA
Phone 608.233.1790
Fax 608.441.6124
www.localizationinstitute.com
info@localizationinstitute.com
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News
GLS revamps website, announces
contest for translation bloopers

corporations located throughout the United
States and abroad.

Global Language Solutions (GLS), a translation, localization and interpretation ﬁrm, has
gone live with its revamped website. Visitors
now have easy access to information, tools
and resources segmented by GLS’s seven
areas of industry expertise: medical and
pharmaceutical; healthcare; ﬁnancial; legal;
manufacturing; marketing; and technology.
GLS is also holding a contest for the biggest translation bloopers, mishaps and woes.
Those that have had an experience with a
translation or the interpretation of a phrase
or word that has confused a client, patient or
subject can send it to GLS.
GLS will select the best and publish them
anonymously in a future issue of its monthly
publication Global Communicator. Entries
must be sent to contest@globallanguages
.com by July 1, 2006.

International Language Services,
Services
www.ilstranslations.com

Global Language Solutions,
Solutions
info@globallanguages.com,
www.globallanguages.com

ILS awarded ISO certiﬁcation
International Language Services Inc. (ILS),
a full-service text translation agency specializing in the medical, technical, legal and
manufacturing ﬁelds, has been awarded ISO
9001:2000 certiﬁcation. ILS projects have
included manuals, websites, technical documents, advertisements, marketing brochures,
software, labels, contracts, multimedia presentations and audio/video materials industries. Its client proﬁle ranges from start-up
ﬁrms to midsize companies and Fortune 500

Changes
Moravia expands operations in China
Moravia Worldwide, a globalization solutions provider, has announced a major
expansion of its strategic offshore operations in Nanjing, China, including a capacity and staff growth of 60% as well as an
extensive expansion of the ofﬁce. This is
the fourth major consecutive expansion
of capacity since the establishment of the
center in 2002.
Moravia’s Nanjing operations provide a
suite of localization services, including
software testing and engineering for all
languages, linguistic testing for doublebyte character sets, project management,
translation and desktop publishing. It is also
one of the two key production centers for
Moravia’s QASight testing and engineering
services business unit.
Moravia Worldwide,
Worldwide
europe@moraviaworldwide.com,
www.moraviaworldwide.com

to bring the innovative Imagetalk symbolsbased assistive communication solution to
the market and to further develop related
products. Simultaneously, this sales agreement makes the full utilization of the
Imagetalk symbols-based user interface and
content management for other languageoriented education purposes possible.
Lingsoft, Inc.,
Inc. info@lingsoft.ﬁ, www.lingsoft.ﬁ

Termcat changes domain
Termcat, the center to promote the
development of terminology in the Catalan
language, has changed its web address to
www.termcat.cat. The .cat is the domain for
the linguistic and cultural Catalan community on the internet. This change has been
done simultaneously in all web pages.
The .cat domain, promoted by the Associació puntCAT (dotCAT Association), was
approved by the Internet Corporation for
Assigned Names and Numbers on September 15, 2005. From that time, the Fundació
puntCAT has dealt with the management
of this domain, which represents internet
users who express themselves in Catalan and
which will contribute to announcing the
Catalan culture existence at a world level.
Termcat termcat@termcat.cat,
Termcat,
www.termcat.cat

Lingsoft acquires Imagetalk
products and trademark

Jonckers relocates Tokyo ofﬁce

Lingsoft, Inc., a Nordic language technology company, has purchased the property
rights of Imagetalk assistive products as well
as the registered trademark of Imagetalk.
This acquisition enables the continued effort

Jonckers Translation & Engineering, a software, e-learning and multimedia localization provider, has relocated its Japan ofﬁce
to the Yoyogi district of Tokyo. The ofﬁce
relocation will help facilitate an aggressive

Localization manager reviewing proposals

Formed by 16 leading localization companies spanning Europe, America and Asia, milengo Inc. is the largest 2G Localization Alliance
in the market. Its unique structure allows milengo to offer clients a truly global presence for outsourced localization services without
the associated high overhead costs.

www.milengo.com
BRAZIL
JAPAN
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News
growth period for 2006.
The company’s presence in Asia has continued to expand, with recent ofﬁce openings in
South Korea, Taiwan and the People’s Republic of China. This expansion will strengthen
Jonckers’ Asian operations and provide its
growing international client list with complete localization solutions in CCJK.
Jonckers Translation & Engineering,
Engineering
info@jonckers.com, www.jonckers.com

their content. It provides text mining features enabling textual information processing and offers a scalable range of services
based on natural language processing components that can be integrated in business
applications.
TEMIS info@temis-group.com,
TEMIS,
www.temis-group.com
Convera, info@convera.com, www.convera.com
Convera

Local Concept adds department

VerbumSoft releases new
translation management system

Local Concept, a provider of customized
localization solutions, has added a new
research and development department that
will create proprietary tools intended to
streamline translations.
By mid-2006, Local Concept is expected
to unveil two new proprietary web-based
software tools. WebView, a document
translation review tool, allows clients to
review and edit translation ﬁles online
while tracking who made what changes
when. WebTerm, online multilingual glossary software, is designed to uncomplicate
multilingual glossary management with
client-speciﬁc, centralized content.

VerbumSoft, a provider of translation services, and salesforce.com, a provider of ondemand customer relationship management,
have announced the release of VerbumSoft
Translation Service for AppExchange.
Built on the AppExchange on-demand
platform, VerbumSoft Translation Service is
available for test drive and deployment at
www.appexchange.com. This online webbased translation management system is
intended to simplify all aspects of the
translation project cycle via a solution that
integrates from within salesforce.com. This
solution can handle text from a majority of
languages in a variety of ﬁle formats.

Local Concept,
Concept info@localconcept.com,
www.localconcept.com

VerbumSoft info@translatorsbase.com,
VerbumSoft,
www.verbumsoft.com

Collaboration
TTC localizes NicoBloc

TelePlus signs with Skype
TelePlus Group, an international telecommunications company, has entered into a

wholesale deal in association with Digitrad
France to provide certain multilanguage
assisted services to new and existing Skype
customers. TelePlus will provide Skype customers with a solution to language barriers
by offering concierge and interpreter services
in French, Spanish, Cantonese and Mandarin,
with Japanese to be added soon.
TelePlus’ 1TouchConnect is a specialized
telephone service that bundles international
long distance with a wide variety of proprietary, in-language services for the mainstream international traveler. The TelePlus
product provides travelers and tourists with
a 24/7 live private assistant who functions as
a translator, concierge or emergency dispatch
in their native language. A combination of
patent-pending intelligence and telecommunication platform allows the company
to offer direct access to their live services in
over 120 languages.
TelePlus Group,
Group www.1tc.com
Skype, http://skype.com
Skype

Arancho Nordic localizes WinWinD
Arancho Nordic, the Finnish ofﬁce of
Arancho Group, has entered into a turnkey
contract with WinWinD, a Finnish company developing, producing, installing and
marketing wind turbines and wind parks.
According to this contract, Arancho will
deliver a wide range of multilingual documentation managing services, including

TTC Language Services Ltd., a translation and localization company, has been
working with NicoBloc to launch its
gradual reduction method to help millions
of people quit smoking. NicoBloc, a new
innovative stop smoking aid, has recently
been launched in the United Kingdom.
TTC has translated NicoBloc’s information
packs, press releases and advertisements
into Spanish, Japanese, Thai, Portuguese,
German, Italian and Arabic.
TTC Language Services Ltd.,
Ltd.
info@ttc-online.co.uk, www.ttcltd.com

TEMIS and Convera sign agreement
TEMIS, a provider of text mining software,
has signed a technology transfer agreement with Convera, a provider of search
technologies to commercial enterprises and
government agencies. Under this agreement,
Convera will embed TEMIS’ XeLDA linguistic
engine in four languages — French, Spanish,
Russian and German — into its Excalibur
web search platform.
XeLDA is a multilingual linguistic engine
that models and standardizes unstructured
documents in order to automatically exploit
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translation of all WinWinD communication (technical manuals, marketing material
and so on), on-site interpreting, desktop
publishing services and online terminology management. Arancho, together with
Kielikone, has already opened a dedicated
online terminology management site called
WinWorD for the service.
Arancho Srl,
Srl rimini@it.arancho.com,
www.arancho.com

Idiom and Captura Group partner,
Toro selects WorldServer platform
Idiom Technologies, Inc., a provider of
scalable software solutions for accelerating and optimizing globalization initiatives,
and Captura Group, Inc., a pioneer in the
development of in-language and in-culture
online solutions targeting the US Hispanic
market, have entered into a partnership to
address the increased demand for integrated
solutions that enable companies to more
effectively communicate with US Hispanics
online. Together with Idiom, Captura Group
will enable companies to develop, manage
and market Hispanic online solutions that
generate measurable results and deliver a
valuable Hispanic online user experience.
Idiom has also partnered with Wessex
Translations to deliver translation and localization solutions for The Toro Company. Toro
selected the Idiom WorldServer globalization
platform because of its integration capabilities with Interwoven’s TeamSite Web Content
Management software, Toro’s existing enterprise content management solution.
Idiom Technologies, Inc.
Inc., info@idiominc.com,
www.idiominc.com
Captura Group,
Group info@capturagroup.com,
www.capturagroup.com
Wessex Translations Ltd.,
Ltd. sales@wt-lm.com,
www.wt-lm.com
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web publishers with a web-based tool that
helps editors tailor aggregated feeds to
generate new content and, as a result, new
ad inventory.
Basis and Mooter Media, a provider of
internet advertising targeting tools, have
also integrated the RLP into Mooter Media’s
adVantage and Contextual adVantage platform. Mooter Media uses the RLP for Chinese, Japanese and Korean text analysis. This
analysis provides additional information
for the algorithms and cognitive analysis
in matching online content with relevant
advertisements.
Basis Technology Corp.
Corp., info@basistech.com,
www.basistech.com

DocZone.com enters ASP
contract with ABLE
DocZone.com, an XML content life cycle
system provider, has entered a ﬁve-year ASP
contract with ABLE Innovations, LLC, a content optimization and translation provider.
Under the terms of the service agreement,
ABLE Innovations will leverage the translation memory and XML-based publishing
capabilities of the DocZone platform with
GlobalFit, ABLE’s integrated content authoring and translation service offering. The
result will be OneDoc, a combination of
hosted XML-based content management
and managed language services, offered by
ABLE Innovations.
Separately, ABLE Innovations agreed
to become the ﬁrst US-based reseller of
DocZone, a DITA-compliant, hosted-XML
content management system.
DocZone.com info@doczone.com,
DocZone.com,
www.doczone.com
ABLE Innovations, Inc.,
Inc.
sales@ableinnovations.com,
www.ableinnovations.com

Rosette Linguistics integrated
with Feedster, Mooter platforms

MultiCorpora selected by
Canada’s Translation Bureau

Feedster has integrated Basis Technology’s
Japanese Base Linguistics module to support
its ability to search and index Japanese RSS
feeds for its syndicated content service.
Base Linguistics, a component of Basis
Technology’s Rosette Linguistics Platform
(RLP), is featured in information retrieval
and text mining applications and performs
functions such as segmentation, decompounding and part-of-speech analysis. The
incorporation of these linguistics helps
Feedster to expand into the growing Japanese news syndication industry. Feedster’s
syndicated content service can now search
millions of RSS feeds in Japanese to provide

MultiCorpora R&D Inc., a language management software solution developer, has
announced that its MultiTrans 4 software
suite has been selected to implement a
Translation Memory Management Software System for the Translation Bureau, an
entity within Public Works and Government
Services Canada. The Translation Bureau is
responsible for helping the Government of
Canada to communicate with Canadians
in the ofﬁcial languages of their choice by
providing a translation service. The Translation Bureau is one of the largest translation
agencies in the world, with approximately
1,300 system users in 60 ofﬁces.
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MultiCorpora has also announced plans
to open a sales and operations ofﬁce in Belgium to cater to the European market.
MultiCorpora R&D Inc.,
Inc.
info@multicorpora.com,
www.multicorpora.com

Clay Tablet teams
with Language Weaver
Clay Tablet Technologies, a provider of
translation workﬂow software, has integrated
its products with the automated translation technologies of Language Weaver. Clay
Tablet’s Rosetta Gateway, Web Content Management System and Trans-port corporate
translation portal products allow customers
to send documents or portions of documents
for translation.
Language Weaver’s SMTS “learns” language translations by identifying patterns
and relationships within previously translated or parallel texts. Language Weaver
uses statistical algorithms to align the text
and assess the correlation of words and
phrases.

promote internationalization-related and
localization-related research and teaching.
UNIMAS, represented by its vice chancellor, Abdul Rashid Abdullah, and the LRC
at the University of Limerick, Ireland, represented by its director, Reinhard Schäler,
have signed a Memorandum of Understanding at Southeast Asia’s International
Symposium on ICT for Rural Development
in Kuching, Malaysia.
The two organizations are planning joint
research projects, staff exchanges and joint
funding applications. In addition, the agreement covers the establishment of a mirror
site of the LRC’s Localisation Technology

Laboratory and Showcase, the holding of
LRC-Malaysia events and training courses,
and the initiation of joint research projects
in the realm of internationalization and
localization.
Localisation Research Centre,
Centre
lrc@ul.ie, www.localisation.ie

Vantage Software provides
AnswerWorks for WritersUA
Vantage Software Technologies, a provider
of software solutions based on linguistic
technology, has integrated its AnswerWorks
natural language search solution with
the WritersUA website. AnswerWorks is a

Clay Tablet Technologies,
Technologies
info@clay-tablet.com, www.clay-tablet.com

STAR Servicios Lingüísticos
partners with UNICEF, Adobe
STAR Servicios Lingüísticos, the Spanish
branch of the multilingual communication
services provider STAR Group, has started
a cooperation agreement with UNICEF, the
United Nations Children’s Fund. According
to the agreement, STAR will translate the
UNICEF product catalog into Catalan free
of charge.
STAR Servicios Lingüísticos also won the
Adobe Photographers Directory project;
has set up a team of project managers, translators and consultants; and has
involved other STAR branches. Euro RSCG
4D, a digital advertising agency, came up
with the idea and designed and developed
the application and website. The project
went live in April of 2006. It is currently
available in English, French, German and
Spanish and will also be available soon in
Italian and Japanese.
STAR Servicios Lingüísticos S.L.,
S.L.
starspain@star-group.net,
www.star-spain.com

LRC and UNIMAS collaborate
A Malaysian university — the Universiti
Malaysia Sarawak at Kuching (UNIMAS)
— and the University of Limerick’s Localisation Research Centre (LRC) have established
closer links between the two institutions to
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multilingual tool that lets users search for
information by entering questions in plain
text in English and other languages.
AnswerWorks can search multiple forms
of content, including knowledge bases,
online Help, product manuals, technical
support and other enterprise information.
The search technology can also be integrated with desktop, server and web-based
applications, and the user interface can be
customized to match the look and feel of
a client’s product.
Vantage Software Technologies,
Technologies
vantage-software-info@vantage.com,
www.vantage-software-tech.com

Financial

People

Sajan achieves quarterly growth

Alchemy founder nominated

Sajan, a provider of language translation services and technology, has recorded
a quarterly growth of 38% for the ﬁrst
quarter of 2006. Sajan offers ISO-certiﬁed
services fused with its single platform endto-end solution, GCMS, to manage the entire
content creation and translation workﬂow
processes. GCMS is a hosted online offering,
so there is no buying, installing or learning
of additional tools or applications.

Alchemy Software Development Ltd. has
announced that its CEO and founder, Tony
O’Dowd, has been nominated for the Ernst
& Young Entrepreneur of the Year award.
Finalists for this award, to be announced
in June 2006, will be invited to Shanghai,
China, to participate in a nine-day program
featuring master classes by two business
professionals from the Harvard Business
School and the MIT Entrepreneurship Centre, one-to-one meetings with Chinese
business leaders and local entrepreneurs,
and networking sessions with previous
Entrepreneur of the Year award ﬁnalists.
All ﬁnalists will then take part in the European Entrepreneur of the Year awards in
September 2006.

Sajan, Inc.,
Inc. productsales@sajan.com,
www.sajan.com

Alchemy Software Development Ltd.,
Ltd.
info@alchemysoftware.ie,
www.alchemysoftware.ie

Opticentre CTS receives
PASS certiﬁcation
Opticentre, a global software and documentation release processes provider, has
announced that its chief tools strategist
(CTS), Svilen Kovandjiisky, received a Certiﬁed PASSOLO Trainer (CPT) Certiﬁcate after
successfully completing the latest CPT course
at PASS Engineering in Bonn, Germany.
Opticentre will roll out a series of training
programs dedicated to helping PASSOLO
users at various locations throughout Europe
and the United States.
Opticentre opportunities@opticentre.net,
Opticentre,
www.opticentre.net
PASS Engineering GmbH,
GmbH info@passolo.com,
www.passolo.com

CPSL adds business manager
CPSL, a provider of translation and localization services, has hired Todd McKain as
its new US business development manager.
McKain brings nearly 20 years of experience
in the relationship management and project
management ﬁelds, most recently with AT&T
Broadband and Computershare Investor Services. He will be based in CPSL’s Barcelona
headquarters while developing the North
American client base and sales team.
CPSL mkania@cpsl.com,
CPSL,
www.cpsl.com

LOCORDIA recruits Fleur Schut
LOCORDIA SA, a translation and localization company, has recruited Fleur Schut to
strengthen its commercial team in response
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to increased demand from international
customers. Schut has been working the
past seven years for TRADOS.
LOCORDIA SA,
SA info@locordia.com,
www.locordia.com

spanishbackofﬁce hires
new technology manager
spanishbackofﬁce SA, a provider of project management and language solutions,
has announced that Lucas Brizuela was
recently named technology manager. Brizuela will be based at the Córdoba, Argentina,
headquarters of spanishbackofﬁce SA, but
will also oversee technology matters at the
Mendoza, Argentina, ofﬁce.
spanishbackofﬁce SA,
spanishbackofﬁce
SA
contact@spanishbackofﬁce.com,
www.spanishbackofﬁce.com

Products
PASS unveils PASSOLO 6.0
PASS Engineering GmbH, a localization technology software developer, has
unveiled the PASSOLO 6.0. The new version
contains features designed to meet the
needs of all different and converging players in the localization/release process.
Beta testers gave PASSOLO 6.0 a thorough road test and were impressed with
such features as a more intuitive user interface, new translation feature-set, and an
upgraded quality assurance environment,
among 40 other product enhancements.
PASS Engineering GmbH,
GmbH info@passolo.com,
www.passolo.com

Basis RLP 5.0
Basis Technology, a provider of software solutions for multilingual text mining
and information retrieval applications, has
released version 5.0 of its Rosette Linguistics
Platform (RLP). This release includes a wide
range of new features and performance
enhancements to Rosette’s core technology, designed to provide a fast, accurate,
ﬂexible and easy-to-integrate solution for
tackling the most complex linguistic challenges. RLP enables information retrieval
applications and search engines to understand queries and search web pages in
foreign languages by providing a linguistic
analysis of each word.
In the new version, Rosette Entity
Extractor — which identiﬁes names, places,
dates and other entities in unstructured
text — has added Traditional Chinese to
its list of ten supported languages and
improved its overall speed by an average of
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35%. Rosette Language Identiﬁer — which
identiﬁes the language and encoding of
a document — has improved accuracy on
short text segments and has added Pashto,
Somali and Urdu detection.
A Japanese Orthographic Analyzer (JOA),
which allows search engines and text mining
applications to ﬁnd occurrences of words
that have multiple spelling variations but
shared meaning, has also been added. JOA
enhances RLP’s Base Linguistics component
that performs critical functions such as
word segmentation, decompounding and
part-of-speech analysis. Version 5.0 also
offers newly updated and greatly expanded
Chinese and Japanese dictionaries.
Basis Technology Corp.
Corp., info@basistech.com,
www.basistech.com

InLocate improved in version 5.1
RapidSolution Software, a software development company, has released InLocate
5.1, the latest version of its Windows-based
software localization platform. First released
seven years ago under the name RapidTranslation, the product was rebranded with the
name InLocate in 2005. Detailed information
and a free evaluation version are available at
www.inlocate.net
InLocate differentiates itself by enabling
localized applications to switch languages
even while they are running. InLocate 5.1
offers support for Unicode and ANSI applications, support for the newest Windows
controls, compatibility with most modern
user interface toolkits, simpliﬁed installation of the run-time environment and an
improved editor.

at the request of sponsoring groups.
Fairﬁeld Language Technologies,
Fairﬁeld
Technologies
info@rosettastone.com,
www.rosettastone.com

D&H offers multilingual keyboards
Lagos Analysis Corporation (LANCOR), a
dynamic technologies solution provider, and
D&H Distributing, a national distributor of
computer products, have agreed to distribute
Konyin United States Multilingual Keyboards.
The Shift≤ keyboard technology developed
by LANCOR represents an alternative to
the commonly used standard 26 alphabets
based QWERTY keyboard.
Konyin Multilingual Keyboard is computer keyboard technology designed to
accommodate combined character sets
for multiple language groups on a single
keyboard layout, with no layout switching
required between languages, no dead key
typing process and using Unicode standard
for handling fonts. A user can type in Portuguese, Spanish, German, English, French,
Irish, Italian, Hawaiian, Polish and other

RapidSolution Software AG,
AG
dornseiff@rapidsolution.de,
www.rapidsolution.de

Rosetta Stone interactive
Mohawk language software
Rosetta Stone has just released language-learning software for the Mohawk
(Kanien´keha) language. Development of the
software was sponsored by Kanien´kehaka
Onkwawén:na Raotitiohkwa (the recognized
Mohawk language and cultural center of
Kahnawake) as part of a wider initiative to
recover Kanien´keha ﬂuency in the Mohawk
community located near Montréal, Québec. This is the ﬁrst endangered language
software to be developed through Rosetta
Stone, which currently teaches 30 other
languages to people in over 150 countries.
Rosetta Stone’s Endangered Language
Program was created to undertake a limited
number of language revitalization projects
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Latin alphabetic languages without making
any special adjustments.
Lagos Analysis Corporation,
Corporation
infous@lancorltd.com, www.lancorltd.com
D&H Distributing,
Distributing www.dandh.com

Visual Localize 6.1.2 localized
Applied Information Technologies AG, a
developer of applications for MS Windows
software in the industrial sector, has made
available a French graphical user interface
(GUI) for the software localization tool
Visual Localize 6.1.2 (NET) & (PREMIUM).
Visual Localize is a professional tool for
translating software and adapting the GUI.
The French version can be downloaded free
of charge.
The additional language pack contains
all resources of the user interface, but no
manual or online Help. Feedback on the
product is accepted and encouraged.
Applied Information Technologies AG,
AG
info@visual-localize.com,
www.visual-localize.com

Lingobit Localizer 4.5 available
Lingobit Technologies, a software localization tools developer, has released a new

version of Lingobit Localizer — a product
known for its software localization simpliﬁcation of .NET (C#, VB.NET), MFC (Win32)
and Java applications. With the launch of
the product’s updated version, Lingobit
Localizer has added support for Delphi,
.NET 2.0 applications and text-based ﬁles. It
now assists in the localization either using
resource-only dlls or translating directly in
binary ﬁles.
Addressing instances where translation
in the source code is unavoidable, Localizer
4.5 now supports the localization of various
text-based formats, including C++/ASP/PHP
source ﬁles, INI ﬁles and many others. Lingobit
Localizer understands the internal structures
of the most popular formats.
Lingobit Technologies,
Technologies info@lingobit.com,
www.lingobit.com

AuthorIT enhances RoboHelp
AuthorIT Software Corporation Limited, a
single-source documentation solution provider, has designed import format RoboHelp,
allowing AuthorIT version 4 users to now
import their legacy RoboHelp content. The
latest release of AuthorIT’s importing technology supports the migration of Macromedia
RoboHelp content created using the latest
version of RoboHelp as well as a number of
earlier versions. Features range from localization management to a varied list of output
formats, including XML and DITA.
AuthorIT Software Corporation,
Corporation
sales@author-it.com, www.author-it.com

MemoQ launched
Kilgray, a company dedicated to the
development of translation productivity
tools, has launched the integrated localization environment MemoQ. MemoQ has a
strong focus on easy-to-use and productive
user interfaces and collaboration. It also
has a freeware version, MemoQ4Free, for
newcomers to translation environments.
MemoQ is able to handle any number of
local and remote translation memories (TMs)
and term bases — even those scattered on
several servers — and features a TM and terminology editor and an enhanced aligner.
Its add-in architecture enables customers
to buy only the modules that they need.

The release includes more than 25 new
features and improvements.
PopChar X 3.0 includes the following
new features: universal binary support,
quick search for special characters, more
ﬂexible user interface, optimized character
selection and optimized font selection.
Ergonis Software gmbh,
gmbh
ofﬁce@ergonis.com, www.ergonis.com

Tavultesoft develops KeymanWeb
Tavultesoft Pty. Ltd., the developer of
Keyman, has released KeymanWeb — an online keyboard mapping solution for website
providers that allows remapping of the end
user’s keyboard to type in different languages without any software installation
requirements.
Tavultesoft has already secured a contract
to supply KeymanWeb software to First Peoples’ Cultural Foundation, a nongovernment
Canadian organization involved in indigenous
language preservation and revitalization.
Tavultesoft’s input technology Keyman is
used to type in hundreds of different languages and scripts, by a variety of individuals
and organizations, from the BBC World Service down to small African literacy projects.
Tavultesoft was established in 1992 by Marc
Durdin as a teenager living in Southeast Asia
to develop an input system for Lao.
Tavultesoft Pty. Ltd.,
Ltd. sales@tavultesoft.com,
www.tavultesoft.com

SDL AuthorAssistant 2006
SDL International, a provider of global
information management solutions, has
announced the release of SDL AuthorAssistant 2006. The new release extends its
reach by enabling organizations to access
centralized translation assets in other SDL
technology formats. It provides integration
with authoring environments including
Adobe FrameMaker, Arbortext Editor, Blast
Radius XMetaL and Microsoft Word and
enables creators of business content to perform real-time, automated comparisons of
newly authored content with existing translation memories, terminology glossaries and
corporate writing guidelines.
SDL International,
International fribeiro@sdl.com,
www.sdl.com

Kilgray, info@kilgray.com, www.memoqtm.com
Kilgray

MyScript tools now in new versions
Ergonis PopChar X 3.0
Ergonis Software, developers of ergonomic and intuitive software, has created
PopChar X 3.0, a completely redesigned
version of its tool for inserting special
characters into the text of any application.
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Vision Objects, a handwriting recognition
technology developer, has announced new
versions of MyScript Builder 4.1, MyScript
Form 1.1 and MyScript InkSearch 2.0. These
versions feature new functionalities and additional language support enabling system
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integrators to develop applications for form
processing and note taking in a wide range
of Western and Asian languages.
MyScript Builder is Vision Objects’ Software Development Kit for the integration
of handwriting recognition into a vast
range of applications. Among the new
features available, MyScript Builder now
supports special characters for indented
and numbered lists, Asian-circled characters and a new language pack for Norwegian. MyScript Form, designed for bringing
handwriting recognition into form processing applications, and MyScript InkSearch,
designed to provide tools for retrieving
handwritten content, now support Simpliﬁed Chinese and Japanese.
In addition to traditional language packs,
MyScript can use Data Formats to further
increase recognition accuracy. Data Formats
are particularly appreciated in form processing solutions. In addition to the existing
Data Formats pack for US addresses, a new
Data Format Pack for Japanese addresses is
also available.

Global Autonomous Language Exploitation
(GALE) program.
The program will initially focus on English, Mandarin Chinese and Arabic. Automatic processing engines will recognize,
translate and distill data, delivering pertinent, consolidated information in easy-tounderstand forms to military personnel in
response to direct or implicit requests.
With NIGHTINGALE, by tapping into ﬂows
of foreign language information from a
variety of spoken and written sources such as
news broadcasts, news groups and talk shows,
military decision-makers can become oriented
to changes in their areas of operation much

more quickly. Near-simultaneous translation
of local spoken languages and dialects will
allow commanders to integrate information
derived from various spoken and written
sources and to drill down on a hypothesis by
returning to the sources to understand the
chain of annotations that supported that
hypothesis.
SRI International,
International www.sri.com

wintranslation.com white paper
wintranslation.com, a translation company, has released a white paper entitled
“Maximizing Visibility for Multilingual Web
Sites.” Main topics explored include the

Vision Objects
Objects,
webcontact@visionobjects.com,
www.visionobjects.com

Alchemy Layout Manager 2.0
Alchemy Software Development, a visual
localization solutions provider, has developed
Alchemy Layout Manager 2.0, a productivity
application for localization engineers designed
to reduce the time to resize and reposition a
user interface. Layout Manager 2.0 now supports all Microsoft desktop, mobile and internet platforms. Using patented and advanced
mathematical analysis of translated software
applications, it can reshape and reposition
application user interfaces.
Alchemy Software Development Ltd.,
Ltd.
info@alchemysoftware.ie,
www.alchemysoftware.ie

Resources
SRI manages DARPA
program for GALE
SRI International, an independent nonproﬁt research and development organization, has announced an SRI-managed
project called Novel Information Gathering
and Harvesting Techniques for Intelligence
in Global Autonomous Language Environments (NIGHTINGALE), a ﬁve-year collaboration among 15 corporations and universities.
The project has been ongoing since October
2005 and is funded by the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) under its
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strategic importance of promoting international websites in foreign languages; how
translators can undo all of search engine
marketing work and how not to let that
happen; how to research what international customers search for on the internet;
how language and country/region ﬁlters
affect international websites’ presence in
global search engines; and how to develop
an effective workﬂow between marketing
and translation teams to allow maximum
visibility for international websites.
wintranslation.com provides services in
over 100 languages such as document
translation, glossary development, foreign
language keyword research, translator/ copywriter selection and recruitment, multilingual desktop publishing, and website
quality assurance testing.

Lexicon (L0066); ELRA-S0213 Italian Speecon
database; ELRA-S0214 Swedish Speecon
database; TC-STAR Evaluation Package — ASR
English (E0002); TC-STAR Evaluation Package
— ASR Spanish (E0003); TC-STAR Evaluation
Package — ASR Mandarin Chinese (E0004);
TC-STAR Evaluation Package — SLT Englishto-Spanish (E0005); TC-STAR Evaluation
Package — SLT Spanish-to-English (E0006);
and TC-STAR Evaluation Package — SLT Chinese-to-English (E0007).
ELRA/ELDA, mapelli@elda.org, www.elda.org
ELRA/ELDA

wintranslation.com
wintranslation.com,
transition@wintranslation.com,
www.wintranslation.com

Book aims to improve
global website navigation
The Art of the Global Gateway, a book
published by Byte Level Books, provides
real-world strategies for user-friendly navigation and helps companies build more
user-friendly global websites. As companies
continue to expand globally via the web,
the global gateway will become an increasingly important part of their websites.
Companies that have excelled in global
navigation include Dell, IKEA, Philips and
Google. This book explains why with plenty
of real-world examples.
The Art of the Global Gateway provides
a four-step road map that executives, marketers and web designers can use to improve
global navigation. Some of the questions
this book answers include: How do companies such as IKEA, Volvo and Philips excel
at global navigation? What is geolocation
and how do companies like Google use it?
Why don’t pull-down menus always work
— and what can be used instead? Should
your company register the new .eu regional
domain?
Byte Level Research, Inc.
Inc., info@bytelevel.com,
www.bytelevel.com

ELRA adds resources
The European Language Resources Association (ELRA) has added the following new
speech language resources to its Language
Resources Catalogue: the US Spanish Speecon Database (S0211); the Taiwan Mandarin
Speecon database (S0212); KORLEX — Croatian Lexicon (L0065); KORLEX — Serbian
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Book gives terminology work results
TermNet Member Termcat, the Catalan
Centre for Terminology, has published La
Normalització Terminològica en Català:
Criteris i Termes 1986-2004 (Terminological Standardization in Catalan: Terms and
Criteria 1986-2004). The book is divided
into two parts.
The ﬁrst part is a description of the
criteria, the methodology and the working
process that characterize the terminological standardization in Catalan. This is the
ﬁrst time that this information — which
will allow linguists, professionals, terminologists and experts to get to know this
activity in depth and to assess the rigor
in which it is carried out in general — is
published in a unitary way.
The second part is a complete dictionary
with all the terms standardized by Termcat
during its 20 years: 6002 Catalan terms,
most of them neologisms from technical
and scientiﬁc areas. Terms are presented
with their terminological deﬁnition, their
equivalents in Spanish, French and English
and in some cases with notes with complementary information. The book includes
indexes in every language in order to make
its use easier.
Termcat termcat@termcat.cat,
Termcat,
www.termcat.cat
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SDL announces new portal,
program and business services
SDL International, a provider of global
information management (GIM) solutions,
has launched the www.LSPzone.com portal,
designed speciﬁcally for the language service provider (LSP) market. SDL has designed
www.LSPzone.com to support and serve the
LSP community. LSPs can also purchase the
latest releases of SDL TRADOS software as
well as create online professional proﬁles,
through which they can showcase their skills
and demonstrate their industry expertise in
using SDL TRADOS technologies.
SDL Desktop Technology has introduced a
new industry initiative — the SDL TRADOS
Certiﬁcation Program — intended to satisfy
the industry’s demand for a qualiﬁcation
recognized by all participants in the translation supply chain, from freelance translators
through LSPs to global corporations. Achieving certiﬁcation will demonstrate competence in understanding the Create Cleanse
Maintain (CCM) methodology and in leveraging the complete range of SDL TRADOS
functionality, including new collaboration,
ﬁltering, quality assurance checking and
terminology management features.
SDL has also formed SDL Business Consulting, a new division to provide strategic
guidance for enterprises faced with the
information management challenges of
reaching global markets. SDL Business Consulting, led by Kel Commins, vice president
professional services, will offer global enterprises the opportunity to beneﬁt from the
business insight that SDL has gained working
with global brands. SDL business consultants
have many years’ experience of advising clients on GIM solutions, from portals through
localization process and methodology to
integration of enterprise solutions using the
latest in web technologies.
With SDL’s global ecosystem of technology and service partners, enterprises can tap
into solutions that embrace a multivendor
approach built on open standards, such as
XML, XLIFF, DITA and TMX, and methodologies, such as CCM.

Japanese and Korean are now available from
Codian and their global partners. Localization
provides Codian’s growing global customer
base with a personalized experience through
translation of the user and administrator web
interface, online Help and audio prompts.
Codian Inc.,
Inc. americas@codian.com,
www.codian.com

Keywords Italia website is now online
Keywords Italia, a website designed to
provide knowledge and assessment tools on
the processes of localization, translation and
internationalization for companies, intends
to give access to professional localization

and be a reference point for companies
interested in realizing their potential in foreign markets. The website’s aim is to eliminate linguistic barriers so that people who
live and work using different languages can
communicate with each other and “translate” their experience and unique cultural
heritage for the beneﬁt of individuals and
society as a whole.
Keywords Italia experience originates from
projects concerning software, hardware and
videogames, produced by international leaders in the industry.
Keywords Italia,
Italia info@keywordsintl.it,
www.keywordsintl.it

SDL International,
International fribeiro@sdl.com,
www.sdl.com

Codian supports conference bridge
Codian, a developer of video conferencing
infrastructure products, has added support for
worldwide languages for the MCU 4200 voice
and videoconference bridge. Uploadable language packages for German, Russian, Chinese,
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Conversis introduces program
Conversis, a translation and localization
company, has introduced the Conversis
“Preferred Referred” Program. This new
referral program was created to help build
on Conversis’ success through referrals
from existing and other potential clients.
Starting on April 3, 2006, through the
end of 2006, Conversis will offer a 10%
discount on all project fees incurred to
existing clients who refer a new client to
Conversis. The discount will apply to all of
Conversis’ services including translations,
multinational localization programs or
global branding and website campaigns.

Visitors can visit the Conversis website to
submit their referral information.
Conversis, Ltd.,
Ltd. info@conversisglobal.com,
www.conversisglobal.com

Lionbridge launches Freeway 2.0
Lionbridge Technologies, Inc., has launched
Freeway 2.0, a fully web-architected language collaboration platform. Freeway 2.0
brings together the critical elements of a
global enterprise translation program into a
single on-demand, free application available
to Lionbridge clients and translation partners.
Using Freeway, local project management,
in-country translation and reviews, offshore

engineering, and quality control are now all
managed real-time in an easily accessible
web platform.
Using a secure login, clients, Lionbridge
personnel and translators can access their
Freeway environment via a web browser in
any one of 17 languages. Once inside, they
can initiate projects, upload and download
language assets, manage glossaries and
translation memories, and track the status
of a single project or their entire program
history. For even faster turnaround, Freeway can be connected via web services to
in-house and other content solutions from
EMC Documentum, Interwoven, Microsoft,
Oracle, CrownPeak and Vasont Systems,
providing a fully automated workﬂow cycle
from creation to global publishing.
Lionbridge Technologies, Inc.,
Inc.
info@lionbridge.com, www.lionbridge.com

Language Weaver version 4.1
Language Weaver, a software company
that develops enterprise software for automated translation, has improved its statistical machine translation software, SMTS.
Multiple upgrades occur in version 4.1 such
as new features including support for 64-bit
computing platforms, which have the potential to improve translation quality, and software-based license authentication, requiring
the license authentication process only on
initial set-up. The new version also offers
simpliﬁed quality settings that allow users
to make appropriate trade-offs between
translation run-speed, translation accuracy
levels, side-by-side display of source material
and translated output in the web interface
to facilitate comparison and cross-reference
when translating URLs.
Language software modules added are
Portuguese, Romanian and Swedish into
English.
Language Weaver,
Weaver info@languageweaver.com,
www.languageweaver.com

Voice-over recording
artists create The VoxHaus
The VoxHaus, a new concept created by a
group of professional voice-over artists, is
not a company, but a community of experienced international artists who recognize
the need to leverage the beneﬁts that
working globally via the internet can offer.
The VoxHaus is a concept that complements
translation agencies that may be looking
for a cost-effective way to add voice-over
to their productions.
All artists at The VoxHaus have their
own recording studios and are voice-over
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professionals and actors who have worked
extensively in recording content for elearning and language courses, corporate
video, localization, television, radio and
commercials as well as ﬁlm dubbing.

software. Virgil is primarily focused for classroom distribution; however, students will soon
have access to it via the internet.

The VoxHaus,
VoxHaus info@thevoxhaus.com,
www.thevoxhaus.com

LOCORDIA offers translation portal

Common Sense Advisory
LSP certiﬁcation program
Common Sense Advisory, Inc., a leading business globalization research and
consulting ﬁrm, has announced its independent language services provider (LSP)
certiﬁcation program, the 24x7 Online
Brieﬁng. This program surveys individual
LSPs for detailed information about their
companies, practices and specialties. Common Sense Advisory uses this data to conﬁrm the operating status of these vendors,
customer satisfaction and best practices to
determine whether they qualify for Validated LSP or Certiﬁed LSP status.
Later this year, the company will make its
database of suppliers available to translation
and localization buyers. The 24x7 Online
Brieﬁng database will contain information
on hundreds of suppliers, allowing buyers
to compare and contrast translation companies and their capabilities. This program
is unique in offering third-party veriﬁcation
of LSPs, systematic check of customer references and analysis of their capabilities based
on Common Sense Advisory’s long-term
research into this market.
Common Sense Advisory,
Advisory
info@commonsenseadvisory.com,
www.commonsenseadvisory.com

Bridge360 introduces courseware
Bridge360, Inc., a provider of software
localization and internationalization, has
introduced Virgil, a globalization methodology course that teaches the principles
and hands-on tactics for creating international software. Virgil is divided into three
curriculums — Delivering Global Software,
Developing Global Software and Testing
Global Software — and allows companies,
which have interest in taking internationalization in-house, to provide staff with
the proper training to do so.
Bridge360’s ﬁrst launch of Virgil will be
in China with Camelot Information System
(China) Corp. Ltd., a software implementation,
programming and information technology
support services company. The launch will
provide technical training offerings for computer science graduates at several universities
in China with the knowledge to create global
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Bridge360, Inc.,
Inc. www.bridge360.com

LOCORDIA SA, a translation and localization company, has released a new online
translation portal that allows customers to

post and follow-up projects online.
Developed by LOCORDIA engineers, the
portal is also a showcase for potential clients to demonstrate the company’s variety
of services. A Flash demo of this workﬂow
system can be viewed at www.locordia.com/
vip_portal_intro.htm
LOCORDIA SA,
SA info@locordia.com,
www.locordia.com

ANNOUNCING:

November 15–17, 2006 • Washington, DC, USA
The Internationalization & Unicode Conference is the premier technical
conference focusing on multilingual, global software and Web internationalization. Each IUC conference features a variety of tutorials and conference
sessions that cover current topics related to Web and software internationalization, globalization, and Unicode. IUC 30 will also include sessions with a
special focus on the internationalization and globalization challenges faced
by governmental, national, and international organizations as they seek to
better communicate globally.
Internationalization and Unicode experts, implementers, clients and vendors
are invited to attend this unique conference. The interactive format makes
the Internationalization & Unicode Conference a great place to meet and
exchange ideas with leading experts during birds-of-a-feather special interest
gatherings, find out about the needs of potential clients during breaks at the
Internet café, or get information about new and existing Unicode-enabled
products in the exhibit hall.

www.unicodeconference.org/ml
ORGANIZATIONAL SPONSORS:

MEDIA SPONSORS:

For up-to-date information or to register:
VISIT:

www.unicodeconference.org/ml
EMAIL:
info@unicodeconference.org
CALL:
781-444-0404
Unicode and the Unicode Logo are trademarks of Unicode, Inc.
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June
EAMT 11th Annual Conference
June 19-20, 2006, in Oslo, Norway.

September
EUROCALL 2006
September 4-7, 2006, in Granada, Spain.

European Association for Machine Translation, j.t.lonning@
iln.uio.no, http://eamt.emmtee.net

European Association for Computer-Assisted Language Learning,
eurocall@ul.ie, www.eurocall-languages.org

TC-STAR — Speech-to-Speech Translation

Interpreting and Translating Symposium

June 19-21, 2006, in Barcelona, Spain.
ELRA/ELDA, mazo@elda.org, www.elda.org/tcstar-workshop

September 8-9, 2006, in Bath, UK.
Institute of Translation and Interpreting, e.m.merker@bath.ac.uk,
www.bath.ac.uk/esml/conferences/bbﬁts/index.htm

Triple Certiﬁcation in Localization
June 20-22, 2006, in Chico, California USA.
California State University, Chico - College of Business,
localizationprog@csuchico.edu, www.csuchico.edu/localize

1st Portuguese Translation Conference
September 11-12, 2006, in Lisbon, Portugal.
Associação de Tradução em Língua Portuguesa, contrapor2006@atelp
.org, www.atelp.org/conferencia-en.htm

4th ALC Annual Conference
June 20-24, 2006, in Milwaukee, Wisconsin USA.
Association of Language Companies, info@alcus.org,
www.alcus.org/events/articledetails/?id=6

6th International Summer School
in Forensic Linguistic Analysis
September 18-21, 2006, in Birmingham, England.
University of Aston, www.forensiclinguistics.net

Translation in Global News
June 23, 2006, in Coventry, UK.
University of Warwick, ctccs@warwick.ac.uk, http://www2.warwick
.ac.uk/fac/arts/ctccs/research/tgn/events/tgn

TAUS Executive Forum
September 21-22, 2006, in Beijing, China.
TAUS, jvdm@translationautomation.com, www.translationautomation
.com/tausmeetings.php

Translation Research Summer School

October

June 26-July 7, 2006, in Bloomsbury, London, UK.
University College London, szu-han.liu@ucl.ac.uk,
www.researchschool.org

July
Technology for Translation Teachers
July 3-7, 2006, in Istanbul, Turkey.
Consortium for Training Translation Teachers, melikey78@yahoo.com,
http://isg.urv.es/cttt/istanbul_2006

International Terminology Summer School (TSS2006)
July 10-14, 2006, in Vienna, Austria.
TermNet, adrame@termnet.org, www.iim.fh-koeln.de/tss2006

International Association for Translation
and Intercultural Studies (IATIS)
July 12-14, 2006, in Western Cape, South Africa.
IATIS, cdyers@uwc.ac.za, www.iatis.org/content/iatis2006

July 15-23, 2006, in Sydney, Australia.
International Committee/Association for Computational Linguistics,
glottolo@ilc.cnr.it, www.acl2006.mq.edu.au/welcome

August
AMTA 2006
August 8-12, 2006, in Cambridge, Massachusetts USA.
Association for Machine Translation in the Americas, president@
amtaweb.org, http://amta2006.amtaweb.org
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October 3-4, 2006, in Bonn, Germany.
The Localization Institute, info@localizationinstitute.com, www.local
izationinstitute.com

STC Region 2 Conference
October 13-14, 2006, in London, UK.
STC Region 2, conference2006@stcuk.org, www.stcuk.org/R2conf

Localization World Montréal
October 16-18, 2006, in Montréal, Québec, Canada.
Localization World, info@localizationworld.com, www.localization
world.com/lwmon2006/cfp.htm

International Conference on Global Software Engineering
October 16-19, 2006, in Florianópolis, Brazil.
ICGSE 2006, icgse2006@inf.pucrs.br, www.inf.pucrs.br/icgse2006

STARWEST 2006
October 16-20, 2006, in Anaheim, California USA.

COLING•ACL 2006

22

Localization Project Management (Europe)

Software Quality Engineering, sqeinfo@sqe.com, www.sqe.com/starwest

LRC - XI
October 25-26, 2006, in Dublin, Ireland.
Localisation Research Centre (LRC), lrc@ul.ie, www.localisation.ie/
resources/conferences/2006

Languages & The Media
October 25-27, 2006, in Berlin, Germany.
ICWE GmbH, info@languages-media.com, www.languages-media
.com/lang_media_2006
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How much time do you really spend on translation review
and quality checks? We’re guessing more than you need to.
Learn more at www.sdl.com/products

The Global Ecosystem Are you connected?
Jan

‘06

Feb

Mar

Desktop Online
Support Center Launch
Best of Both Worlds
Interoperability release

Apr

May

Official LSPzone.com
launch

Launch of
SDL Trados 2006
and CCM Methodology
Approach

Jun

Launch of
SDL MultiTerm 2006

SDL TRADOS
Certification Program
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MemoQ
Reviewed by Angelika Zerfaß
A translation suite of the next generation

F

For those of us who have worked with translation
memory (TM) tools, terminology databases and project
management components within a localization project,
their complexity and the multitude of settings that can
inﬂuence word-count statistics, pre-translation or match
rates are well-known and oftentimes the cause of much
testing and trying to understand the manuals.

bases, settings, alignments and the list of ﬁles to be translated as
well as functionalities such as adding/removing ﬁles from the project,
opening ﬁles for translation or TMs and term bases for editing.

Creating a project
A project is created by stepping through a wizard where information on languages, TMs, term bases, ﬁles and meta-information such
as a client name, project name or subject matter area can be added.
New information such as ﬁles, TMs and term bases can be added at
any time later during the project as well.
After setting up the project, the Project Manager pane shows
the list of ﬁles and the buttons for all important project functionalities on the left-hand side.

It is true that the tools have grown over time from a mostly easyto-use version 1 to a complex version 5, 6 or 7, mainly because
the big customers each wanted some different little functionality
to suit their own processes and ﬁle formats.
But often in a training class or consulting project on translation tools, I have heard from
MemoQ Advanced Translation
translators and project manEnvironment. Opticentre (Plovdiv,
agers that they wished for a
Bulgaria; Boston, MA, USA).
more user-friendly interSupported file formats: Word
face to some of the tools
DOC/RTF, HTML, PowerPoint, Excel,
or maybe a more modular
TXT and TRADOS TTX. Filters for
approach or even a reduced
XML, MIF and XLIFF in development.
range of functionalities.
Supported languages: Latin and
Having been involved in
Cyrillic alphabets, bidirectional.
Chinese, Japanese, Korean as
the current testing phase
target languages.
for MemoQ (pronounced
Versions and prices: 4Free
Memoc), it seems that the
for freelance translators and
tool offers what a lot of
proofreaders (fully functional,
people are looking for — a
requires use of a new TM per
refreshing, easy-to-use and
project). Translator Pro, €399.
clearly structured user interEnterprise edition, €1,499.
face and a logical approach
to the core functionalities a TM system should have. MemoQ is
The area where the user is right now is marked with a red quadranbeing developed by Kilgray, a company with a strong background
gle, highlighting the area of the project that is displayed right now.
in natural language support.
Operations that can be called at the moment are
User interface
shown in blue, link-like text. Others are grayed out
Instead of burying functionalities
Angelika Zerfaß is a
because they cannot be used right now.
deep within menus or tabbed diafreelance consultant and
The ﬁles to translate are selected in the list and
logs, MemoQ offers all the importrainer for translation
opened for translation with a double-click on the ﬁle
tant items on the Project Manager
tools and localizationname or by selecting the link-like command “open for
tab. It gives access to TMs, term
related processes.
translation.”
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see that there are tags, but actually does not need to know
what the tags do other than switching on and off some kind
of formatting.

At the moment the user can only open one ﬁle at a time like this,
so maybe a concatenation feature to open several ﬁles in one go and
translate them as one long list could be a useful addition here.
Most functions can be called by a shortcut, so the use of the
mouse is restricted to a minimum.
Editing a TM or a term base is just a few clicks or shortcuts
away. A TM or a term base opened for editing, the ﬁle to translate,
the Project Manager pane and the alignment grid are shown by
tabs once they have been opened so that it is easy to jump among
the different project components.

Translation
The translation itself takes place in the Translation Grid. Each ﬁle
that has been opened for translation has its own tab in the Translation Grid. The project tab is always visible, so going back to the list of
ﬁles in the project or editing TMs or term bases is just a click away.

As working with tags can be error prone, the command “go to
next error” will jump to the next segment where the tags are either
not present in the target language or not in the correct order.
Each segment can have an associated comment, shown by a
blue balloon ( ) to the right of the segment pair.
As with all TM tools, the user can create statistics, but here he
or she can even choose the scope, ranging from statistics across
the whole project, one document, a marked area or from cursor
position down to the end of the document. Word count can be
obtained for source and target language.

Pre-translation is another common feature of TM tools, and
here again the user can again choose the scope for pre-translation
— the whole project, the document, a marked selection or from
the cursor downward.
There are also different selections to look up only exact matches
and good matches (depends on the match rate set in the TM settings) or even to perform so-called fragment assembling, where
not only whole segment matches are considered but also parts of
segments.

The display of the translatable text is format-independent as
the ﬁles are imported during project setup, and text and formatting information are separated, so all different ﬁle formats are
shown in the same way in the Translation Grid.
The left-hand column shows the source segments. In the righthand column the translator adds the target segments. Additional
windows on the right show match information from TM (red
marker) and term base (blue marker).
Below that is the window for the segment to translate, where
differences to the match shown in the two windows below are
marked in blue.
At the bottom of the screen is the meta-information on client
or subject matter area and the match rate — everything the user
needs during translation.
Formatting information such as bold, italics and underlining is
shown as is and can be entered by the translator, as in Word, by
clicking on the formatting buttons.
Other formatting such as superscript is shown with numbered tags, so “m2” becomes “m{1}2{2}”. The translator can

www.multilingual.com
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For all its ease of use and seeming simplicity, it still is a fullﬂedged TM tool. The segmentation rules are customizable by
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regular expressions, which is a powerful means and does not leave
much to be desired. This, admittedly, takes some getting used to,
as well as some trial and error to create any special segmentation
rules you want.
A user can add abbreviation lists, conﬁgure a list of term pairs
that will be auto-translated by the system (so Munich will always
become München when one translates from English to German),
deﬁne a list of non-translatable terms that stay the same in source
and target, and add a list of measurement conversions.
One interesting feature is the negation rule. As a segment in the
text might only differ from the match in the TM by a negation,
the user can add these negations — words such as not or preﬁxes
or sufﬁxes — to the settings. Now an additional penalty could be
set on any segment that is the same as in the TM except for the
negation, thus taking down the original match rate.
All settings can be deﬁned as general settings so that they apply
to all new projects that are created, and each project can also have
its own set of settings overriding the general settings if needed.
Editing a TM. Editing a TM will automatically call up a ﬁlter
dialog where ﬁlter criteria to search only a subset of the TM can
be entered and the sorting of the results by source, target or
maybe the modiﬁcation date can be selected.

Creating the target format. As the import of a ﬁle separates the
formatting from the content, the export of a ﬁle re-creates the
original ﬁle format with all formatting preserved.
Terminology. The terminology component is intended for the
needs of a translator, not the needs of a terminologist. It is simple
but offers most of the information needed during translation:
source and target with synonyms, a ﬁeld for deﬁnitions per language, a note ﬁeld and metadata such as a creation date and
the user who created the term entry. Adding terminology on the
ﬂy during translation simply happens by selecting the terms and
adding them to the term base.
The translator can use many term bases and TMs for lookup, but
has to select one for saving the translations and terms respectively.
Server version. A server version allows the creation of projects
at a central place and distribution of the projects in different
ways. Translators may work online or get a complete project package for download or by mail.
From what I have seen so far, this tool could be something for
all those who wish for an easy-to-use TM tool that offers the
most important core functionalities in a user-friendly interface. It
is also ergonomic — most functionalities are only one or two clicks
or shortcuts away. M

Divided by a Common Language:
A Guide to British and American English
Reviewed by Deborah Schaffer
A useful and entertaining look at two varieties of English

C

Christopher Davies prefaces his book with George Bernard Shaw’s famous dictum, “England and America are
two countries divided by a common language” (p. viii),
and to judge by Davies’ potpourri of US and British dialect differences, Shaw was “on the nose” (American), as
well as “spot-on” (British) (p. 121). Davies’ stated purpose
in compiling Divided by a Common Language: A Guide to
British and American English (an earlier paperback version
of which was published in 1997 by Mayﬂower Press) is a
practical one: having been raised in England but having
spent the last few years as an information-technology
professional in Florida, he has had
ample opportunity to observe the
Deborah Schaffer is
linguistic differences between — as
Professor of English at the
well as within — the two countries Montana State Universityand hopes that by presenting a
Billings. Her degrees are
readable and compact catalogue
all in linguistics.
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of such differences, from spelling and punctuation to
idioms and other vocabulary, he will be helping visitors
from both sides of the Atlantic in their cultural navigation of foreign soil.
The practicality of his goals and his desire to enhance the
book’s value as a reference tool are reﬂected in its organization.
He opens with a brief chapter touching on key historical inﬂuences on the dialect development in the two countries and then
offers several more covering in more or less depth selected topics
of concern especially to travelers: airport and hotel terms in Chapter 2; automobile and telephone information in
Chapter 3; plumbing and electricity in Chapter 4;
postal, banking and currency, restaurant and food,
bars, shopping, clothing, schools, health care,
political systems and theatre topics in Chapter 5;
sports- and holiday-related customs and etiquette
in Chapter 6; and road, driving and railroad terms
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and tips in Chapter 7. In each of these chapters, he both provides
dialects (for example, Walt Wolfram and Ben Ward’s American
US-UK vocabulary correspondences and discusses cultural differVoices: How Dialects Differ from Coast to Coast, 2005, Blackwell,
ences of use to the uninitiated — for example, the appearance and
or Peter Trudgill’s Dialects, 2nd edition, 2004, Routledge, for
value of each country’s currency.
British dialects).
Chapter 8, on pronunciation and grammar (though the latter is
For one thing, beyond the obvious acknowledgment that Davies
essentially restricted to mention of a small number of differing pastcould not possibly include in a book of this size a great many
tense verb forms), and Chapter 9, on spelling, offer some initial backwords and other expressions which could still also be useful to
ground on dialect differences in these areas and then concentrate
readers (no doubt true of any dialect study), there are other gramon lists of American vs. British pronunciations and spellings, respecmar (that is, morphology and syntax) differences besides pasttively. Chapter 10 provides more lists covering miscellaneous topics
tense verb forms which Davies could have usefully mentioned,
(hence its title, “Sundry Terms”), including those for furnishings,
even recognizing that some of these concerns do appear in other
tools, medical concerns, carnivals (funfairs in the United Kingdom),
parts of the book (for example, differences in preposition use, p.
and gardening, while Chapter 11, “What Not to
92, and in sufﬁxes for pre-noun, verb-derived
Say,” ﬁrst warns readers of potentially offensive
modiﬁers, as in dial tone vs. dialling tone,
terms in each country — for example, “knock
p. 93, in Chapter 9 — the spelling chapter!).
me up” for waking someone (p. 102) and “I’m
For example, a number of differences in use
stuffed” to mean “I’m full” (p. 103) are indeed
of modal verbs (can, may, must and so on)
problematic in the United States and England,
exist, among them the greater use of shall vs.
respectively — and then ends with a list of terms
will for future actions in British English than
whose meanings differ in the two countries and
American English (for example, “I shall/will be
so may be simply misinterpreted (for example,
leaving shortly.”); likewise, the use of plural
“ratty” means “shabby” in the United States but
verbs with singular collective nouns such as
“irritable” in Great Britain (p. 106)).
team and government is perfectly grammatiChapter 12 lists “Idioms and Expressions,”
cal in British English, but usually frowned on
ﬁrst for British English, then for American (with
in American English — as in “Your team are
a separate list just for baseball terms), and conwinning.”
cludes with older British and American words
As for linguistic sophistication, there is also
and expressions. Chapter 13 explains ﬁve symno doubt that Davies’ explanations of vowel
bols (including $, # and £); Chapter 14 consists
pronunciations and r use, for example, are a bit
of a bulleted set of explanations for a variety
oversimpliﬁed, though the information he does
of unconnected expressions or habits in both
supply is still useful, accurate and understandcountries; and then Chapters 15 and 16 get
ably explained. And while I might also question
Divided by a Common Language:
to what might be considered the heart of the
the accuracy of a few of his American English
A Guide to British and American
book: the UK-US Lexicon (41 pages, including
facts (Do many Americans really say protester
English by Christopher Davies,
one page of introductory explanation) and USwith ŏ as in law in the ﬁrst syllable, rather than
Houghton Mifflin, 2005, $14.95
UK Lexicon (42 pages, total). Chapter 17 offers
ō as in low, as shown on p. 81? Is “give somesome elaborations of the use and meanings of terms taken from
one the berry” really a general American expression, as indicated
the two preceding chapters, while Chapter 18 covers brief lists of
on p. 118?), very few data analysts in general are entirely able to
Canadian, Australian, New Zealand and South African terms, and
avoid errors in their work, so it would hardly be fair to blame Davies
Chapter 19 does the same for Cockney Rhyming Slang. A onetoo much for occasional apparent mistakes, all the more so as they
and-a-half-page “Afterword” brieﬂy discusses attitudes towards
could also just reﬂect differences of opinion or dialect familiarity.
British and American English and conﬁdently predicts that “from
But considering Davies’ intended audience — not linguists, not
America to South Africa to Australia, English-speaking people
even language fanciers looking for a comprehensive non-techniaround the globe can learn to understand each other quite well
cal treatment of one or both dialects, but foreigners looking for
with a little effort and help from books like this one. In this sense,
practical help with unfamiliar language and culture — does he
the United Kingdom and its former colonies, including the United
provide a useful guide that might be worth $14.95 and a place in
States, remain united by a common language” (p. 241). Finally,
a traveler’s carry-on bag? For frequent visitors to either country,
the book closes with a comprehensive index which lists both topespecially those enjoying extended stays, my answer is a fairly conics and dialect-speciﬁc words and phrases mentioned in the text.
ﬁdent yes. His focus on pronunciations and vocabulary, especially
expressions relating to surviving life abroad, surely matches the
Given Davies’ stated aim as described in the “Foreword” — “to
priorities of those who would buy such a book as this in the ﬁrst
give Americans and Britons a better understanding of each other’s
place, and I have no doubt that he based his editorial decisions in
variation of the English language” (p. v)—how well does this book
these areas on his own experience, given the many English-speaksucceed? Certainly, from a full-bore linguistics view of dialect
ing countries he himself has lived in, including Australia and New
analysis, it is by no means a complete or technically precise comZealand, as well as the United States and United Kingdom.
parison. It certainly could not compete with the John Benjamins’
Furthermore, Divided also offers a great deal of information
Varieties of English Around the World series, for example, or with
and entertainment even for the armchair traveler or for the stuClive Upton and J.D.A. Widdowson’s An Atlas of English Dialects
dent of language not looking for too complex or comprehensive
(2006, Routledge) or Laurie Bauer’s An Introduction to Internaan analysis of English dialects. As a linguist who is also a fretional Varieties of English (2003, Edinburgh University Press), nor
quent consumer of British ﬁction, ﬁlms and television shows,
even with other volumes aimed just at British or American English
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Reviews
I am familiar with much of the material Davies provided, but
even so, I encountered expressions (Southern US regionalisms
as well as British terms), background on dialect features, word
etymologies (such as the origin of the expression pieces of eight,
p. 132), and other cultural information that were new to me and
that I found variously amusing, interesting and even fascinating. In particular, for those unacquainted with the language
variety known as Cockney Rhyming Slang, Chapter 19 provides
a nice-sized body of examples which include some terms that
have made their way into American English, too (such as loaf for
head, from loaf of bread, and bread for money, from bread and
honey) and may spur interest in learning more (in which case,
readers could move on to a full treatment of Cockney Rhyming
Slang, such as Julian Franklyn’s A Dictionary of Rhyming Slang,
most recently reprinted by Routledge in 1991).
It is also true, however, that even with its language joys
and accessible, often amusing writing, Divided does have some
editorial ﬂaws whose remedying could have made it an even
more useful or efﬁcient traveling companion. First, Davies
has chosen to repeat some points in more than one place (for
example, the same explanation of key features of UK-US and
US-UK term lists appears at the beginning of both Chapter
15 and Chapter 16, as well as speciﬁc excerpts from that
explanation showing up in other places, as in the discussion
of brand names also included on pp. 34 and 60). This repetition is understandable, given that most buyers would probably
not read the book straight through, so including information
wherever it is needed is surely meant as a service to the reader,
preventing his or her having to thumb through the rest of the
book to ﬁnd such clariﬁcations. Yet given Davies’ thoughtful cross-references to other pages for other matters (as on
pp. 17, 24, 50 and more), the same strategy could have easily
been used to refer readers to a single explanation of any table
feature wherever that explanation becomes relevant, thereby
sparing those few readers who do read the book from cover to
cover a certain amount of redundancy.
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Perhaps more seriously, the logic behind the organization of
the chapters as a whole and of topics within some chapters is
sometimes puzzling. Why are there morphology and syntax topics
(preposition and word-sufﬁx use) in the spelling chapter (Chapter
9), and not in Chapter 8, “Pronunciation and Grammar”? Why, in
fact, place pronunciation with grammar, when it relates more obviously to spelling? I can understand including a “Sundry Terms”
chapter (Chapter 10) to gather expressions for topics not meaty
enough to merit separate chapters of their own, but why include it
after the pronunciation, grammar and spelling chapters, when it is
more parallel in content and function to the chapters covering other
topic-associated vocabulary (Chapters 2-7), and why not combine
Chapter 14 (“Miscellaneous Information”) with it? My initial reaction to the number of terms that showed up in more than one list
was also skeptical, even though I can see the advantage of this sort
of overlap for readers looking for topic-speciﬁc vocabulary in the
earlier chapters versus general differences in the two larger lexicons.
But if fewer terms had been repeated in the latter chapters from
the earlier topic-speciﬁc chapters, it might have been possible to
include additional new terms in the general lexicons while keeping
them to their current size. And after all, readers can use the index
to locate speciﬁc vocabulary items with minimal bother, wherever
they are listed, so presenting terms more than once does strike me
as a waste of space.
But really, these minor faults do nothing to diminish the overall
usefulness and entertainment value of Divided. Even though I
personally might wait for a cheaper and lighter paperback version
to pack along on trips, I can imagine many travelers would not
want to delay, and since the current hardcover edition is pretty
reasonable in both price and weight, buying it should not put too
much strain on either shoulder or wallet. And for those who like
the British take on English or on writing in general — witness the
popularity of Lynne Truss’s very British tutorial on English punctuation, Eats, Shoots & Leaves (2003, Gotham Books) — Divided
by a Common Language might well be a ﬁtting addition to the
language section of their home library. M
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Tom Edwards

Off the Map

Column

Navigating the ‘Cultural
Edge’ of game content

T

This is the time of year to have fun, not because
summer has arrived for those of us in the northern hemisphere — although that’s a good reason
— but because the spring and late summer also
mean the arrival of major conferences such as the
Game Developers Conference (GDC), the Electronic
Entertainment Expo (E3) and the Tokyo Game
Show (TGS) that focus on the latest research in
electronic game design and development as well
as the commercial unveiling of highly anticipated
titles and new gaming platforms. This fact —
coupled with the reality that electronic entertainment is now an industry of $11 billion in annual
revenue (greater than the annual revenue for
movie studios) with some analysts predicting 40%
sector growth through 2009 — provides ample
reason for me to highlight the issue of content
sensitivity as related speciﬁcally to the medium
of video games. It’s a growing, unique niche of
content management expertise and a heightened
concern among society in general.

of enjoyment. Such an offense may occur when a game’s content
goes beyond its intended context and crosses the tenuous boundary of a local market’s or market segment’s notion of acceptability, particularly as related to youth — although in the United
States, the average game player is 30 years old with 60%+ being
over 18, according to 2006 Entertainment Software Association
research. This boundary is what I term the “Cultural Edge” — the
tipping point at which a content element stretches the limits of
the game’s intent and overall context. Thus, even a single piece of
content can dramatically alter the game player’s experience as his
or her perception shifts from “fun” to “offensive,” which in turn
threatens the potential success of the game title.
Games represent a unique aggregation of many of the geocultural issues this column has addressed. Unlike many businesses
which may have only a few areas of potential content risk, games
often incorporate a wide range of content types in a visually
stimulating and media-loaded environment. In addition, many
games touch upon ﬁctitious and actual socio-historical scenarios,
new cultures (including religions) derived from actual ones, and
generous uses of symbols, ﬂags, maps and other content known
to have higher propensity for sensitivity. There’s been little question that game developers intentionally deal with themes and
scenarios that are “edgy” and potentially volatile (see sidebar
highlights). So, when game designers and developers are met with
a potential content sensitivity issue, they arrive at the Cultural
Edge where they can either confront the problem reactively with
panic — in which a lack of time, knowledge and/or process usually
Most personnel involved in game development and related
results in an unwanted controversy — or apbusiness management would agree that
proach it proactively as a place of opportunity
games are meant to be entertaining and
where prudent content choices and positive
engaging but above all “fun,” which equates
enhancements are discernable.
to a high-value diversion for the game player. Tom Edwards is a geographer and the
By way of example, many game-related
While accepting that many layers of conprincipal consultant of Englobe, a
issues have resulted in both commercial and
sumer interaction are involved in deﬁning
Seattle-based consultancy for geostraimage damage to the companies involved.
“fun” as well as “value,” there is undoubtedly tegic content management and testing.
The Swedish-developed game Hearts of Iron
a basic expectation that the game will not
Previously, Tom spent over 13 years at
was banned in China in 2004 because the
contain any serious level of cultural offense
Microsoft as a geographer and its senior
government accused the game developer of
that would fracture the game player’s sense
geopolitical strategist.
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distorting World War II historical facts, including the portrayal
of Tibet as an independent country and Taiwan as a part of
Japan. In 2003, Kakuto Chojin was banned in Saudi Arabia and
other Muslim countries due to its use of an audio track that was
the vocal chanting of a verse from the Qur’an. So widespread
was the backlash on this game’s use of sacred content that the
product eventually had to be globally recalled and discontinued.
And the English version of the widely popular game CounterStrike was banned by Germany in 2002 due to its alleged linkage
to a young man who killed several people, including himself,
in a gun rampage. Germany already maintains stricter laws
concerning violent content in games and movies, but this issue

Pushing game content over the Cultural Edge

JFK Reloaded: This UK-produced title was intended to be edgy while
attempting to get students interested in history. This short-lived game
pushed across the cultural edge of sensitivity and yielded signiﬁcant
negative response, particularly in the United States.
(© 2004/2005 Trafﬁc Management Ltd.)

Grand Theft Auto: This series of game titles has become the poster child
for the negative aspects of video games and their inﬂuence on youth.
Legislative and legal reactions to this one series of games have been loud
and clear, although it’s only one title among many that push the envelope
of what type of content is considered suitable. (© 2005 Rockstar Games)
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has been cause for further revisions and guidelines that go into
effect in the near future. While all such games are submitted to
national ratings boards for the assignment of an age-appropriate rating (such as the Entertainment Software Ratings Board in
the United States), none of the ratings boards typically consider
the more deep-level political and cultural implications of game
content. They focus rather on the themes related to violence,
profanity and sexuality.
The basic goal in this geocultural management of content
is to keep the game within its intended range of entertainment for the broadest possible audience, which implies a
careful consideration of both the intended and unintended
audiences for each speciﬁc game title and target locale.
Instead of building content only to meet ratings boards’ expectations, a broader view is required. For virtually any type
of product, the Cultural Edge is a complex zone to navigate,
often requiring a lot of experience, practice, and trial and
error to reach the point at which discerning the appropriate
limit for a speciﬁc piece of content in a locale becomes efﬁcient. For games, the case is even more so, taking into consideration that in a number of game titles the sensitivity of
the content has been instrumental in driving higher revenue,
thus reinforcing many game creators to continue the edgy
trend in hopes of similar success.
How can one more effectively manage content that is perilously close to crossing over the Cultural Edge? I would recommend thinking about four key aspects: context, discoverability,
defensibility and intent. Thinking about these concepts, along
with the key questions to ask about content, can aid in your
discernment of the appropriate “edge” for your speciﬁc project,
and these concepts certainly apply beyond games.
Context — The original source of the content element and
its placement in other environments. The key to context is to
understand the concept of context dependency for any content
element. Any content’s meaning is typically dependent on a
speciﬁc context of origin, but the more independent an element
might be from that original context, the greater is the potential for sensitivity. Content that tends to be more independent
includes religious, political and other cultural facets that are
easily noticed regardless of the setting. For example, a Nazi-style
swastika symbol showing up in a fantasy environment will be
easily noticed and cause a reaction. Key question: Is the content
element we’re deploying sufﬁciently context-dependent?
Discoverability — The likelihood of a game player noticing
sensitive content in the game context. Content that breaks the
game’s intended context, particularly without a clear logic, is
far more discoverable — and, as you might guess, discoverability
is closely interrelated with context. Some game designers hide
more controversial content in what are called “Easter eggs”
— hidden areas of the game that players unlock through diligent
discovery. While this may hide the more controversial content, it
also makes regulatory bodies, including parents, more suspicious.
Key question: How easy will it be for the player to ﬁnd our
potentially sensitive content?
Defensibility — The ability to defend your content decisions
from an authoritative, informed position. All decisions regarding potentially sensitive content must have a rationale based on
solid, informed and authoritative decision-making. On subjects
that lie outside the core function or expertise of your company’s
personnel, it’s prudent to use an external locus of defense. In
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other words, base your rationale on an
external, authoritative source to which
you can attribute your reasoning. This is
not passing the blame, but rather demonstrating your proactive diligence in having
consulted with a knowledgeable source.
Key question: Are we prepared to fully
explain and defend our content choices to
a local government?
Intent — The game player’s perception
of your decisions, whether general or
speciﬁc. Local market perception is a very
powerful force, and mistakes will likely
occur despite all your proactive measures
and best preparation. In my experience,
while 90% of geocultural issues result
from completely unintentional circumstances, unfortunately 90% of such issues
are perceived by the local market to be
completely intentional on the part of the
content developer. Key question: How
clear will our content decisions and rationale be to the local market?
Speaking then in summary of these four
aspects of the Cultural Edge, your overall
intent for the game primarily drives decisions on proper context; context drives
decisions on discoverability within the
product; and defensibility supports your
proof of intent. If these are taken into
consideration and weighed carefully for
each individual product and intended
market, the Cultural Edge can be successfully navigated for a game title or at least
the potential risk can be sufﬁciently mitigated. Balancing the “fun” and “offensive”
aspects of game content (or any content)
is completely achievable by navigating the
aspects of the Cultural Edge in conjunction with a well-established process and
clear accountability measures. By examining the content from the geocultural
perspective, game producers can avoid
further social misunderstandings and
knee-jerk regulations and can actually
develop games that are more culturally
attuned to a broader, more diverse audience. This, in turn, equates to increased
revenue and trust in the long run — which
is certainly the “fun” part for the more
business-minded. M

Recommended web resources
Entertainment Software Association:
www.theesa.com
Entertainment Software Ratings Board
(ESRB): www.esrb.org
GameSpot.com — A History of Video
Game Controversy: www.gamespot.com/
features/6090892
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The
pressure
is on.
Software localization projects rarely go as planned. Tight schedules,
last-minute changes. That’s why iSP assigns a full-time dedicated
project manager for every client. Your single point of contact.
Providing the flexibility and foresight to keep your job on track, on
time and on budget. Our promise-and-deliver attitude takes the
worry out of your project. Now isn’t that a relaxing thought?
Tempted to leave your worries to us? Learn more at
www.TheLocalizationExperts.com. Or call Martijn Heertje at
+31 20 496 5271 in Amsterdam. Or visit our stand at Localization
World, 30 May - 1 June 2006, Barcelona.
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........ international Software Products .
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.
The Localization Experts
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World Savvy

Lights! Camera! Action!

L

Lights! Camera! Action! are the words that
Hollywood directors shout when they want quiet
on the set as the shooting of a movie scene
begins. US movies are involved in globalization
as much as computers, automobiles or any other
goods or services. In fact, if Hollywood producers
weren’t global savvy, they would be broke.

The world market for Hollywood movies is greater than the
US market, which is a US$9-billion-dollar industry. The world
theatrical market is also bigger than the US market for the ﬁrst
time, which shows the increase in overseas incomes.
To capture this market, the US movie industry “localizes”
its movies through dubbing and subtitles. You don’t have to
convince anyone in Hollywood that in the world market localized versions of their product sell better than those that stay in
English. The ﬁrm that controls 60% of the US movie localization
markets — ﬁve million minutes of localized programming — is
SDI Media. It is listed by Common Sense Advisory as the fourthlargest language ﬁrm in the world.

No lights! No camera! No action!
I didn’t think I would be writing about Hollywood again since
my own three efforts at getting my writing used for a movie
have not panned out as I hoped. The ﬁrst two were attempts
to sell the movie rights to my novel The Famine Plot. This was
about the world running out of food. The ﬁrst rights sale went
to MGS Films (www.mgsﬁlm.nl), which was then in Amsterdam,
and now in Paris (The Vanishing with Sandra Bullock was one of
their ﬁlms).
George Sluizer, a gifted artist and Dutch producer, couldn’t
raise the money from Hollywood studios. He was a European
artist seeking capital in the vulgarity of Hollywood. Sluizer
once told me, “Whether your movie sees the light of day or not
depends on how it does in the test screenings whose audiences
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are the unemployed in Los Angeles. They have time to see it.” His
latest movie is Stoneraft, based on the novel by José Saramago,
winner of the 1999 Nobel Prize for Literature.
The second attempt was by a US screenwriter who now is a
commodity analyst. The screenplay went through several revisions as his agent had us take out and put in more or less violence and sex depending on the whims of the people the agent
met in Hollywood that day.
But I did get to go on some trips to Hollywood, talk about
getting Harrison Ford for the lead, and scout locations throughout the United States. Duluth, Minnesota, was to stand in for
Odessa, Ukraine. Alas, neither writer could get his screenplay
made into a movie, so their two screenplays join the other
22,000 unsold ones ﬂoating around Tinseltown. Given that
around 500 movies come out each year and assuming no other
screenplays are written, it would take Hollywood 44 years to get
rid of the backlog!
My third chance for prime time came when Sony Television in
Los Angeles contacted me about using two of my posters (The
Periodic Tables of Languages and Money) to serve as part of the
backdrop for a sitcom called East of Normal, West of Weird. It
starred two of the actors from the popular sitcom Friends and
was to be about “a 13-year-old Chinese girl named Becca, adopted at birth by a Jewish father and a Protestant mother who
live in the suburbs of New York, who had mad struggles with
personal identity.” And I didn’t have anything to do with the
plot either. They did a pilot, but no network latched on.
I did have one ﬁnal brush with movie fame. I was at the
Cannes Film Festival last year, but I went incognito (as myself),

John Freivalds is managing director of the marketing communications
ﬁrm JFA and is the marketing representative for his native country,
Latvia.
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Dubbing is replacing subtitling, particularly for children’s
movies. Little kids don’t read that well but want to follow the
action. Vincent Canby, longtime ﬁlm critic at the New York
Times, was totally against subtitling and noted, “It would be
The global stage
interesting to know just how much of a ﬁlm one does not see
But you don’t have to get even as close to the movie business
because of the intensity of reading the subtitles. It’s probably
as I did to know that this business is for the global savvy. SDI
an astonishing amount. . . . The ﬁlm becomes a high-class comic
Media offers an example.
book with sound effects, something to be read while looking at
SDI originally started out as a Swedish company but was
pictures.” He concluded, “If movies are to be read, then books
bought by the US investment banking ﬁrm of Warburg Pincus
should talk.”
in 2004 for $60 million. What attracted me to it were the places
Subtitling exists because it is cheaper — perhaps $3,000
where it had ofﬁces — not just in London or Paris or Tokyo but
to $5,000 to subtitle a ﬁlm as opposed to the $25,000 to
also in Latvia, Slovenia and Thailand.
$150,000 it might cost to dub a movie properly. One GerWhat is of interest to the localization business is that the
man scholar says that subtitling aids in language learning
company has localization partnerships in Oslo, Paris, Rome,
and notes that high-school students in the
Berlin, Madrid, Lisbon, Mexico City, Buenos
“dubbing” nations of France, Germany and
Aires, Rio de Janeiro, Tokyo, Chennai, MumItaly speak English worse than they do in
bai, Moscow, Budapest, Soﬁa, Budapest and
the “subtitling” nations of Norway, Sweden
Warsaw. This enables them to say, “We have
One German
and The Netherlands.
extensive geographic reach and the capaDubbing is, of course, more complex. Most
bility to provide any language version for
scholar says
phrases in one language can be translated
all distribution formats, for example, DVD,
that subtitling
in two or more different ways, and dubbing
broadcast, theatrical, games and internet.”
companies will choose a phraseology that
And among the partners are localization
aids in language
allows the voiceover actors to match the
ﬁrms such as WorldLingo and ENLASO.
mouth movements of the original actors. My
Both Warburg Pincus and SDI are betting
learning.
generation grew up with the bad dubbing we
that studios will seek one-stop shops for
saw when watching gladiator and Japanese
translation services to keep their content off
monster movies.
the black market. Film studios used to farm
It gets complicated. You can’t dub two
out translation work to companies in speciﬁc
different characters using one voice talent,
countries through international distributors
although it does happen. In the 1995 action ﬁlm Heat, dubbed
or regional ofﬁces. But the increased digitization of content
into Spanish, Robert De Niro and Al Pacino sometimes share the
has led them to limit the number of people handling the consame voice.
tent to reduce the risk of piracy. Thus, Mark Colodny, managOr you have geographic and linguistic situations which can’t
ing director of media investing at Warburg Pincus, says that
follow the original script.
SDI “plays an important role for entertainment companies for
In one George C. Scott movie, a check has to be delivered
whom exported ﬁlm and TV content continue to be increasto a Mexican, but Scott’s character can’t ask him because the
ingly critical revenue streams.”
Mexican speaks no English. So he runs around trying to ﬁnd
Dan Glickman, who now heads the Motion Picture Associasomeone who speaks Spanish. But in the version dubbed in
tion of America, says the US ﬁlm industry needs a foreign
Spanish, the Mexican suddenly becomes an Italian. The George
policy to ease entry barriers. Many countries still have quotas
C. Scott character is changed into a Spanish-speaking doctor
on what foreign ﬁlms can be shown to protect the local inin a Spanish-speaking city. While it’s perfectly reasonable to
dustry. Here’s a sample of what Spain does to counter Hollyassume that you’ll quickly run across someone speaking Spanwood ﬁlm imperialism: “The screen quota established that in
ish in California (where the ﬁlm takes place) an unintended
each calendar year exhibitors must show no less than one day
comic element appears in the dubbed version as Scott roams
of locally produced ﬁlms in their original language or dubbed
through San Francisco looking for an Italian speaker.
for every three days they spend showing third-country ﬁlms
The German writer Daniel Meyer-Dingräfe looks at things
dubbed into any Spanish language. When every show of the
differently and says, “At best, dubbing is a creative process and
third-country ﬁlm is dubbed into the ofﬁcial language of
creates its own work of art, allowing contents, feelings and
an autonomous community (such as Basque or Catalan), the
emotions to be understood and felt across the boundaries of
quota eases to one day of local ﬁlm per four days of such a
language.”
third-country ﬁlm.”
Americans are fortunate to have an industry that produces
Whew! Then multiply this by the number of countries in the
500 movies a year that don’t have to be dubbed for the US
world. Want to hear the French rules?
audience. Other cultures have to get the movies dubbed
because their ﬁlm industries don’t produce the volume that
The dangers of dubbing
Hollywood does.
As the world changes, so does the dubbing business. The
And for us in America, we can stop resisting going to see
breakup of Yugoslavia created a huge demand — Slovenian,
foreign ﬁlms with subtitles at the university or the local artsy
Croatian, Macedonian and Albanian had not been used before
movie house because we now know that it’s a good way to learn
— and with the breakup of the former Soviet Union, 15 more
a language. M
languages appeared. Kurdish is now being dubbed in Iraq.
so I didn’t get invited to any galas or invited on any of the huge
yachts lining the harbor by the exhibition hall.
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Step by Step

Integrating localization
into change management

I

It’s three weeks until the launch date for your
new product, which will be distributed in 15
languages, and the quality assurance team ﬁnds a
huge problem in the product. What do you do?
The answer, of course, is “It depends.”

For a company lacking effective change management, this scenario could result in delaying
a product launch and could end up costing the
company thousands of dollars in lost revenue,
added production costs, added localization costs
and so on. For a company with an effective
change management process, however, such an issue might cause only a small hiccup in the process.
Best practices in change management
While different industries deﬁne the process slightly differently, change management is essentially the process of planning
for, implementing and evaluating alterations or updates in a
product. Effective change management encompasses the following principles:
Q It is proactive. To build an effective change management
process, you must ﬁrst acknowledge that product development
is, by its very nature, iterative and that changes will occur during the product development cycle. Identifying the points in the
process where changes are likely to occur enables you to plan
for the impact of the change.
Q It is systematic. Not all changes are created equally, so you
need a method for categorizing and prioritizing each change.
By prioritizing and categorizing the changes, you can determine
proactively when to introduce them into the system. For example, you may rate a change on a scale of 1 to 4, with 1 being
critical and 4 being cosmetic. Critical changes are those that
must be incorporated into the product before distribution — for
example, adding a safety guard to a movable part to prevent
injury — whereas a cosmetic change doesn’t affect the salability
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This column is the fourth in a series that explores
the relationship between the client company and
the localization vendor. I hope that these articles
provide readers with practical information that can
be applied immediately to their businesses.
or effectiveness of the product — for example, resizing the logo
on the product’s cover.
Q It is a team effort. Not all changes affect all members of
the team equally, so it’s important that the change management team include representatives from each functional area on
the project. For example, changing the product’s name late in
the product cycle might not seem like a big deal for the project
manager, but it causes major headaches for documentation,
localization, marketing and packaging design.
Q It is synchronized with the product development cycle.
Early in a project, even cosmetic changes might be considered.
However, three weeks before product release, only critical
changes should be considered. By integrating change management with the product development life cycle, you can decide
when to bring changes into the process, rather than simply
reacting as changes arise. When evaluating changes, you can
determine if the cost/beneﬁt of the change makes sense at a
particular point in the product cycle.
Q It encourages effective quality assurance (QA). Tracking
and managing changes enable you to identify points during
the product development cycle where you may need to improve your QA processes. For example, if you are always ﬁnding
Kit (M. Katherine) Brown is the principal of Comgenesis LLC, a
technical communication services and consulting company.
She has 16 years of experience writing and consulting for the
medical, biotechnology, environmental and computer industries,
as well as several years working as a consultant in the localization industry.
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signiﬁcant defects or changes after beta
testing, you may want to perform more
thorough system testing during the
alpha release.
Q It facilitates tracking of enhancements between releases. Some changes
won’t get implemented immediately,
so you need a way of tracking them
for consideration in the next product
release cycle. Reviewing the change
requests at the beginning of each
project enables you to identify systemic
issues, as well as getting feature ideas,
that you can incorporate into the new
product design.
Q It results in cost savings. The later
in the product release cycle that changes
are introduced, the more expensive it is
to incorporate them. By having an effective change management process, you
can manage the costs of incorporating
changes.
A related story concerns an engineer
who was faced with recalling a product
because of a serious ﬂaw. The engineer
calculated the cost of ﬁxing the problem at each stage of the development
process. He discovered the following:
during requirements development, the
change would have cost $10; during
design review — $100; during alpha
testing and initial prototyping —
$1,000; during beta testing — $10,000.
The cost of ﬁnding the problem after
its release? Over $1,000,000, not
including the bad publicity that the
company received.

of rework.
The keys to successfully integrating the
localization team into the change management process include the following:
Q understanding where the localization process and product development
process overlap
Q identifying information that was
previously translated and designating that as off-limits for preferential
changes

By having an
effective change
management process,
you can manage the
costs of incorporating
changes.
Q performing risk analysis on the
product development process and ﬂagging the least stable areas so that localization occurs last on those areas
Q prioritizing changes to the content
and introducing them at appropriate
times in the localization process
Q identifying changes that affect

some languages and not others — for
example, a regulatory change in Japan
only affects the Japanese translation
Q keeping the localization team
apprised of changes that might affect
localization
A good localization vendor will work
with you to create a system that works
for both parties.

Conclusion
Heraclitus, a Greek philosopher, once
said that “nothing endures but change.”
Without an effective change management process, companies doom themselves to higher costs, lower quality and
management by crisis.
Effective change management, on
the other hand, enables companies
to control costs, improve quality and
determine the most effective time for
introducing changes.
Effective change management is even
more critical when adding localization
to the mix. A change that costs $100
to ﬁx in the English source will require
that amount to ﬁx in each language. For
example, if you are translating into 20
languages, that $100 change will cost
you $2,000. Multiply that by all the
changes required, and it doesn’t take
long for such changes to signiﬁcantly
increase your costs. M

Integrating localization
into the process
I’ve got good news and bad news. The
bad news is that integrating localization
into your change management process
adds a layer of complexity to the process
and requires you to include the localization vendor earlier in the product
development cycle. The good news is
three-fold:
Q Like the documentation, which is
written the way the product is supposed
to work, the localization also describes
the way the product is supposed to work.
Q Identifying changes that affect
localization early in the development
process enables you to make the ﬁx in
the source, thus saving localization costs
later on.
Q Integrating localization into your
change management processes can
result in signiﬁcant cost savings in terms
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Perspectives

Daniel B. Harcz

Ethics and empathy
I have been active in the translation business since
1997, ﬁrst as a freelance translator and since 1999 as
the director and project manager of my own translation company. As a language professional, I have
been exposed to the style, manners and work-related
behavior of a multitude of colleagues — direct clients,
agency clients, partners, freelance translators and interpreters, as well as people providing services related
to translation (DTP specialists, editors, voice talents,
tour guides, typesetters, ghostwriters and so on). I
would like to share my experience regarding the way
people behave in our industry and how they should
ideally conduct their business communications, speciﬁcally e-mail communications.

old non-paying clients who treated me like their servant and who
had the worst records on those lists. I kicked myself for not checking
those payment practices lists earlier.
This may sound incredible, but since that decision to ﬁlter wouldbe clients based on behavioral attributes and payment practice records, I have not had one single non-paying client. This came at the
price of possibly turning down some people who would have been
honest, but on the whole, I do not regret my decision in the least.
To mention a few examples of condescending client behavior,
here are some striking and annoying typical ones characteristic of
certain prospective clients:
Q No address such as “Dear Daniel” or “Dear Sir/Madam” used
when addressing the recipient.
Q Instead of sending a job offer or availability inquiry, they send
you the job itself, presuming you are at their service all the time.
Regular clients whom you have assured of your constant readiness to
serve them are exceptions, of course, but I only have a couple of such
priority clients, and we have a relationship of mutual respect.
Being a rather sensitive person, I have probably been affected more
Q No use of words such as please or best regards.
strongly by the way my colleagues have treated me than the way
Q The signature doesn’t contain contact details or a URL, just a
some practitioners have. What struck me right from the beginning
name and possibly the person’s position — highly suspicious, unless
was how differently people consciously or subconsciously approach
they know you already and know that you don’t need their contact
the ﬁeld of communication and how insensitive some of them are
details all the time.
as to what sort of an impact they make on their partners/clients/serQ No signature at all. Not common, but this has happened to
vice providers. This phenomenon is equally common among clients
me more than once.
as among freelancers. People’s communication manners are directly
Q They write their message [to an English-speaking translator]
dependent on their general way of thinking as well as on their morals
in a language other than English. This is highly lacking empathy
and culture. Yet, if one is to make a living in the translation industry,
and is most characteristic of French clients. For some reason, many
one must adopt certain guidelines or principles.
French think that everybody speaks their mother tongue. EmpaIt’s obvious to me that there are essentially two kinds of clients.
thy is indispensable, and the lack of it can cause an immeasurable
One treats you as an equal, and the other appears condescendamount of headaches and annoyance. To such clients, the game of
ing when doing business with you. Early in my translation career, I
Amoeba can be recommended, during which one has to monitor
accepted work from everybody, without making a distinction or exthe opponent’s every move all the time.
amining my chances of getting paid by them. By 2002, I had amassed
Q Selective answering of questions, that is, they pick out quesunrecoverable outstanding debts amounting to US$11,000. I decided
tions that they answer but for some reason do not answer the rest.
to stop working for clients who treated me as their inferior or who
This is also rather suspicious behavior, and you should treat such
used language with me that suggested that
clients with the necessary degree of mistrust.
they felt in one way or another more distinQ Not respecting international holidays or
guished than myself. At the same time, I started Daniel B. Harcz is managing director
weekends. This can be justiﬁed if they pay a
of Harcz & Partner, Ltd., a translation,
checking the payment records of prospective
higher rate than for non-holiday jobs, but the
localization and interpreting company in
new clients at various payment practices lists.
option of declining the job offer should be
Budapest, Hungary .
I was stunned to realize that it was my good
provided without reservation.

I
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Perspectives
Q They use faxing instead of e-mailing. Another typical example
of lack of empathy, as e-mails are obviously much easier to handle
and forward than paper copies, let alone the difﬁculty of reproducing
the layout of hard copy when translating.
And here are some typical examples of freelancers not respecting
the rules of our industry:
Q When you send them a job offer, they respond with a long list
of questions, among them totally unnecessary ones such as “Please,
give me the exact amount of money I will receive for this job.” When
the translation rate has already been speciﬁed and agreed on, it is
redundant to state the ﬁnal price, too. Likewise, I ﬁnd it unnecessary
and irritating to be asked, when the format is obviously MS Word,
“Should I deliver the translation in the same ‘Word’ format or in
PDF only?” and so on. This pedantic attitude makes you lose a lot of
precious time. I usually do not work with such freelancers. They are
either new to the industry or unﬁt for this profession.
Q They insist on payment in advance or immediately after delivery,
in a speciﬁed manner, usually not available in all countries, such
as Moneybookers, cheque, Western Union or PayPal. This is directly
related to the question of trust and not the way for a freelancer to
make sure of receiving his or her due payment. There are more polite
or acceptable ways to eliminate non-payment, such as the checking
of payment records on the internet and/or requesting a short list of
regular translators who are paid by the given company on a regular
basis. I am always glad to comply with such requests.
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Q The same lack of respect as detailed above in connection with
prospective clients — not addressing you when sending messages,
not using a proper signature and so on.
Q Answering inquiries with a delay of more than 12 hours is
not the hallmark of a professional translator and suggests that
he/she only engages in translation on a part-time basis. Since there
is no way of telling when such translators will respond, I only use
their services when my more professional resources are busy with
another project or unavailable for another reason.
Q Not announcing their absences or holidays — highly unprofessional, and automatically means that the person does not regard
you as an important client.
I have developed a method of selecting freelancers that is more
reliable than asking for a test translation or studying their CV,
which can never be completely veriﬁed for truthfulness. I engage
in an e-mail conversation with him or her, and after a couple of
exchanges, I form an impression of their personality, their professional background, their way of conducting business, as well as the
level of their English, which I believe is indicative of their accuracy
in their native language.
Through this brief article, I hope to have provided some insight
into the subject of international business correspondence. I would
be very pleased to exchange further experiences with anybody.
Good luck with conducting your business through ever more
polished communication! M
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Göran Nordlund

Translation

Is translation quality
the real issue?

F

For many years, big sums of money as well as
considerable time have been spent on different
systems and processes for measuring the quality
of translations. I think it is time to ask the more
valid question of how much we have spent on
measuring the quality of the source language
during the same time.

“personal opinion” complaints. We are all specialists in our own
language — at least we think so — and we all want to put our
personal touch to what we write. “This is my manual. The reader
should immediately recognize my style.”
Just a few real examples from our company.
In a training material someone had written, “product B is
In this article I will discuss the importance of sourcea complimentary product to product A.” This was translated
language quality, look at the consequences of poor quality
to another European language as “If you buy product A, you
including some examples and ﬁnally try to give some advice
will get product B free.” The sales organization in the country
for improvements.
doing the in-country review came back to us with the comFor the last 25 years I have been working with instructions
ment, “You have to ﬁnd a better translator. This is outrageous!
for use (IFUs) as well as training material for sophisticated
Why do we pay people to do such a lousy job when I could have
life-supporting equipment such as ventilators and heart-lung
done it better myself?” To me, the translator had done his job
machines. The consequences of mistakes, whether caused by
correctly. The problem was the source text. The intention was
source language or translation errors, can be fatal.
to say that product B was a complementary product. This is a
From the beginning we worked with freelance translators
good example of how much damage a single letter can cause!
for the six languages we had. Although
Of course, in this case, the damage is just
they were generalists, we provided product
money and bad publicity if it had been
The reason for complaints printed and published.
training and information on the importance of their work. We also tried to always
Another example: A tech writer had
about poor translation is
use the same translator for all supporting
used the heading “Effective controls.” Does
documentation for a product. Now we
often the source language. that mean that the controls are effective
translate into up to 20 languages and have
and that we also have controls being not so
decided on a one-vendor solution.
effective? Of course not — what she meant
During the 25 years, we have not had one single recall of an
was “Active controls.” Not so easy for a translator to know.
IFU or any delivery problems caused by poor-quality translaLooking back at 25 years of production, I could ﬁ ll a book
tion. We have had a few cases where we had to update the
with examples like these.
manual for minor mistakes. How many companies, including
Imagine the cost for the correction of mistakes such as
ours, can say the same for their softthese if the material had been translated
ware or even hardware?
into more than 20 languages, published in
Göran Nordlund is product
We have certainly had complaints
the IFU, training material, brochures, techmanager, user information
about poor translation, but when we
nical manuals, web and so on.
and education, at MAQUET
have analyzed the complaint, the reaIn addition, low-quality source language
Critical Care AB in Solna,
son has often been the source language.
will cause questions from translators, slowing
Sweden.
Of course, we have also had the typical
down the translation process and delaying the
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market introduction of the products. An
unclear IFU will surely lead to more
calls to the support center for help. We
all know the cost included for that. So,
instead of barking up the wrong tree
and blaming the translators, we should
focus on improving the quality of the
source language. Time and money
spent on quality assurance at this
stage, done with help of a computer
or by manual work, are a good investment. This is only done once compared
to the time- and money-consuming incountry reviews. I am absolutely sure
that by ensuring high-quality source
language and involving the local
sales organization in the creation and
approval of a terminology, you can
make in-country reviews obsolete.
So what can be done to improve the
quality of the source language?
Some people argue that you should
use non-native speakers as they would
probably use a simpler language and
avoid synonyms, thus making the text
more consistent — that is, a form of
simpliﬁed English. I do not believe in
this model. A good tech writer using
his or her native language should have
sufﬁcient training to produce clear and
concise texts.
We used to hire tech writers based
more on their knowledge of the medical
community than their linguistic skills.

That has proved to be a mistake; within
the company we have people with clinical competence who can provide a skilled
tech writer with enough information.
The tech writer’s skills should complement the clinical knowledge for a good
end result.
Another common mistake is to use
engineers from research and development (R&D) for authoring. Doing that,
you may end up with texts like this:
“Check that the valve piston (A) on the
bottom side of the APL valve can be
reﬂected when touched, when the APL
valve is set to 35 cm H2O. If not, replace
the whole APL valve.” Did anyone
understand that?
What this really means is “Set the
APL valve to 35 cmH2O and make sure
it does not stick.” This is most likely
the version that a good technical writer
would produce. A text like the original
version could lead to misunderstandings
that in the worst case could result in an
incomplete safety check of the device.
The text will certainly cause problems
for the translators.
Looking at the ﬁnancial aspects of the
problem is also interesting. The original
version contains 33 words, whereas the
second version contains 13 words, a saving of almost 40%. A typical IFU for a
ventilator consists of over 43,000 words.
Of course, you cannot save 40% in all

we do
> translations in all languages
and language combinations
> localizations
> cross-cultural consulting
> linguistic and professional
proofreading by native speakers
> DTP processing and graphic
design
> software solutions
our advantages
> single contact point for all
languages
> a registered supplier for the EU
> ISO 9001:2001 certiﬁed
> 12 years in the market
International Management
Centre Prague
info@skrivanek.com
+420 233 320 560

Belgium Bulgaria China Czech Republic Estonia Germany
Hungary Latvia Lithuania Poland Slovakia Slovenia USA
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sentences, but calculating with 30% will
still result in a savings of 13,000 words.
Multiply this by 25 languages, and you
save 325,000 words. Multiply that ﬁgure
with what you pay for the translation
and see how much you can save.
My conclusion to the question of
how to improve the quality and at the
same time save money is that there are
basically two ways: 1) train the tech
writers and 2) implement some kind of
authoring tool. Because language (some
say) is an art, maybe an authoring tool
is the best way — as soon as you have
a human involved in the process, you
also include a certain amount of subjectivity. When saying this, I usually
get strong criticism from the technical
writing community, but I still argue
that an IFU should be short, concise and
consistent.
Probably the best solution is a combination of training and a good authoring
tool. Our experience is that the biggest
challenge is changing the tech writers’ attitude. They are often afraid of
big changes to their jobs or even the
risk of losing their jobs. Naturally, the
implementation of authoring tools and
strict guidelines will limit the creativity,
but writing an IFU for life-supporting
equipment is not the same as writing an
epic novel.
I think that the tech writers’ job will
have to change in the same way as we
have seen the change for the translators.
We all have to adapt to the new technology to be successful. In our company we
have recently implemented an XMLbased system for creating our support
material. The next step is to include
an authoring tool and some kind of
automated workﬂow. The transition to
XML and single-source publishing has
already resulted in a 50% cost reduction
for translation. We expect even more
savings by improving the quality of the
source language as well as restructuring the material.
As the products get more and more
sophisticated, the need for tailormade IFUs and good training material
increases. Working according to the
well-known principle “we have always
done it this way” is no longer an
option. The bottom line is that we have
to accept the changes and act accordingly, and for localization my message
is “Put your resources as far upstream
as possible.” M
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Quality assessment
in translation
Jiri Stejskal

I

In Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance,
R.M. Pirsig deﬁnes quality as a “cleavage term
between hip and square.” Other deﬁnitions include
“pride of workmanship” (W. Edwards Deming),
“ﬁtness for use” (Joseph Juran), and “conformance
to speciﬁcations” (Phil Crosby). Dozens of other
deﬁnitions are available, but there is no agreement on the universal concept of quality. Each
deﬁnition is speciﬁc to a particular ﬁeld: management, manufacturing, music and so forth.

The concept of quality is plagued with the same problem as
the concept of translation — it is a mixed bag with an enormous
spread between the creative and the normative. Readers of Edith
Grossman’s translation of Don Quixote, for example, are the
judges of the quality of her translation, and no sensible person
will demand that Grossman be a certiﬁed translator, that she follow a standard deﬁning a quality translation process, and that the
novel satisfy the Society of Automotive Engineers’ (SAE) J2450
Translation Quality Metric. Readers of a translated legal contract,
an informed consent or a user’s manual will, however, have quite
different requirements, as these documents can directly affect
their well-being or their ability to use a particular product. In
this article, we will discuss the latter — quality assessment in the
normative sense.
The end user reads a translation and not the original because
he or she does not understand the language in which the original
document is written. It stands to reason that such a person is
unable to independently assess the quality of the translation
because even if the translated text reads beautifully, it could say
something completely different than the original. The only thing
comforting the reader is an assurance that the translation was
done by a qualiﬁed translator and that proper procedures were
followed. Such assurances can be offered within a regulatory
framework. Typically, regulation is achieved through a combination of standards and certiﬁcation processes.
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Three Ps of quality assessment
Three distinct areas need to be addressed: provider, process
and product.
The provider is a translator or a translation company, that
is, a physical or legal person. The process is a sequence of steps
used to produce a target text (translation) that corresponds to
the source text (the original document). Finally, the product
is the translation itself. The quality assessment method will
be very different for each of these.
We can make quality judgments based on the qualiﬁcations
of the translation service provider and on the provider’s adherence to standards. Competence of providers can be assessed
through certiﬁcation. Processes and products can be subject
to both certiﬁcations and standards. As speciﬁc examples, the
American Translators Association (ATA) offers certiﬁcation in
26 language combinations which serves as a tool for the assessment of a translator. ASTM International (formerly American
Society for Testing and Materials) has a standard that can serve
as a guideline for the translation process; and the SAE J2450
standard can serve as a metric for assessing the quality of the
product — the translation.
Let us look at these three different aspects of quality assessment
in greater detail.

Provider
The most common scenario in the US translation market is
that the end user of the translation service hires a translation
company which, in turn, hires individual translators and editors.
Arguably, both translation companies and individual translators

Jiri Stejskal currently serves as president-elect of
the AATA, treasurer of the American Foundation
for Translation and Interpretation, and chairman
of the Status Committee of the International
Federation of Translators. He is also a founder and
president of the translation company CETRA, Inc.
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ASTM F15.481

GB/T 19363.1

ÖNORM
D1200

ÖNORM
D1201

EUATC

DIN 2345

UNI 10574

The three credentialing methods are not interchangeable. Certiﬁcation by an academic institution is usually an entry-level credential that serves
as a steppingstone toward certiﬁcation by a profesApplication:
sional association or by a government. Academic
Translation
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes Yes
Yes
credentials available to translators range from
2
3
non-degree certiﬁcates to Ph.D. programs. For
No
No
Interpretation
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
example, Arizona State University in Tempe offers
Individuals
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
a non-degree Certiﬁcate in Translation consistCompanies
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes Yes
Yes
ing of 12 semester hours of coursework and two
semester hours of in-service practicum. Several
Yes
Basis for certiﬁcation
No
No
No
No
Yes
No4 No
bachelor- and masters-level degree programs in
Voluntary compliance
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes Yes
Yes
the United States are outlined in two ATA publicaMandatory compliance
N/A N/A N/A
N/A
Yes
N/A N/A
N/A
tions, Park’s Guide to Translating and Interpreting Programs in North America and Programs in
Audit required
N/A N/A N/A
N/A
Yes
N/A N/A
Yes
Translation Studies: An ATA Handbook. A number
1
This standard had not been ﬁnalized as of March 2006.
of Ph.D. programs exist abroad.
2
A separate Chinese standard for interpreters, “Speciﬁcation for Translation Services:
Certiﬁcations by professional and governmenPart II Interpretation,” was not available in English at the time this article was written.
tal
organizations serve the needs of accomplished
3
A separate ASTM standard for interpreters is “F2089-01 Standard Guide for Language
translators,
but the purpose of a governmentInterpretation Services.”
4
sponsored credential is quite different from that
A Chinese standard that will serve as a basis for certiﬁcation of translation companies
of a credential granted by a professional associais being developed.
tion. Whereas a government-sponsored credential
can be considered to be providers of translation services. The
focuses on the moral integrity of the candidate and his or her
competencies required, however, are very different. For translacapability to serve as an “assistant to justice,” the professional
tion companies it is the project management, process manageassociation’s credential focuses on the candidate’s linguistic
ment and competence in vendor selection that are needed in
competence. Government certiﬁcation may or may not include
order to succeed. For translators it is linguistic competence.
an assessment of the candidate’s ability to translate. In the United
Quality assessment methods exist for both translation compaStates, government programs are limited to interpreters and
nies and individual translators, and in both cases the assessment
include a quite rigorous examination. Outside of the United States,
is achieved through certiﬁcation. For companies, the certiﬁcaparticularly in South America and in Europe, governmental certion is based on a quality standard and the company’s complitiﬁcation of both translators and interpreters is quite common. In
ance with such a standard. These standards invariably deﬁne the
some countries the certiﬁcation is based on an examination, and
processes that should be employed in order to provide good qualin others it is based on meeting certain criteria unrelated to the
ity translation, and they are described in detail in the following
candidate’s linguistic competence.
section. For individual translators, certiﬁcation is based on their
Certiﬁcation by a professional association is almost always
ability to translate. For the purpose of this article, individual
based on an examination — with a few exceptions of certiﬁcatranslators are considered to be the translation providers.
tion “on dossier” used in Canada and Australia. The aforemenThe author of this article published a series of articles on this
tioned FIT survey showed that almost one half of professional
subject in the ATA Chronicle between June 2001 and August
associations participating in the survey offer a certiﬁcation
2003. The collected articles later became a book, International
program for translators and/or interpreters, and of those only
Certiﬁcation Study, published by the ATA. The study examined
one association does not use an examination as an assessment
the ways in which translators and interpreters earn their cretool. The ATA Certiﬁcation Program is a good example of a
dentials in more than 30 countries on six continents. In 2005,
credential sponsored by a professional association.
the study was supplemented by a detailed survey under the
Process
auspices of the International Federation of Translators and pubThe best-known standard deﬁning the process is the widely
lished in 2005 as Survey of the FIT Committee for Information
accepted International Organization for Standardization’s ISO
on the Status of Translation and Interpretation Profession. The
9000 series of standards which specify requirements for a Quality
results of the survey represent 63 professional associations of
Management System. Originally drafted by the British Standards
translators and interpreters in 40 countries.
Institute, it was adopted as an international standard in 1987
The study showed that certiﬁcation of translators occurs
and went through multiple revisions. Today, many translation
under three possible scenarios: certiﬁcation by a professional
companies around the world are ISO 9001-certiﬁed. ISO 9001
association, certiﬁcation by a government and certiﬁcation by
provides a number of requirements which an organization needs
an academic institution. Certiﬁcation by a professional assoto fulﬁll if it is to achieve customer satisfaction through consistent
ciation is strongest in common-law countries, whereas certiﬁproducts and services which meet customer expectations. This is
cation by a government body is usually employed in civil-law
the only implementation for which third-party auditors may grant
countries. Academic programs exist in both civil-law and
certiﬁcations. It is not possible to be certiﬁed to ISO 9000. Although
common-law countries and are particularly strong in countries
commonly referred to as ISO 9000:2000 certiﬁcation, the actual
where certiﬁcation is not offered by the government or professtandard to which an organization’s quality management can be
sional associations.
Standard
(by date):
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certiﬁed is ISO 9001:2000. The trouble with
this standard and certiﬁcation is that it
applies to any industry, including manufacturers. Of course, when all you have is
a hammer, every problem looks like a nail,
and application of the ISO standard forces
companies to apply processes that might
not be appropriate in areas requiring creativity, such as translation. Translation
companies often acquire this certiﬁcation
either because they are forced to do so by
their clients or in an effort to boost their
image in the marketplace.
In the past ten years, industry-speciﬁc
standards deﬁning the translation process
started to ﬁll the existing void. These
standards are either national or regional.
This poses a problem in the translation
and interpretation industry which is, by
deﬁnition, international. An international
industry-speciﬁc standard is therefore
desirable, and it can be expected that
the ISO will draft such a standard in the
foreseeable future. It will then be up to the
individual national or regional standards
bodies to bring their expertise to the table.
The following standards have appeared
on the scene since 1996. Standards developed speciﬁcally for interpreters are not
included.
Q UNI 10574, Deﬁnition of services
and activities of translation and interpreting enterprises. Italian standard, 1996.
Q DIN 2345, Translation Contracts.
German standard, 1998.
Q EUATC, Quality Standard for
translation companies. European Standard, 1999, the basis for development of
the EN 15038 standard.
Q ÖNORM D1201, Translation Contracts. Austrian standard, 2000.
Q ÖNORM D1200, Requirements for
the service and the provision of the
service. Austrian standard, 2000.
Q GB/T 19363.1, Speciﬁcation of
Translation Service, Part 1: Translation.
Chinese standard, 2004.
Q ASTM committee F15.48, Standard
Guide to Quality Assurance in Translation. US standard, currently in ﬁnal ballot, not yet assigned a number.
Q EN 15038, Translation Service —
Service Requirements. European standard, 2006, to replace country-speciﬁc
European quality standards.
The accompanying table compares the
individual industry-speciﬁc standards. It
shows whether they apply to translation
only or include interpretation as well.
It also shows whether they are geared
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toward individuals or translation companies and whether they can serve as a
basis for certiﬁcation of the translation
process. If certiﬁcation is available, the
table shows whether compliance with
such certiﬁcation is voluntary or mandatory, and whether an audit is required
for such certiﬁcation.
The process standards described above
do not use metrics, but rather specify and
deﬁne the processes needed to achieve
quality translation. It is known that
process standards such as the ISO 9000
series will assure that certain processes
will be followed, but that the processes
can be ﬂawed. To assess the quality of
the translation itself, product standards
or metrics are used.

Product
Several product standards are available today. What they have in common is
that they provide statistical assessment of
a number of errors per speciﬁed amount of
text. Unlike in the previous scenarios for

provider certiﬁcations and process standards, in the case of product standards it
is the end user who dictates what a “quality translation” is. A US manufacturer
who needs a translation merely to satisfy
requirements for use in the European
Union without actually planning to use
any of the translated materials will have
very different demands on the quality of
the translation than a US importer who
needs to translate and localize documentation for an imported product.
The idea of developing such metrics for
assessment of the quality of translation
has an economic basis. In some industries, product and service documentation
is so extensive that a traditional quality
check would be prohibitively expensive
and exceedingly time-consuming. Translation quality metrics make it possible to
assess overall quality and identify recurring problems. The end user states his or
her tolerance for errors in the translation,
and a statistical sample of the translated
text is then evaluated.
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US consumers and translation service
providers in the automotive industry are
familiar with the SAE (Society of Automotive Engineers) J2450 Translation Quality
Metric, which was ﬁrst introduced in
October 2001 as a recommended practice.
The latest version is dated August 2005.
This standard is applicable to translations
of automotive service information into
any target language. The metric may be
applied regardless of the source language
or the method of translation — that is,
human translation, computer-assisted
translation or machine translation. The
current version of the metric does not
measure errors in style, thus making it
unsuitable for evaluations of material in
which style is important, such as marketing literature (search on “j2450” at www
.sae.org).
A similar metric is the LISA QA
Model, currently in version 3.1. It was
developed by Pierre Cadieux and is distributed by the Localization Industry
Standards Association (LISA). Used in
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localization projects, this model is a
customizable set of templates, forms
and reports built into an Access database. It contains a list of language codes
and language names, a predeﬁ ned list
of severity levels and weights, a list of
error categories, a list of tasks performed by reviewers, and pre-deﬁ ned
metrics to deﬁ ne Pass/Fail grade (see
www.lisa.org/products/qamodel) This
model also supports the J2450 Translation Quality Metric, automating some
of the tasks and providing a convenient
user interface. Other metrics and standards are available, for example, the
Chinese standard “Target Text Quality
Requirements for Translation Services”
— available only in Chinese, though an
English version is contemplated — but
the J2450 Translation Quality Metric
and the LISA QA Model appear to be the
most widely used at present.
Other metrics are available as well.
The ATA developed its own metric, which
is used for the grading of certiﬁcation

exams and which has been adopted by
several academic programs in the United
States. The ASTM standard can be also
applied to the product — the translation.
It lists translation-speciﬁc parameters
that, when given project-speciﬁc values,
provide a set of speciﬁcations against
which the quality of a translation can
be evaluated. By adding weighted points
and a threshold, an ASTM speciﬁcation
becomes a metric. The ASTM standard
thus provides a framework for deﬁning a
multitude of project-speciﬁc metrics.

Pulling it all together
Standards and certiﬁcation play a
crucial role in translation quality assessment, and it is important to view these as
a complementary system rather than as
standalone solutions. To achieve the best
possible quality, all three Ps need to be
covered: provider, process and product.
The regulatory landscape is becoming increasingly complex, and new standards
and certiﬁcation programs are being developed. Certiﬁcation of individual providers — the translators — is gaining
ground around the world, and with this
leveling of the playing ﬁeld, the creation
of international credentials or reciprocal
recognition of credentials is coming
closer to becoming a reality. The ATA is
investigating the possibility of having its
certiﬁcation program accredited by the
American National Standards Institute,
an ISO standard-based process that could
serve as a basis for reciprocal arrangements among those countries whose certiﬁcation programs are accredited.
The translation process standardization is undergoing a particularly
exciting period, with the ASTM and
CEN standards nearing completion and
a new ISO translation-speciﬁc quality
standard on the horizon. Translation
quality metrics are also undergoing
rapid development, with the SAE taskforce looking into possible collaboration
with the ISO and extending the use of
the existing standard, and with LISA
constantly upgrading its own QA model.
Translation quality standards and certiﬁcation programs are becoming popular
conference topics, as was evidenced
by the ﬁ rst-ever Language Standards
for Global Business, held in Berlin in
December 2005 — with a second conference scheduled for Barcelona in May
2006 — as well as a growing number of
presentations worldwide. M
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Beatriz Bonnet

T

Translation and localization quality has been
a hot and often contentious issue for language
service providers (LSPs), buyers and users alike.
Everyone talks about quality, but are LSPs delivering it consistently, and do buyers believe they
are getting it? This issue is undoubtedly colored
by personal views and experiences, not to mention the realities of budgets, time constraints,
and client and vendor priorities. And what is
quality, really? The deﬁnition for our industry is
most deﬁnitely elusive, but a number of efforts
around the world are attempting to help stakeholders agree on this deﬁnition. Interestingly, a
number of these efforts sprang up around the
world at roughly the same time a few years ago,
and we now have several published standards
at a national level plus a number of other standards about to be published.
Why standards now?

A combination of many factors and motivations has led to
the development of these standards. Some of these are internal
to the language industry, others are external. Many are both.
Let’s ﬁ rst look at the internal factors. As
an industry, we struggle with the deﬁnition of
quality. Is it using a certiﬁed translator to do the
job? Is it measuring the number of errors in a
ﬁnished product? Is it following certain steps in
a certain order? Many industry players believe
that there is not enough quality being delivered
and are interested in standards as a way to raise
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Tools
Translation

Quality standards: a sign
of the industry’s maturity?

quality in our space. Some are interested in standards as tools
to educate clients and providers. Still others believe that a standard will raise the barriers to entry and provide a marketing
advantage.
From an external point of view, globalization forces have
forever changed how both providers and buyers of translation
and localization do business. As we all exchange products and
services across borders, we need standards to help us speak
a common language and ensure smooth transactions. The
global marketplace needs more clarity and transparency, and
standards are one tool to help all stakeholders understand each
other better. The global marketplace also requires a better
understanding of quality and processes. Ideally, the marketplace wants a tool to measure quality.

A bit of history
In response to many of these factors, several industry groups
have worked on quality standards, and some standards have
been published and used for a few years. Some examples of
these standards are the standards published by the Standards
Organizations of Germany (DIN), Austria (ÖNORM) and Italy
(UNI). Efforts also were made by the European Union Association of Translation Companies (EUATC). The work of the EUATC
became the seed of the Comité Européen de Normalisation (CEN)
standard. Additionally, a standard was recently published by
the Chinese Translators Association. In the United States, ASTM

Beatriz Bonnet is a translator, conference interpreter and president and CEO of Syntes Language Group, Inc. She has been the
American Translators Association (ATA) representative to the
ASTM committee on translation services since 2000 and also
represented the ATA in the CEN task force working on translation
services standards (with observer status).
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International published the ASTM Standard Guide for Language
Interpretation Services (ASTM Guide F2089-01) in 2000.
The Localization Industry Standards Association has also
published a quality assurance (QA) model. This is not a standard in the same sense as some of the other standards being
discussed in this article. Of course, many localization companies have also become ISO 9001:2000 certiﬁed. This is not a
standard speciﬁc to the language services industry, but rather a
more general quality management standard that had its origins
in manufacturing.
The aforementioned standards are just examples of some
standards that have been developed and are being used. Two
new standards that are in the very ﬁnal stages of development
— the CEN standard and the ASTM translation standard — will
be the focus of this article, as I believe that they will supersede
many of the existing standards and will have a much bigger
international impact.

Finally, the section called Procedures in Translation Services
describes the steps to be followed from the beginning to the end
of a translation project, including management, preparation of
the project and the translation process.
Several informative annexes describe project registration details, technical pre-translation processing, source text
analysis and style guides. These annexes are meant to provide
additional information to the reader but are not considered
part of the standard for compliance or certiﬁcation purposes.
The ﬁnal annex provides a non-exhaustive list of added-value
services that a TSP can provide.
Overall, the CEN standard is an easy read. It emphasizes
qualiﬁcations and competences of translators and revisers, and
provides a good description of the translation process. Its simplicity and relative paucity of details stems from the fact that
it is a compromise among more than 20 country delegations
after roughly three years of work. One of the
greatest advantages of this standard, in my
The CEN standard
opinion, is that it has basically been approved
This standard is being developed under
by most European countries and can thus be
For those LSPs looking
the auspices of the CEN and will carry the
more easily adopted in all of those countries
to set themselves apart
designation EN 15038. Development of this
than some other standards. Moreover, the
standard started in 2002 as an outgrowth of
standard was written with certiﬁcation in
from the competition,
the EUATC effort. Because this is a European
mind, and certiﬁcation undoubtedly will be
certiﬁcation can be
standard, once it is adopted it will supersede
provided by the pertinent certiﬁcation bodindividual national standards. National stanies soon after publication of the standard.
a valuable tool.
dards will continue to exist, and certiﬁcation
For those LSPs looking to set themselves
— which is contemplated under this standard
apart from the competition, certiﬁcation can
— will be carried out by the national stanbe a valuable tool. In turn, clients may feel
dards bodies. However, national standards will have to be in
more conﬁdent buying translation services from an LSP who is
compliance with the CEN standard.
certiﬁed by a third party.
Development involved representatives from the translation
The ASTM standard
industry, clients and standards organizations from over 20
The work of ASTM technical subcommittee F15.48 has taken
countries. In addition, there were observers from Canada,
longer than the CEN standard overall, having started in 1998.
representing the Association of Canadian Corporations in
The initial efforts were started by the ATA — which has since
Translation and Interpretation (ACCTI), and from the United
continued to provide major support for the ASTM standard
States, one representing the Association of Language Com— and the National Foreign Language Center. Like the CEN
panies (ALC) and one representing the American Translators
Standard, the ASTM Standard Guide to Quality Assurance in
Association (ATA). Most of the work took place over several
Translation should be published in 2006.
two-day meetings held in different cities around Europe.
This American standard has been developed under the ausThe standard is now up for formal vote by CEN members and
pices of ASTM International, formerly known as the American
should be published soon.
Society for Testing and Materials. ASTM is one of the most recAs with most standards, the CEN standard includes both a
ognized standards development bodies in the world, so many of
Scope section and a Terms and Deﬁnitions section.
its standards are used internationally. Subcommittee F15.48 on
The bulk of this standard consists of the sections called
Translation Services has direct responsibility for this standard,
Basic Requirements, Client-Translation Service Provider (TSP)
and the subcommittee includes academics, clients, professional
Relationship, and Procedures in Translation Services. The Basic
associations, users and vendors.
Requirements section explains what the requirements are for
What is the ASTM standard? It is a translation QA stanany TSP and is meant to apply to both translation companies
dard, a tool for buyers and providers of translation services
and individual translators. According to the standard, any TSP
to understand and agree on the process that will produce the
needs to have appropriate technical resources, a quality mandesired quality. The guide is designed to provide a frameagement system and project management, along with a human
work for agreement on speciﬁcations for translation projects.
resources management process that ensures that translators,
Within this framework, the participants in a service agreerevisers and reviewers have all the competences contemplated
ment can deﬁ ne the processes necessary to arrive at a product
in the standard.
of desired quality to serve the needs and expectations of the
The Client-TSP Relationship section emphasizes the need
consumer. It does not provide speciﬁc metrics for validating a
for an agreement between the client and the TSP in order
translation product. The main issue it aims to address is that of
for the service to be provided. It does not provide speciﬁc
agreement on speciﬁcations and understanding of processes,
details but leaves the speciﬁc agreement up to the client and
responsibilities and roles of stakeholders, along with provider
the TSP.
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Translation Showcase
Translators —
Need More
Translation Jobs?
Contact hundreds of translation agencies to offer
collaboration and to register with those interested in
your services!
• www.TranslationDirectory.com
• No recurring membership fees
• Just one-time payment to establish yourself as a
freelance translator who earns money working
from home
Take your translation jobs before other translators
get them:
www.TranslationDirectory.com

ISO 9001:2000-certified
Translation Services
Idem Translations, Inc., is a full-service translation/
localization company, specializing in the life sciences,
legal and IT industries since 1983. Our expert
translation teams combine linguistic excellence with
strong backgrounds in a variety of fields. We maintain
specialized client glossaries and memory databases to
ensure consistent terminology. Our ISO 9001:2000certified translation and quality processes guarantee
a service that meets the highest industry standards.
We offer a unique combination of industry-specific
experience, knowledgeable translation teams and
friendly, client-oriented service.

Seamless Spanish
Project Management
spanishbackoffice is the solution that over 45
leading translation agencies around the world turn
to for Spanish project management outsourcing on a
day-to-day basis.
Our team of 14 experienced in-house staff and
35 freelance translators and editors will ensure your
projects are delivered with superior quality and ahead
of schedule.
• Quality assurance
• Customer service
• Latin American and neutral Spanish
• All major CAT tools
• PC and Mac DTP

TranslationDirectory.com

Idem Translations, Inc.

spanishbackofﬁce

Vyshenskoho st., 36/4
Lviv, 79010, Ukraine
38-32-2281451
onoshko@mail.uar.net
www.translationdirectory.com

550 California Avenue, Suite 310
Palo Alto, CA 94306
650-858-4336 • Fax: 650-858-4339
info@idemtranslations.com
www.idemtranslations.com

Rivadavia 85, Ofic. 204-205/510-511
Córdoba X5000IPA, Argentina
54-351-4280762
contact@spanishbackoffice.com
www.spanishbackoffice.com

Localization Is
More Than Translation...
Global challenges require flexible and professional
service providers. Take advantage of our experience
and know-how and make your product a worldwide
success! SAM Engineering was established in 1994
and provides localization as well as translation and
engineering services to IT organizations and vertical
industries through its network of translation partners,
specializing in the translation of business applications
and technical documentation. SAM Engineering GmbH
is located in Muehltal, near Frankfurt, Germany. For
more information, see www.sam-engineering.de

We’re Not Just Translators...
We Are WORDSMITHS! ™
Our team of professional translators and
project managers view our work on your behalf as
an opportunity to promote your products and services
professionally. We can provide you with the QUALITY
required in today’s business communications.
We have established our reputation on the quality
of our work, our knowledge of the Canadian and
international markets and the timely delivery of
projects to our corporate clients.

SAM Engineering GmbH

in FRENCH only inc./
in SPANISH too! Translations

Kirchstrasse 1, D-64367 Muehltal, Germany
49-6151-9121-0 • Fax: 49-6151-9121-18
sam@sam-engineering.de
www.sam-engineering.de

25 Rockcastle Drive
Toronto, Ontario M9R 2V2 Canada
416-248-5648
info@translations.ca • www.translations.ca
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Your Scandinavian
Language Service
Provider
Translator Scandinavia AB has been around
since 1991, helping companies and institutions
communicate effectively in a variety of languages
— with a focus on Scandinavian languages. We
specialize in high-quality translations in the fields of
• advertising
• finance
• technology and
• subjects related to the European Union
Call or e-mail Carolina Kühnemann or visit our
website for more information.

Translator Scandinavia AB
Box 4209
SE-102 65 Stockholm, Sweden
46-8-702-0503 • Fax: 46-8-640-5157
carolina@translator-scandinavia.se
www.translator-scandinavia.se
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qualiﬁcations. Quality is deﬁ ned as the
degree to which the characteristics of
a translation fulﬁ ll the requirements of
the agreed-upon speciﬁcations, thus the
emphasis that this standard places on
setting and agreeing on speciﬁcations.
The ASTM standard is much longer
than the CEN standard and thus perhaps
less user friendly. On the other hand,
those looking for more in-depth information about best practices in the translation and localization industry would
do well to purchase and read the ASTM
standard in detail.
As in the CEN standard, there is a
Scope section and a Terminology section in the ASTM standard. In addition,
the introductory sections contain a list
of Referenced Documents and an Introduction to Translation. It is interesting
to note that the Terminology section of
this standard, in particular, has signiﬁcant depth and includes well over
40 terms, from translator and end user
to markup, machine translation and
register. The technical committee felt
this level of detail was critical to the
integrity of the document.
A Signiﬁcance and Use section addresses the audience for the standard,
brieﬂy describes the translation supply
chain and underscores the importance
of speciﬁcations. This is followed by a
section called Selection of a Translation
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Service Provider and Project Phases,
which addresses the criteria to be considered in selecting an LSP and introduces the different phases within a
project, including a workﬂow diagram.
Each phase is then described in detail

Standards are
here to stay.
They are a sign
of growth and
an important step
toward maturity
in our industry.
in the next three sections: Speciﬁcations Phase, Production Phase and PostProject Review. A ﬁ nal section provides
keywords for easy searching, and an
appendix with related reading completes
the standard.
Not unlike the CEN standard, the
goal of the ASTM standard is to help
the buyer understand how to obtain
quality and for the LSP to understand
how to deliver that quality. The greatest
strengths of the ASTM standard are the
abundance of detail and the inclusion of

speciﬁc examples, both of which should
prove to be very useful for those needing additional depth and detail.
Unlike the CEN standard, no auditing
or certiﬁcation is contemplated for the
ASTM standard, and self-declaration is
anticipated. The richness of detail and
information about best practices should,
however, serve requesters and providers
of translation and localization services
well, as a common vocabulary and process
allow for alignment and better speciﬁcations — and compliance with those speciﬁcations — which in turn should improve
client satisfaction.

The future of standards
Standards are here to stay. They are
a sign of growth and an important step
toward maturity in our industry. They
level the playing ﬁeld and improve transparency and communication in a complex
industry. Objective and well thought-out
standards can improve dialogue across
the entire supply chain and amongst all
the stakeholders, thereby providing additional clarity in the marketplace. All of
this helps us to continue raising the bar,
adding value and becoming full members
of the business community.
Publication of the standards is just
the beginning. Those of us who are
“believers” will need to continue marketing the concept of standards and
the standards themselves in order to
reach the early adopters, who will then
help disseminate the information until
standards gain widespread acceptance.
Two strong international standards
will probably become one international
standard. However, any international
standard will take years to develop, and
the two standards about to be published
are sure to make a difference in the
industry for years to come.
From how to deﬁne it to how to get
it, when it comes to translation quality
there is an enormous amount of passion
on the part of language industry professionals and a fair amount of unawareness
on the part of many users and requesters
of language services. Standards may not
put an end to the controversy and the
occasional hot exchanges. They should,
however, raise the level of awareness of
both LSPs and users of translation and
localization services about why and how
to deﬁne quality, as well as the steps that
should be taken to achieve the desired
level of quality. M
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User-driven translation:
are LSPs prepared?
Jaap van der Meer

I

If your organization spends thousands or millions producing manuals, reports and online help
documentation, you should be alarmed. Chances
are that your customers never read your highquality documents.
User-centric model

Users are taking charge. Instead of passively consuming
the information sent to them, they are searching the internet
to ﬁnd the exact data that meet their needs. Users, citizens,
patients — they no longer take “No” for an answer, and they
want the facts now. Information trafﬁc is changing dramatically, and traditional publishing models no longer sufﬁce. The
publisher-centric model is being replaced by the user-centric
model. The one source of information provided by the product
manufacturer, the government, the doctor, or the hospital is
now being replaced by dozens — if not hundreds — of alternative
and competing information sources. Tips and tricks from other
users, prescriptions from multiple healthcare organizations
and analyses of government data from private sources may be
much more valuable than the “authoritative” information from
the original publisher. The data-centric model is being replaced
by the network-centric model.

Customer self-service
This information revolution led by Google has entered our
everyday lives at work and at home. We have become used to
pulling information from our favorite sites when we need it. The
direction is changing from push to pull or, in technical terms,
from the dissemination model to the assimilation model.
The power and consequences of this information revolution
cannot be underestimated. Documentation managers are under
pressure to shorten cycle times. They increasingly ﬁnd themselves in competition with internal customer service organizations that provide instant access to information through call
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centers and online knowledge bases. What started off as a
suggestive trend is now turning into a serious business model,
often referred to as web-based customer self-service. As always,
customer self-service costs less for the “shop-owner.” And the
small shops will follow the big ones or go out of business.

Localization manager left on the sidelines
In this information turbulence, localization managers feel
left on the sidelines. Whereas time was always in short supply when producing a decent translation of a manual in the
“old” way of doing things, it is now virtually disappearing.
Besides, the decision as to what to translate and what not to
translate is becoming more difﬁcult. The volume of information keeps growing, and there is no easy proﬁ le of the “user.”
Users have found their own way to automatic translation tools
on the internet. Millions of them press the Yahoo! and Google
translate buttons everyday in an attempt to understand web
pages and e-mail messages written in a language they do not
know. The translation model is changing 180º.

Microsoft machine translation
Web-based customer self-service in multiple languages calls
for new technology and a level of automation that is both rare and
revolutionary in the conservative translation market. But several
user cases prove that it works. Microsoft has reported successes
in deploying a home-grown machine translation (MT) system
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in Cross Language n.v., a consultancy and
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Translation Automation User Society (TAUS).
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and harder. The most pragmatic approach to this localization
for the real-time delivery of articles from its knowledge base in
dilemma is to translate the bare minimum up front and to let
the native language of the Microsoft customer. The knowledge
further translation efforts depend on what customers really
base contains more than 140,000 product support articles addneed. The bare-minimum translation effort may be dictated
ing up to 80 million words of text — in English only, of course.
by regulatory and government requirements, such as labelAs reported at the Association for Machine Translation in the
ing on medical devices. To better respond to the information
Americas (AMTA) conferences in 2002 and 2004, the automatic
and support requirements of customers and citizens, compatranslation of support articles gets high scores from the many
nies and governments are ﬁ nding a refuge in “e-programs”
thousands of people who use it. According to the report in 2004,
such as e-support, e-health and e-government. Sophisticated
overall customer satisfaction for the Spanish translations was
software tools are deployed to channel
as high as 86%. Spanish users were so happy
information searches, manage questionto be able to access the information in their
and-answering, and prepare the required
own languages that they were willing to overinformation as smoothly as possible.
look the fact that the quality was lower than
In a world overﬂowing
In a variation on the Microsoft model,
that of human translations. The “usefulness”
with information, the
CNH — a global manufacturer of agriculrate of the Spanish MT articles was reported
tural machinery — uses MT to convert
to be 50%, compared to 54% for the English
decision as to what to
incoming support requests in multiple
language articles. Usefulness is deﬁned here
as the percentage of customers feeling that an
translate and what not languages into English to allow engineers
to respond quicker. Fixes to problems are
article helped solve their problem.
to translate becomes
documented by the CNH engineer, then
Bill Gates: MT ‘big breakthrough’
machine translated, and after a “light”
harder and harder.
These successes notched up by the Micropost-editing sent back to the dealer. SAP
soft Natural Language Processing Research
has also started to use MT to translate
group were signiﬁcant enough for Bill Gates
support tickets before routing them to the
to list MT as one of the “big breakthroughs” in the next decade.
worldwide support centers.
In a speech at Princeton University in New Jersey on October
Traditional translation too costly
14, 2005, Gates said, “By having that kind of translation capaIn a recent paper presented at the Centre for Translation
bility, it means that even people who don’t speak English will
and Textual Studies of the Dublin City University, Symantec
now have the full breadth of all the material out on the Web
reported on its tests to deploy controlled language rules in comthat they don’t have access to. And that translation technology
bination with MT to allow its worldwide subscribers to receive
will be applied to more and more language pairs, more and
translated virus alert notiﬁcations with a minimum delay.
more domains, so over the next decade we’ll kind of think back
The traditional translation workﬂow would be far too
and say, yes, there was a time where that couldn’t be done.
costly to handle this information ﬂow. But more importantly,
There are a few domains like translating poetry that perhaps
the inevitable time lapse in a conventional translation prowill never be very good, but for most informational content on
cess between the English and translated alert notiﬁcations
the Web within this time frame it will be quite excellent, and a
would make the information obsolete and useless to the
very plausible thing there.”
subscribers. Initial results show that with light, rapid-turnUser-driven translation model
around post-editing, the MT output scores an accuracy level
Microsoft is not the only company moving towards the
of around 90%. According to a recent survey among MT
“user-driven translation model.” Many companies provide
practitioners, time and cost reductions as a result of the
an automatic translation feature on their internal networks
use of MT and post-editing services are on average 30% to
to allow their international work force to translate company
40% (TAUS Report on Best Practices in Post-editing Machine
information and training material, to communicate better,
Translation, February 2006).
and to share more information. DaimlerChrysler offers autoPatent translation
matic translation between English and German for its Detroit
The localization dilemma grows yet another dimension
and Stuttgart operations. Volkswagen provides an automatic
in the world of intellectual property and patents. Imagine
translation feature between German, Spanish and English.
that you have invented something, and you want to check
The automatic translation facilities on company intranets
whether something similar already exists; you will have to
— compared to the publicly available “translate buttons”
search databases with millions of patent documents in mul— usually return better quality translations as a result of
tiple languages. This task is simply not humanly possible.
some limited customization with company-speciﬁc terminolFollowing the example of the Japan Patent Ofﬁce (JPO), the
ogy. The other advantage is that e-mails with conﬁdential
European Patent Ofﬁce has decided to make MT directly availcompany information will no longer leave the protected
able to the general public. The system will be customized with
company networks for an automatic translation via one of
hundreds of thousands of technical terms extracted from the
the public internet portals.
many different domains covered by the International Patent
Localization dilemma
Classiﬁcation. In comparison to translation automation initiaIn a world overﬂowing with information, the decision as
tives in the commercial sector, this is a very ambitious project.
to what to translate and what not to translate becomes harder
But as evidenced by the success of the JPO, the results will be
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Translation Showcase

Latin America’s Premier
Multilanguage Vendor
• Latin America is a regional market of more than
560 million inhabitants.
• Brazil accounts for nearly one-third of these
inhabitants.
• How do you communicate effectively with this
huge, potential market?
The answer is our unparalleled experience and
market leadership in the region.
Nearly three decades of top-quality technical
translation and localization in Brazilian Portuguese,
Spanish and some 30 other languages.
Let All Tasks handle your global translation and
localization requirements.

All Tasks Traduções Técnicas
Rua Dona Teresa Margarida, 56
São Paulo – SP 04037-040, Brazil
55-11-5908-8300 • Fax: 55-11-5908-8308
intlbuss@alltasks.com.br • www.alltasks.com.br

All the Languages
of the CIS...
...and much more!
Translating languages of the former U.S.S.R. requires
special care and expertise. Even Russian translations
can be complicated by unexpected problems. Palex has
been working with all these languages for years. Our
experience and commitment translate into savings of
time and money for our clients.
We offer:
• Translation into other languages
• Quality assurance services
• DTP — any language, any software
• Localization engineering and testing
• Website localization

Palex
39/1 Uchebnaya Street, 4th Floor
Tomsk, Russia 634034
7-3822-531-638 • Fax: 7-3822-562-733
palex@palex.ru • www.palex.ru
www.multilingual.com
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Demystifying the
Language Industry’s
Technology
LinguaCounsel is your source for honest,
unbiased perspectives about existing and emerging
translation and project management technology.
LinguaCounsel also ensures outright, that localization
service providers and corporate or governmental
translation departments benefit from processes that
produce maximum efficiency resulting in quicker
time-to-market.
Simply speaking, it’s our advice, your success…

LinguaCounsel

Leaders in Europe
• Localization specialist in Central and Eastern
European languages
• Central London office in United Kingdom with
24-hour support
• Services include internationalization and
localization using mother-tongue specialists
within your business industry
• Preferred Microsoft supplier
• US dollar billing with no sales tax
Make ToLocalise your European partner.

ToLocalise

4-2055 Lambert Closse
Montreal, Quebec H3H 1Z7, Canada
514-680-5155 • Fax: 514-680-5155
info@linguacounsel.com
www.linguacounsel.com

407-409 Oxford Street
London W1C 2PB, United Kingdom
44-20-7907-9400 • Fax: 44-20-7907-9427
info@tolocalise.com • www.tolocalise.com

Fleet of SEA Languages
and Beyond

Foreign Language Experts

Epsilon Translation is an up-and-coming GILT
player from Malaysia. Malay, Thai, Indonesian,
Vietnamese, Burmese and Tagalog are our forte.
Our network within networks is truly our compelling
differentiator. Our headquarters are centrally
located in the heart of South East Asia (SEA)
in addition to two locations in Japan. We have
completed projects for airlines, financial institutions,
huge cosmetics firms, a plethora of manufacturers,
software giants, authors, listed Malaysian
companies and top vendors worldwide.

The Geo Group is a full-service translation agency
offering a wide range of services: translation, in-house
desktop publishing, interpreting, in-house audio and
video production, website localization, software
localization, US Hispanic consulting and technical
writing. The Geo Group is a customer-driven company
providing outstanding customer service and quality
projects, on time and on budget. The Geo Group is
celebrating its fifteenth year in business and currently
has 30 full-time employees in four US offices.

Epsilon Translation
Lot 2353, 2nd Floor, Bormill Commercial Centre
93150 Kuching, Malaysia
Phone & Fax: 60-82422431
johnlee@epsilontranslation.com
www.epsilontranslation.com

The Geo Group Corporation
6 Odana Court, Madison, WI 53719
608-230-1000 • 800-993-2262
Fax: 608-230-1010
xlate@thegeogroup.com • www.thegeogroup.com
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Translation
enormously beneﬁcial. It will generate big cost savings and help
accelerate innovation on a European and worldwide scale.

Shake off old-time principles
The localization dilemma will lead to a rapid increase in
tests and real user cases for the user-driven translation model.
It is a natural consequence of the megatrends governing the
global information society. What these tests and real cases
keep telling us is that the rules of information publishing are
undergoing a fundamental change. We cannot implement a
user-driven translation model while still applying old publisher
principles. Publishers insist on high-quality translation, but
users are happy enough with useful translation. The old-time
publisher wants to control every word and every sentence.
The user would be perfectly satisﬁed if the publisher would
merely provide an adequate translation infrastructure.
I repeat: the translation model is changing 180º. The degree
to which we are ready to respond to user requirements depends
on whether we are able to shake off traditional ways of thinking. Rather than controlling every step in the process, we need
to facilitate a translation infrastructure that works well enough
for citizens, users, patients — what we could call “pretty good
translation,” modeled on the concept of “pretty good encryption” which emerged at the beginning of the web. That said, we
will of course continue to translate minimally required user
interfaces in a fully controlled process.

FAUT (Fully Automatic Useful Translation)
In contrast with the defeat of FAHQT (Fully Automatic High
Quality Translation) in the 1960s, a new movement has come
that we baptize as FAUT (Fully Automatic Useful Translation).
The new FAUT vision is gradually replacing the old preoccupation with the language barrier. The difference is in how
you look at it: Is the glass half full or half empty? Translation
automation is progressing rapidly with the implementation
of translation workﬂow systems, the centralization of TMs
and the development of new statistical MT systems. With
Microsoft, Google and Yahoo! joining the MT development
community, innovation and improvement will accelerate
exponentially. The only way to leverage and beneﬁt from this
progress is by sharing best practices and user cases, perhaps
even sharing linguistic data like terminology and TMs.
MT will ﬁnd its way into more and more usage environments.
Our relationship with MT will develop in a similar way to how the
internet has evolved from an experimental novelty to its current
pervasive presence in our lives. Buying things on the internet
was an adventurous undertaking until a few years back. We
appreciated the convenience, but at the same time we were very
conscious that we were “using the internet.” Now we are taking
the internet for granted. It has become part of our lives. In the
same way, the more and the deeper MT technology is embedded
in the services we use every day, the less we will worry about the
technology and the more we will get used to its convenience. M

Surprised by your sudden

need for vendor diversification?

As the largest privately held company in the industry, Translations.com has earned the trust of leading
global companies. Whatever your localization needs are, you can rely on Translations.com to deliver
IS0 9001:2000 certified solutions, with no surprises.

www.translations.com
Three Park Avenue, 40th Floor
New York, NY 10016
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30 offices worldwide
info@translations.com
Tel: +1 212 689 1616
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Jost Zetzsche

T

“Time keeps on slippin’” — what the Steve
Miller Band knew in the late 1970s, we still
know today: it is hard to control time. And
regardless of whether time is slipping into the
future as Miller contends or (more logically)
into the past, there are better and worse ways
of keeping track of how exactly it does that.

As in any industry, tasks in the language industry are varied
— both in terms of what is to be accomplished and how it should
be billed. Some tasks are paid by speciﬁc units — words, lines,
characters or graphics. Others tend to be billed by time — desktop
publishing, editing, proofreading, software or web engineering.
Still others tend to be viewed as part of overhead costs that may
or may not be directly billed — project management, executive
positions or marketing. And, as we all know, these lines are not
as clear as they may appear. Anyone who has worked in the
language industry has to have multitasking skills in a number of
areas. That’s the very nature of our work.
Regardless of the task, however, keeping track of hours and
minutes worked is important. The concept of time tracking is
essential for billing, but it is just as important for internal purposes such as reviewing productivity and operational efﬁciency.

Tracking time
Let’s start with the typical translator who works as a freelancer. At least some portion of this translator’s workload needs to
be time tracked for billing purposes. Of course, the most low-tech
approach — aside from pencil and paper — is recording hours in
an Excel spreadsheet. Whose ﬁngers don’t “know”
the CTRL+; and CTRL+SHIFT+: shortcuts to enter
the current date and time?
However, there are many other non-industryspeciﬁc tracking utilities that are speciﬁcally
designed to log the time spent on one or several
projects. Time Stamp (www.syntap.com) is an
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Translation

Time management
tools for translators

open-source program that is particularly popular with translators on a Windows platform, and Clock and Track (www.bdnsoftware.com/products/clockandtrack/intro.html) is a slightly
more powerful tool for the Mac platform. In addition, there is a
plethora of other generic time-tracking tools on the market, as
any Google search for “time tracking” will quickly display.
AIT is a Ukrainian company that has released a host of
software programs since it switched its focus to “the development of software for the translation industry” in 2001. At
the beginning of this year, AIT released a time-tracking tool
speciﬁcally geared toward language professionals. Similar
to its generic counterparts, ExactSpent (see www.exactspent
.com) tracks time for multiple jobs and/or clients simultaneously and even has a little conﬁgurable feature that reminds
you if you have not touched your keyboard for some time
(you slacker!). It leaves a very small footprint on your
computer and minimizes itself to the system tray, where it
can be easily accessed and controlled with a mouse click or
conﬁgurable keyboard shortcuts. Though ExactSpent is not
yet integrated into AIT’s accounting product for freelance
translators (Translation Ofﬁce 3000) or project management
tool for translation agencies (Projetex), the company has
promised that it will be included in the next release of each
of these products.
All project management tools for the corporate side of the language industry have a component for tracking progress on a certain project, but most require the user to log data manually rather
than track time automatically. To my knowledge, the exception to
this rule is Translator’s Ofﬁce Manager or T.O.M. (www.jovo-soft
.de), a tool that is limited to smaller
agencies. T.O.M. allows the user to
run a timer on tasks that he or she
Jost Zetzsche
performs. The results of this timer
is a co-founder of
can then be added to the invoice
International Writers’
for that particular client and/or
Group and TM Marketplace. stored for analysis purposes.
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Translation
For other project management tools
that were designed for the language
industry, such as the LTC Organiser
(www.langtech.co.uk/eng/organiser) or
the open-source product ]project-open[
(www.project-open.com), time tracking
is an important feature, but mostly in
the form of manual logging rather than
automated tracking. LTC Organiser does
automatically track the start and end of
the workday for suppliers, but the suppliers themselves need to allocate which
part of the workday was spent on which
task. The program also tracks the time
of checking in and out of work ﬁ les (for
translation, editing or DTP), but we all
know that not necessarily all the time
between checking a ﬁ le in and out
is actually spent working on the ﬁ le.
Similarly, ]project-open[ also requires
manual timesheet logging of resources
by customer and project, and, in fact, it
even has a report that checks whether the
employee has logged his or her hours.
The data collected by all of the project management systems listed above
can be analyzed in a number of categories, the most important of which may
be productivity of internal resources,
proﬁtability of individual clients and
proﬁtability of individual tasks.
These clearly are important criteria
for analysis. An appropriate response to
this data in terms of internal changes
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(internal resources) and external changes
(marketing focus on certain projects and
clients) could make a signiﬁcant difference in the proﬁtability of any business
in the language industry.

How do vendors track time?
If that’s the case, does it make sense
to leave time tracking up to a manual
and error-prone process? And how do
language vendors who do not use one
of the above systems track the time that
project managers, in-house translators,
desktop publishers, engineers and others
spend?
I asked three different vendors — MasterWord Services, Eriksen Translation
and M2 Enterprises — how they approach
the issue of automatic time tracking.
Eriksen Translation in New York
uses a time-tracking feature within the
accounting system QuickBooks. Those
accumulated numbers are not automatically transferred to invoices, but they
are used for an evaluation of cost and
productivity. One feature that Eriksen’s
CEO Vigdis Eriksen particularly pointed
out as an advantage of QuickBooks’
time-tracking ability is the simultaneous tracking of various tasks.
Houston’s MasterWord uses its own
proprietary project management system (MasterWord’s Language Services
Management System), which directly

allocates time to each job. Some tasks,
such as that of the project manager, are
not billed but are amortized over the life
of all projects; other positions, such as
DTP specialists, track and record their
time for billing as well as for internal
purposes. Much like in the project
management tools described above, the
data entry for logging the time is done
manually because, says Mila Green,
MasterWord’s CEO, of the overwhelming amount of multi-tasking and the
difﬁculty in tracking the individual
tasks with an automated system.
Much like MasterWord, M2 Enterprises
has its own internally developed database system into which each employee is
expected to manually record the hours
that he or she worked on a particular
project. According to M2 CEO Andre
Pellet, the company tried an automatic
“timer” and discarded it after they felt
it was only useful for few tasks. The
timesheet system maps the information
in a Microsoft Project plan for each project and provides a job-by-job analysis as
well as a task analysis.
So the question remains: Is it feasible to have an automated timer à la
ExactSpent as part of a company-wide
time-tracking mechanism in our multitasking industry? The answer seems
to depend on two things: the company
culture and a differentiation according
to position and variety of tasks.
It may be hard to convince a project
manager who is working on 25 tasks at
the same time — none of which will be
billed directly anyway — to click login
and logoff buttons every time he or she
changes gears. Other employees within
a language company, however, work
on billable, ongoing tasks where such
functionality would make billing and
internal control more controllable and
reliable.
Several company and tool representatives pointed out the negative reaction
of employees to measures that enforce
greater control and structure. According to Pellet, however, this backlash
disappears when such a system becomes
part of the corporate culture.
Either way, it would be a helpful
option if commercial tools such as LTC
Organiser and open-source tools such as
]project-open[ were to include the option
to track time in a more automated manner. And stop it from slippin’, slippin’,
slippin’. . . . M
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Translation Showcase

A New EEIG Founded by
Experienced Partners
LETS Communicate is a new pan-European
organization servicing the global market for
translation, desktop publishing, and terminology
management.
This new European Economic Interest Grouping
brings together 50 years of experience, 60 staff
members, and a budgeted 2006 turnover of 8
million euro. Together, its members can lift even the
largest projects. Current clients include the European
Union, Microsoft, Bang & Olufsen, DaimlerChrysler,
the LEGO Group, Siemens, General Motors, IBM and
many more.
We can help you, too.

LETS Communicate
Parc Initialis, Boulevard Initialis
7000 Mons, Belgium
32-65-40-25-00 • Fax: 32-65-40-25-11
ul@lets-communicate.org • www.lets-communicate.org

Precise, Competitive and
Effective Translation
What makes One Planet different? A deep understanding of corporate culture. Our clients require accuracy,
measurable productivity and excellence in communication.
How can one firm specialize in areas such as high
technology, medical products and technical manufacturing?
By blazing the path in translation since 1979, we utilize
knowledgeable translators in the United States, Europe
and Asia in every field and every specialty.
• Technical translation
• Software localization
• Multilingual website development
Our customers from Ametek to Unisys like the fact
that we function as an extension of their teams.

One Planet
820 Evergreen Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15209
888-677-1010 • Fax: 412-632-1071
info@one-planet.net • www.one-planet.net

Your Trusted Source

SpanSource S.R.L
Pte. Roca 599, 4to J, Rosario, S2000CXK, Argentina
54-341-527-0035 • Fax: 54-341-425-3130
info@spansource.com • www.spansource.com
www.multilingual.com
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Since 1986, EuroGreek has been providing high-quality,
turnkey solutions, encompassing a whole range of client
needs, for the following language combinations:
• English into Greek
• Greek into English
• German into Greek
• French into Greek
All EuroGreek’s work is produced in our Athens
production center and covers most subjects:
• Technical
• Medical/Pharmaceutical
• IT/Telecommunications
• Economics/Legal
All EuroGreek’s work is fully guaranteed for quality
and on-time delivery.

EuroGreek Translations Limited
EuroGreek House, 93 Karagiorga Street
Athens 16675, Greece
30-210-9605-244 • Fax: 30-210-9647-077
production@eurogreek.gr • www.eurogreek.com

The Tool
You Reach For
More Often

SpanSource
Our services:
• Spanish translation/localization
• Multilingual electronic publishing
Our lines of business:
• Technical Documentation, SW/Website Localization,
MarCom/Advertising, Multimedia/E-learning
Our values:
• Client focus
• Collaboration and flexibility
• Professionalism and integrity, transparency
Our background:
• Team members have over 8 years of experience
in translation/localization
• Direct exposure to complex projects for major
Fortune 500 clients
• Acquaintance with corporate demands
• Multicultural team

Europe’s No. 1
Greek Localizer

Medical Translations
MediLingua is one of Europe’s few companies
specializing in medical translation. We provide all
European languages (31 today and counting) and
Japanese as well as the usual translation-related
services. Our 100-plus translators have a combined
medical and language background.
We work for manufacturers of medical devices,
instruments, in vitro diagnostics and software;
pharmaceutical companies; medical publishers;
national and international medical organizations;
and medical journals.
Call or e-mail Simon Andriesen or visit our website
for more information.

MediLingua BV
Poortgebouw, Rijnsburgerweg 10
2333 AA Leiden, The Netherlands
31-71-5680862 • Fax: 31-71-5234660
simon.andriesen@medilingua.com
www.medilingua.com

• LogiTerm is offered in various versions at very
affordable prices. Powerful search functions, a
very robust alignment tool and very handy data
conversion and deformatting tools.
• LogiTrans has been designed to answer the
question you may often ask yourself: “Haven’t I
seen this already somewhere?” It allows you to
obtain even more added value from your bitext
and full-text documents.
• LogiTermWeb — A fast and easy way to
ensure consistent terminology and phraseology
throughout your organization.
• TransSearch — A web-based bilingual
concordancer.

Terminotix Inc.
240 Bank Street, Suite 600
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K2P 1X4
613-233-8465 • Fax: 613-233-3995
termino@terminotix.com • www.terminotix.com
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Region Focus

Quick facts about Korea
and the Korean language

RUSSIA

Korean is spoken by nearly
80,000,000 people worldwide.
About 49,000,000 of them live in South Korea,
another 23,000,000 in North Korea. Several regional
dialects are spoken within the Korean peninsula, but
they are mutually understandable.

Vladivostok

CHINA

EAST SEA

About 2,000,000 people in China and
signiﬁcant populations in the United States, Japan,
Uzbekistan, Russia and Kazakhstan also speak
Korean as their ﬁrst language. Many additional
thousands of Korean speakers are concentrated
in Saudi Arabia, Canada, Kyrgyzstan, Germany,
Tajikistan, Paraguay, Singapore and Turkmenistan.

P’YONGYANG

SEOUL

IT

KOREA
EA

ST

RA

Punan

KO
R

YELLOW SEA

Osaka

According to Internet World Stats, Korean is now
seventh among the top ten languages used on the
world wide web, with almost 40,000,000 users.

Fukuoka

JAPAN

In South Korea, about 34,000,000 of those
49,000,000 Korean speakers are internet
users. The country has about 26,000,000 main
telephone lines and 36,000,000 mobile (cell) phones.

Shanghai

Hangul
The Korean language was originally
written with Chinese characters, but
ﬁfteenth-century Korean king Sejong the
Great commissioned the invention of a
system of writing based on the position of
TAIPEI
the human mouth as the various sounds are
formed. The new script was ﬁrst published
in 1446 in a document entitled “The Proper
Sounds for the Education of the People.”
Like Japanese and Chinese, Korean has
been (and still can be) written vertically,
right to left, but is now more commonly
written horizontally, left to right.
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Sean Lee

Region Focus

Managing Korean
language projects

I

“I don’t speak Chinese, Japanese or Korean.” But
those languages might be frequent demands as
your localization language pairs.
will be Korean-speaking residents in North
Of the 92 responses to the 2005
America. I recall some clients who had a
request for localization into Korean for
annual survey that our ﬁrm perNorth Korea, which is quite different from
formed with our language service
Korean used by South Koreans in word
provider (LSP) clients last year, an
choice, grammar and style. Communication, though, would not be difﬁcult.
average 42% of their translation
Language in the two markets — ROK
projects was for Asian languages.
and North America — does not vary by
Many LSPs supply Chinese, Japmuch, but some terms might be differanese and Korean translation
ent. Many terms tend to be transliterated
or phonetically translated for the North
even though the project managmarket instead of using native
North Koreans and South Koreans use
ers themselves are not Asian lin- different word choices, grammar and style. American
Korean words. As an example, parking lot
guists. Many linguistic matters
can be done differently in
the two ways mentioned.
will be covered by
The transliteration of those
their private translawords will be considered as
tors or by language
a bad or even wrong transpartners, but some These translations will work in South Korea and the US, but not in North Korea. lation, however, at least in
written expression, if the target market is ROK.
basic knowledge would help establish guidelines
Another topic that frequently comes up is the need to know
to manage the translation projects for those lanChinese language variations. Spoken Chinese has dozens of
guages. Some practical tips are discussed here.
different dialects. Mandarin and Cantonese are the two most
What should be decided first?

Many questions are raised when one
receives a localization request from a client.
The target audience will be one of the most
important things that should be considered in
the project planning. If the language is Korean,
the biggest market will be South Korea or the
Republic of Korea (ROK) and the next biggest
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widely spoken of those dialects. In the category of the written
languages, you need to decide whether Traditional Chinese (TC) or Simpliﬁed Chinese (SC) is
Sean Lee is
to be used.
vice president
Is there a way to distinguish between the two
of production
written forms of Chinese if you are only a monoat 1-Stop
lingual English speaker? Yes — if the text is a
Translations
sentence that has a period. In SC, a sentence ends
USA, L.L.C.
with a period positioned at the bottom; in TC, a
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Region Focus
Company
Ltd.
X
Co.X Co.
Ltd
John Frank
Certiﬁed Engineer
Allworld Institute of Software Engineering

English

CEO

Company
Ltd.
X
Co.X Co.
Ltd
John Frank
Certiﬁed Engineer
Allworld Institute of Software Engineering

Chinese

CEO

Company
Ltd.
X
Co.X Co.
Ltd
CEO
Certiﬁed Engineer
Allworld Institute of Software Engineering

Japanese

John Frank

Company
Ltd.
X
Co.X Co.
Ltd
CEO John Frank
Certiﬁed Engineer
Allworld Institute of Software Engineering

Korean
Business cards require different construction
for different cultures.

sentence ends with a period positioned in
the middle vertically. But there is deﬁnitely
no way to identify different spoken language styles in writing unless you have
knowledge of the Chinese language.
People in Hong Kong and Taiwan and
many US immigrants use TC as their way
of writing Chinese. If, for example, we
have a marketing brochure which needs
TC for the Hong Kong market, the mar-
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keting material will be created
for its impact for that particular audience, and not just for
transferring information. Tone
and style will be affected by
the spoken language. In this
situation, you will have to
consider another option — the
colloquial style of Cantonese.
A project manager may
decide to convert SC text to
TC if the project goes into
multiple languages including
SC and TC. Experience shows
that whether one is using a
translation tool or a human
translator’s assistance, simple
conversion between SC and
TC may cause problems. The
terminology, style and tone
can be different or even totally
inappropriate.
Business card translation,
for example, is not as simple
as the amount of text on a
small card. Although the rules
are not strict, the order of
placing names and titles will
need to differ from the English
as shown in the accompanying illustrations.
Translation of the job title
can change depending on
whether the client’s company
is a nonproﬁt organization or
not. For example, the Korean
or Japanese translation of
director for a nonproﬁt organization might be totally wrong
if it is actually a for-proﬁt
company. For this reason, the
nature of the company should
be referred to. You probably
will understand the serious
nature of the problem when
a client calls, saying that the
business cards have been
printed and that he or she has
found an incorrect translation
in the text.

What affects
workload estimation?
If the direction of translation is into
English from Asian languages, you may
want to get the rate of source language
unit based on your rate per English word,
or to see how big the text will be after
translation in English words for scheduling
purposes (because you have already your

own metrics for a translator’s productivity,
for example, 2,000 English words per day).
Depending on the language, the volume
expansion varies, as shown in the accompanying table.
For Japanese, the expansion rate can
be quite different if the content contains
many katakana (Japanese alphabet used
for writing foreign words) words instead
of native Japanese words, or expanded
hiragana expressions instead of the kanji
way (the Japanese term referring to
Chinese characters), which is more condensed and space-effective. If the content
is IT-related or a software manual, the
localized text still will have many English
words, so this will make a difference in
your estimate.

One Asian
character input

Average English
output in words

Chinese

0.51

Japanese

0.44

Korean

0.46

Among the three languages, Korean
has its own important spacing rules, while
you don’t see much spacing in Chinese and
Japanese. Korean spacing rules are more
complex than those of English and allow
many variations. So, estimating the target
English result by using Korean words is less
accurate than using Korean characters.

What causes delay
in delivery of CJK projects?
Sometimes, when you are about to publish a localized brochure, and the brochure
is in QuarkXPress format, you can’t even
open the ﬁles — or, after opening the ﬁles,
the text isn’t displayed correctly because
the Asian fonts that were used to create
it are missing. Most desktop publishing
(DTP) service suppliers do not provide the
Asian fonts that were used in the localized
material because of copyright issues. Even
if you are given the required fonts, you
don’t want to risk opening the text-intact
QuarkXPress ﬁles and adjusting them. This
is normally done by Asian DTP specialists.
All typesetting work is performed using
each Asian language version, and they
make all text converted to vector images
in the EPS format — which, because it is
a graphic format, allows printing without
fonts and the problems caused by fonts,
and also allows as good a resolution as
when you use fonts. And they put the
converted images in the original English
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Korea Showcase
Some notes about linguistic aspects of Korean
Q At the start of a letter, it’s meaningless to distinguish Mr. or Mrs. as in Dear

Mr. (or Mrs.) Lee. It doesn’t have to be translated separately to be inserted in
the letter.
Q No difference is made between a single and a plural form in most cases.

Many of our English software user-interface-extracted sources put them as
different items, but that resulted in the same translation.
Q Korean sentences should have one space after a full stop. I see many of our

clients remove this space after running TRADOS-command “Clean Up” mistakenly while doing the TM management on their side of a project.
Q The sentence structure of Korean differs from that of English. A Korean sen-

tence starts with the subject and ends with a verb. This needs to be considered
when putting a delimiter in source software strings for Korean translation.

QuarkXPress source ﬁles. This way, you
will still have to rely on your DTP vendors for any future revision.
With the nature of technical manuals
— frequent updating and many crossreferences within the manual — Adobe
FrameMaker is one of the popular applications that many manual authors adopt.
Most lengthy manuals or user guides have
their indexes at the back. The localization
of those books should contain the index
pages where all translated index keywords
are correctly sorted in the target-language
order. For management convenience in
the translation industry, that ﬁle format
is usually converted to another format
such as RTF. The RTF format will reveal all
index keywords in line together with other
corresponding body text. Later on, those
keywords will be collected and placed in

the index page. As I mentioned earlier,
Japanese translation can be done in either
hiragana or kanji for some portion of the
phrases. Experience has taught me that
English FrameMaker, which many LSPs use,
does not sort out the Japanese translation
written in kanji correctly. So, translators
should be instructed to add pronunciation
in hiragana or katakana with some special
tags next to the kanji index words, or else
the order will be messed up whenever the
manual is updated automatically. Some
LSPs may have their own technologies to
solve this issue, but you will need to be
aware of this issue.

A CJK character looks a little bit bigger than an English character of the same
point size. This will affect the layout of

General project management:
www.pmi.org/info/pp_pmbok2000welcome.asp
Romanization for CJK:
www.library.yale.edu/eastasian/romanization.html
www.loc.gov/catdir/pinyin/romcover.html
www.hangul.or.kr/M4-4.htm
Conversion tool for Korean Romanization (in Korean):
www.mct.go.kr/open_content/administrative/news/notice_view.jsp
CJK and DTP of the QuarkXPress format:
www.quark.com/service/desktop/support/techinfo/view.jsp?faq_id=210
Samples of online localization style guides for CJK:
SC: http://developer.gnome.org/projects/gtp/style-guides/pdf/styleguide-zh_CN.pdf
KO: http://developer.gnome.org/projects/gtp/style-guides/pdf/styleguide-ko.pdf
JP (in Japanese): http://developer.gnome.org/projects/gtp/style-guides/pdf/styleguide-ja.pdf
More electronic resources for CJK:
http://wason.library.cornell.edu/e-course
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JTS provides you with a competitive edge for doing
business in the Asian market.
• In business since 1984
• Achieved ISO9001 in 1998
• Conformance with a strict QA process
• Specialized fields: e-learning, ERP, automotive, IT,
software, electronics, telecom, military, medical
• Integrated solutions from TEP to DTP, compiling
and testing
• Global networking with local native translators
• Covering all Asian languages — Korean, Arabic,
Burmese, Chinese (SC/TC), Filipino, Hindi,
Indonesian, Japanese, Malay, Persian, Thai,
Vietnamese and more

JTS, Inc.
Samkyung Building, 372-10 Seokyo-dong
Mapo-gu, Seoul 121-838 Korea
82-2-337-4447 • Fax: 82-2-337-1265
jts@jtskorea.co.kr • www.jtskorea.co.kr

Character size
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All Solutions For
Asian Languages

Why E4NET?
• Total solutions for your business in the Korean
market
E4NET helps you successfully do business in Korea
by providing high-quality localization services. We also
provide the full scope of software testing services in
Windows, Macintosh, Linux and Unix.
• Accumulated localization experience
E4NET has successfully accomplished many major
projects for customers such as Microsoft, HewlettPackard, InternetSecurity Systems, Sun Microsystems,
BMC Software, Sony, BEA Systems and PeopleSoft
based on accumulated experience and know-how.

E4NET
2nd Floor Geoahm Building 1449-7
Seocho-dong, Seocho-gu
Seoul, Korea
822-3465-8500 • Fax: 822-3465-8501
localization@e4net.net • www.e4net.net
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Region Focus
the localized material. And in the assigned
area for one character, one character of
those Asian languages has many more
strokes than an English character does. The
illustration shows, from left to right: English, Chinese, Japanese (kanji) and Korean.

I was involved in a localization project of an international company website
that went into ten different languages.
The original website was built in English, and it was about to go international
for a product promotion. The English
website was beautiful, and it was welldesigned enough to imply the quality of
the product and to distinguish it from
the similar product lines of their competitors. But when it was localized into
those Asian languages, the localized
sites were not as good as the original.
Regardless of the translation quality, the
appearance that resulted from putting
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the translation within the layout restrictions of the website was bad. Much of
the type in buttons and menus in the
original was 8 points, which was proper
for English. With that size, the Asian
translation looks gritty, coarse or simply
inferior, whatever it means. Where the
translation should have had bold face,
some of the text was even illegible. So,
the design of the website should have
been adjusted delicately.

Is your client’s brand name
proper in the target country?
A home appliance company in Japan
recently ran an ad on television to promote
its new electric cooker to Korean television
channels. When I heard the brand name in
the ad, I doubted it would attract consumers because the pronunciation of the name
evoked a sexual joke that went around the
internet a few years ago. The name seemed
to have been translated phonetically. The
company would have fared better if the
name had been evaluated before it was used

in the target market. This is beyond a simple translation matter. Some brand names,
company names, or website URLs can be
found to have a negative connotation and
to evoke a strong negative response.

Romanization and
phonetic translation
Romanization refers to the phonetic representation of non-Roman language material in the Roman alphabet. As long as we
communicate in different languages, there
is always a need to use romanization. Systematic Chinese romanization was started
in the seventeenth century by missionaries, and it has evolved into the standard
Pin Yin spelling system. Three systems are
used for Japanese: Hepburn Romanization,
Kunrei-shiki and Nihon-shiki. Variants of
Hepburn are the most widely used. In contrast, there are three Romanization rules for
Korean: Revised Romanization of Korean,
McCune-Reischauer and Yale Romanization. Of the three, Revised Romanization
of Korean is the latest, approved in 2000
and now ofﬁcially used by South Korea.
Any Korean document such as a birth
certiﬁcate or a family register that is to be
translated into English needs to follow this
rule, even though it allows some exceptions for personal names and for company
or organization names.
Not all sounds that can be made in a
language have a corresponding character
in that mother tongue to represent the same
or the equivalent (agreed even though it’s
different) sound in another language. And
one character can have multiple phonemes. So, romanization rules have been
changing and have been invented differently to be more effective (but some may
say the latest version is not always so). As
an example, the [f] or [v] sound exists in a
Korean’s daily life — those phonemes can
be pronounced — but no actual Korean
characters have those same sounds. Likewise, English has no corresponding characters for such kinds of missing sounds in
other Asian languages.
Many of the topics and approaches
that result in successful project management for East Asian language projects are
similar to those for other Western language projects. But by considering issues
such as those mentioned in this article, a
project manager can develop some useful
guidelines for working with those Asian
languages. The list of references on the
previous page provides further examples
and approaches. M
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Region Focus
Localization matters: ask Nokia, Google, Carrefour, Domino’s
While some multinational companies are thriving in South
the country for 1.75 trillion won ($1.9 billion). Wal-Mart “is a
Korea — including IBM and Hewlett-Packard in the computer
minnow in Korea — the fourth-biggest retailer after the Carand IT sector — several major global companies have recently
refour-E.Land deal,” according to the Korea Times report.
found that success elsewhere does not
Stir-fry pizza and paht-bing-soo
guarantee solid performance in the South
Fast food companies that have estabKorea market.
lished outlets in South Korea have localA recent Korea Times report lists Walized their menus for local tastes. Among
Mart, Nokia, Nestlé, Best Foods, Carrefour
them, Burger King offers a Bulgogi (beef
and Google among the international giants
stir-fry) Whopper Junior and a Big Shrimp
that have found that “they could not
Burger, corn salad and paht-bing-soo, a
be woven into the cultural fabric of the
shaved-ice dessert with sweet red beans,
Korean market.” A major factor, according
fruit, sweetened condensed milk, and
to analysts, is a lack of local relevance and
other toppings.
local decision-making.
Domino’s lists potato pizza (which
“Most foreign ﬁ rms maladjusted to the
includes onions, bacon, mushrooms, corn,
Korean market failed to tailor their format
pepperoni, extra cheese and mayonnaise)
and features to Korean tastes,” said Kim
as a South Korean favorite. Bulgogi and
Kyung-mo, a Mirae Asset analyst. “One of
The Korea Times online version tells of Google’s
kimchee pizzas are also popular, accordthe reasons is that they did not let their
Asian woes in a January 23, 2006 edition.
ing to online reviewers.
Korean afﬁ liates make crucial decisions
autonomously here. Instead, they tried to
A second life on the internet
remote-control afﬁ liates from far away.
Reports from the BBC and other news
They seem to have thought Korean cusorganizations have described the rapid
tomers will be overwhelmed by their highgrowth of online gaming in South Korea,
proﬁ le titles, but that has never happened
including two 24-hour television channels
among savvy Korean consumers.”
devoted to computer gameplay. Studio
IBM and HP were cited as examples
audiences react with groans and cheers as
of companies where the managers of the
straight-faced gamers engage each other
Korean subsidiaries have greater discreby computer, their play shown on giant
tion than at other multinational ﬁ rms.
screens.
The report quotes an online consultancy,
Another example of Korean life on the
KoreanClick, as saying that Google had
web is Cyworld, where people of all ages
1.5% of the Korean internet search market
record their thoughts and feelings; crein April 2006, while Naver, operated by
ate virtual lives, interacting with other
Korean internet company NHN, had 70.3%
virtual characters; and sometimes bring
and Daum Communications had 12.4%.
real-life people into the virtual space
Economist Wayne Lee said that Google
and vice versa. A user sets up a personal
“has the outstanding ability to shortlist
space, an online room that he or she can
what users want. It is the ﬁ rm’s major
decorate and populate according to taste,
clout,” but in Korea “search engines need
to do more than just ﬁ nd search results Online menu at www.dominos.co.kr/menu/01_ paying small amounts of real-world
money to furnish the virtual room. Some
because existing information is limited.
new.jsp advertises a “Western Combi Pizza.”
users post family photos, school reports
Local players did the task well by prodor blogs and consider their page as a diary or a family record.
ding users themselves to create contents, thus enriching the
News reports state that 90% of South Koreans in their late
Korean-language database. But Google stuck to its traditional
teens and early 20s “live” in Cyworld. And for many of them,
strategy of only focusing on the search features. In a nutas one reader commented in feedback to an online Business
shell, Google failed in the localization. For a success here, the
Week article, “Cyworld is my LIFE!!!!!!!!!!”
search wizard is required to cater to needs and wants speciﬁc
South Korea is further busy with the rapid adoption of
to Korean people.”
highly connected technology. Four out of ﬁve homes in South
Wal-Mart and Carrefour, the largest and second-largest
Korea — mostly apartments — have broadband. Wireless
retailers in the world, trailed in sales behind three Korean
broadband access on buses is being tested that allows a pasdiscount chains — E-Mart, Samsung Tesco Homeplus and
senger to check e-mail and watch a movie or read an e-book
Lotte Mart.
while traveling. These local uses, designed for the high-denCarrefour SA, the international supermarket group based in
sity, fast-paced urban life in a rapidly growing economy, may
France, announced in late April that it would leave Korea. The
be South Korea’s next major export. — Laurel Wagers
E.Land Group purchased Carrefour’s 32 sales outlets across
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Terminological and lexical
data for the Semantic Web
Tim Nover, Christian Lieske, Keiichi Nakata

M

Metadata is considered a key ingredient to
the realization of the Semantic Web. Since the
creation of metadata is currently costly, however, ideas for creating it more efﬁciently are
important. One approach to this targets the
reuse of data from terminological and lexical
databases. This article describes a Web Servicebased approach which helps to efﬁciently create
high-value metadata based on the Open Lexicon
Interchange Format (OLIF). The service has been
used in a prototypical application to enhance a
list of keywords that describe a resource.
The Semantic Web

Numerous initiatives address the many challenges such as
information overload in the ﬁeld of knowledge representation
and information retrieval. One of the most visible of these
endeavors is the Semantic Web Activity of the World Wide
Web Consortium (W3C), led by Tim Berners-Lee. The Activity’s
goal is to “create a universal medium for the exchange of data
where data can be shared and processed by automated tools
as well as by people.” To accomplish this goal, the W3C is
developing the speciﬁcations for the efﬁcient use of metadata
and services to create a global semantic network. Important
ingredients of this network are semantic models of domains
(making travel arrangements, for example). Formalisms for

representing models (by means of annotating entities through
metadata) are accordingly part of Semantic Web activities.
The metadata model provided by the Resource Description
Framework (RDF) is a cornerstone of the W3C’s Semantic Web
Activity and a key effort in making resources on the Semantic Web machine-processable. RDF is a set of W3C speciﬁcations providing a generic framework for the representation of
information about online resources. RDF describes a metadata
model that can be used to make statements about resources in
a “triple.”
The Web Ontology Language (OWL), based on RDF, offers
an abstract model of classes and relationships. OWL makes it
possible to describe properties and relationships of classes to a
high level of detail.
The Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) is a set
of speciﬁcations which aims to “support the use of knowledge
organization systems (KOS) within the framework of the semantic web.” Like OWL, SKOS is based on RDF.

Leveraging terminological and lexical data
The creation of a semantic model of a domain (a speciﬁc
part of the world such as creating an invoice) and the selection of useful metadata are complex processes. In many cases,
data sources which already contain some information about
semantic relationships can be used as the basis for models.
Among the data sources that are useful for this purpose are

Tim Nover (left) studied information technology at the International University in
Germany, focusing on distributed applications and Web Services, and now studies political
science at the FreieUniversität Berlin. Keiichi Nakata (center) is associate professor of
computer science at International University in Germany and dean of the School of
Information Technology. Christian Lieske (right) is a member of SAP‘s group for multilingual technology and is involved in standards activities driven by OASIS and the W3C.
www.multilingual.com
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Tech
linguistic databases such as dictionaries, thesauri, lexica and
terminology databases. The data contained in these systems
often contain valuable semantic information such as relationships between classes of entities and between terms and
concepts.
While the two ﬁelds of terminology and lexicology are
both important areas of linguistics, they offer different theoretical approaches. Heidi Suonuuti deﬁnes terminology as an
“interdisciplinary subject ﬁeld for ordering and transferring
knowledge.” The centerpiece of terminology is the concept. A
terminological entry denotes a concrete or abstract concept and
typically consists of a deﬁnition of the concept, a list of terms
describing it and the attributes of the concept. This focus on an
abstract concept related to a number of terms is also known as
the onomasiological approach.
Lexicology, on the other hand, deals with the classiﬁcation
and organization of individual literal strings (lexemes) rather
than concepts. Hence, the basic unit of lexicology is strings
that represent a word/phrase, word sense or lemma. Lexicons
organize in various ways. Most deﬁne word senses based on
their own criteria (such as separate entries for set(n) and set(v),
or set(n), set(vt), set(vi)). Some add an etymological test to
make the cut. Some deﬁne separate entries for individual word
senses, some lump all word senses for a given string within
a single entry and so on. This methodology is also called
semasiological.
Types of relationships in both terminology and lexicology are
similar and fall into one of these categories: equivalent relationships, hierarchical relationships, and associative relationships.
An equivalent relationship describes a close semantic link
between two entities and means that the entities stand for the
same concept. Synonymy, near-synonymy and abbreviation are
all examples of equivalent relationships.
A hierarchical relationship between two entities deﬁnes
one entity to be a superordinate of the other. The superordinate entity is usually a generalization of its counterpart and

hence has a broader scope and/or meaning. Hyponymy (“car is
a hyponym of vehicle”) and hypernomy (“vehicle is a hypernym
of motorcycle”) are classical examples of hierarchical relationships between entities.
Associative relationships describe a semantic link between
two entities which describes neither an equivalence nor a
hierarchy. An example of a common associative relationship
would be the connection between cause and effect (“infection
causes disease”). Even though there are standardized associative
relationships, the range of different types often depends on the
respective domain.

Open Lexicon Interchange Format (OLIF)
As an alternative to proprietary formats for terminological
and lexical data, a number of open international standards
such as TermBase Exchange (TBX) have evolved to leverage
such data for cross-platform and interdisciplinary use. All of
these formats build on already established standards such as
the eXtensible Markup Language (XML) to further simplify data
exchange and processing.
OLIF is an open standard for lexical/terminological data
encoding. Begun in the 1990s, it has an option for data exchange
among computational lexicons, especially machine translation
(MT), and terminology databases. OLIF has evolved to a standard that offers a broad spectrum of support for language data
exchange and representation.
Implemented as an XML DTD (OLIF v.2) and an XML Schema
(OLIF v.2.1), it couples ﬂexible design with a representative set
of terminological and lexical features to offer helpful options
not just in lexical/terminological data exchange, but in a range
of related applications, such as lexicon and terminology management, term extraction, controlled language, information
retrieval and glossary development.
OLIF was designed, implemented and released as an ofﬁcial standard by the OLIF2 Consortium, an organization of
language technology suppliers, corporate users of language

We may affirm absolutely that
nothing great in the world has
ever been accomplished
without passion.
Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel (1770 – 1831)
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technology, and research institutions. Figure 1 shows a simple
OLIF entry.
<entry EntryUserId="2312">
<mono MonoUserId="2311">
<keyDC>
<canForm xml:lang=
"de">Briefkurs</canForm>
<ptOfSpeech>noun</ptOfSpeech>
<subjField>gac-ﬁ</subjField>
</keyDC>
</mono>
</entry>
Figure 1: Simple OLIF entry.

The results of a KES query are displayed in standard metadata formats such as RDF or the META tag of HTML. Thus, the
results can easily be applied to describe the resource (such as
a particular piece of content like a web page) in a semantic
network. KES was designed as a Web Service so that it can
easily interface with other systems and be used as a component
of a service-oriented architecture.

Design and architecture
KES was developed as a stateless service because a KES user
would not be able to use the system in an interactive user ses-

Service-oriented architecture
For several decades, computer scientists have spoken up
against monolithic applications and favored component-based
approaches. The main idea here is a clear deﬁnition of interfaces for functionality. With the emergence of standards-based
Web Services, this approach has been taken to the next level:
service-oriented architectures based on standards.
Standards-based Web Services use XML as the main format
of communications between components. They often use the
HTTP protocol as transport layer. To be speciﬁc, communications are organized by means of messages conforming to the
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP).

Keyword enhancement service
Among the most elementary of metadata for online resources
are keywords which outline the subject of the resource.
Unfortunately, however, many authors do not take the time
to compile a comprehensive list of appropriate keywords for
their documents. Furthermore, keyword lists are generally
monolingual, ignoring the fact that online resources should also
be easily found by non-native speakers. Augmenting keyword
lists is thus a desirable goal.
The lexical and semantic relationships described in OLIF can
be leveraged to enhance lists of keywords by adding equivalent
and related keywords; by translating keywords into additional
languages; and by removing deprecated keywords.
The basis for this enhancement is the crossRefer element
of an OLIF entry. Jane Greenberg reports that query expansion using equivalent relationships (mainly synonyms) is more
effective than with hierarchical or associative relationships.

Use scenario
The goal of the Keyword Enhancement Service (KES)
implementation was to devise a prototype for a system that
simpliﬁes the creation of metadata for document authors and
editors. To create metadata, the author or editor of a document
selects a number of keywords which describe its content. He or
she then uses these keywords and additional metadata as the
input to KES, specifying target languages and output format
as well as the semantic relationships he or she wants to use for
the enhancement of the keyword list. The enhanced metadata
produced by KES characterizes the content and context of the
document more effectively since it includes synonyms, abbreviations and other terms related to the keywords speciﬁed by
the author.

www.multilingual.com
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Figure 2: General architecture of the Keyword Enhancement Service.

sion, but rather would send separate, independent queries to
the system. But the standardized Web Service interface of KES
guarantees that the system can be used both by human users
and by other computer systems or services.
All parts of the system (see Figure 2) were implemented in
the Java programming language using SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio as the main development tool. The system consists
of four components: the OLIF data source, the KES controller,
the KES Web Service and the user interface.
The OLIF data source contains the terminological and lexical data stored in the OLIF version 2.1 format. For our implementation, we used dbXML 2.0, an open-source native XML
database. dbXML organizes the data in collections of XML
documents and offers a reliable API to query the database with
XPath queries.
The KES controller is the central part of the system, which
processes the user input and manages the queries to the XML
database. First, the controller will query the database for the
keywords to see if the input includes deprecated terms or terms
not present in the data. If speciﬁed by the user, the controller will replace deprecated terms with their new equivalent.
The list of checked keywords is then expanded by querying
the database for the semantic relationships speciﬁed by the
user which are contained in the OLIF data. As a last step, the
internal representation of OLIF elements is converted to the
speciﬁed output format.
To offer the functionality of the KES controller as the
KES Web Service, the controller functionality is wrapped in
a J2EE application. A stateless Session Bean merely forwards
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Figure 4: Speciﬁcation of additional metadata.

its input to the KES Controller and publishes its methods
in the Web Services Description Language (WSDL). Both the
J2EE application and the Web Service are deployed on the
J2EE Engine of the SAP Web Application Server.
The user interface consists of a small web application
which calls the Web Service provided by the J2EE application. It offers the basic functionality for entering the list of
keywords and selecting the respective input parameters. This
web application was built using the SAP Web Dynpro ModelView-Controller framework and was also deployed on the SAP
Web Application Server.

Example of use

Figure 3: Query view.
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Figure 2 shows the web user interface for the KES. While this
user interface allows the user to enter the list of keywords and
specify the main parameters for using the service, it does not
show all the possible parameters of KES.
To use the service, the user enters a list of keywords and
selects the source language. Then he or she can specify the
desired target languages and the output format. Further
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options enable the user to choose
the correct handling of terms
which cannot be found in the OLIF
data and terms which are marked
as deprecated (see Figure 3). In
addition to the list of keywords,
the user can also manually enter
additional metadata describing
the resource (see Figure 4).
To customize the output of
the service, the user must select a
number of lexical relationships to
expand the list of keywords. In our
prototype, only a subset of possible
lexical relationships is listed (see
Figure 5). KES is, however, able to
use all of the 82 semantic relations
listed in the OLIF speciﬁcation to
expand the keywords.
After clicking the Perform Query
button, the Web Dynpro framework
calls the KES Web Service with the
data that has been entered. The
results are presented as a new view
(see Figures 6 and 7) and consist
of a status code, system messages
about the keyword enhancement,
a list of terms not found in the
data source, and the enhanced
metadata.
Besides the option to output the
metadata in RDF/XML or XHTML
<meta> tags, the user can also
choose to obtain the OLIF data itself
(see Figure 8).

Figure 5: Selection of lexical relationships.

Figure 6: System messages.

Figure 7: Enhanced metadata (RDF/XML).

Synopsis
Based on Tim Nover’s BSc thesis submitted to the International
University in Bruchsal (School
of Information Technology), this
paper shows that it is possible to
leverage terminological or lexical
data to meet the growing need
for useful metadata in semantic
networks. OLIF has proven to be
capable of representing a wide
range of different linguistic relationships of lexical and semantic
nature.
The approach has several constraints and limitations
concerning its usability and output quality. The main factor
determining the quality of the service’s output is the quality of
the terminological and lexical data source. While it is possible
to express a large number of complex semantic relationships
in OLIF, many databases for terminological or lexical data
only make limited use of them. But a linguistic data set which
merely consists of a simple mapping of terms between two
languages cannot be effectively used by the service to generate enhanced metadata.
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Figure 8: Enhanced metadata (OLIF).

A further limitation of KES is its inability to disambiguate
terms. While OLIF includes data categories for the semantic
description and deﬁnition of a term to reduce ambiguities,
KES currently does not make active use of this information.
Ambiguous queries such as homographs can produce unwanted
keywords in the output.
Since the KES is highly conﬁgurable and customizable, the
quality of the service’s results also depends on the user’s input.
The list of keywords describing the resource and all other input
parameters should be chosen carefully to obtain the desired
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output. Specifying too few semantic relationships for keyword
expansion could result in no effective enhancement, while the
inclusion of too many relationships might lead to an excess of
similar subject keywords which could be considered inappropriate metadata by online search engines.
The service-oriented nature of the KES allows its use in
a composite system of services. To further facilitate typical
workﬂows in content creation, KES could be used in combination with other services. A term extraction service could
automatically select appropriate keywords as an input for KES,
while a service for keyword quality analysis could conﬁrm that
the entire list of enhanced keywords appropriately describes
the resource.
As the vision of a Semantic Web spurs the evolution of
knowledge organization and information retrieval systems,
semantic information and metadata is becoming more and more
important. This affects not only the World Wide Web but also
other areas of computing such as operating systems. Emerging
technologies such as Apple’s Spotlight search or Microsoft’s
WinFS ﬁle system make extensive use of metadata to locate
resources in a ﬁle system. Other developments in the ﬁeld of
knowledge organization and information retrieval such as
Google Desktop Search or the increasing popularity of “folksonomies” suggest that traditional knowledge organization
systems built on hierarchical classiﬁcation may be replaced by
less formal means of ﬁnding and accessing information. But the

need for sufﬁcient and useful metadata describing the respective resources is prominent in both areas. M
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What’s new in the .NET
Globalization namespace, Part 3
Bill Hall

I

In this third part of a series on new features
for the .NET 1.1 classes that have been added
in .NET 2.0, I will address DateTimeFormatInfo,
NumberFormatInfo, StringInfo, TextElementEnumerator and TextInfo.

This article is third in a series about .NET 1.1 Globalization classes
that have new features in .NET 2.0. You may want to review the two
previous parts or have copies at hand before continuing (see “What’s
new in the .NET Globalization namespace,” MultiLingual #78 March
2006 and #79 April/May 2006). For an in-depth look at .NET 1.1
features, see Bill Hall’s books at www.multilingual.com/eBooks

DateTimeFormatInfo
In the current implementation of DateTimeFormatInfo, you
can ﬁ nd lists of weekday and abbreviated weekday names. In
.NET 2.0 a third collection, shortest weekday names, has been
added for each culture. Now you can choose among Sunday,
Sun or Su in English; dimanche, dim., di in French; and so
on. The shortest names are especially useful on handheld
devices. There is also a corresponding GetShortestDayName
for retrieving the shortest names, complementing the existing
GetDayName and GetAbbreviatedDayName.

Properties

Description

AbbreviatedMonthGenitiveNames[13]

Abbreviated declined names
for the months of the year

MonthGenitiveNames[13]

Declined names for the
months of the year

NativeCalendarName

Native name of selected
Calendar

ShortestDayNames[7]

Shortest forms for weekday
names

Methods

Description

GetShortestDayName(DayOfWeek)

Retrieves individual names
from the ShortestDayNames
array

SetAllDateTimePatterns

Allows setting groups of
date/time patterns or all
at once

Table 1: New properties and methods for DateTimeFormatInfo.
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In .NET 1.1, DateTimeFormatInfo provides nominative (dictionary form) month and abbreviated month names as properties, and you can see such a list for the Czech Republic in the
two top-left columns of Figure 1. Czech, however, like many
Indo-European, Uralic, Finno-Ugric and some other language
groups, has an active complex case system that affects the
forms of nouns and related parts of speech such as pronouns
and adjectives. Speciﬁcally, in some languages, month names
have alternate forms depending on their position and grammatical use in date expressions.
If you have experience with Latin, Greek, Russian, German, Finnish, Czech, Slovak, Ukrainian, Polish, Old English,
Old Norse, Icelandic and so on, then you will already know
how a case system works.
A declension or series of “declined” forms is a change, usually to the ending of a noun or related part of speech such
as a pronoun or adjective. The effect is often equivalent to
using a preposition with the noun. In languages that have a
well-developed case system, the genitive case is common when
expressing dates. For example, 10. ledna 2005 is read as the
10th of January in Czech; the word leden has an a ending in the

Bill Hall is a writer, teacher, speaker and
consultant on internationalization. He is
author of Globalization Handbook for the
Microsoft .NET Platform.
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Figure 1: Existing and new properties of DateTimeFormatInfo.

word’s gender (in this example, feminine), its position and role
in the sentence, and whether the ending is “hard” or “soft.”
Rather than trying to arrive at the form by lexical analysis, it
is clearly more efﬁcient to have a stored list, especially if the
number of words is limited as are month names (no more than
13, depending on the calendar).
Genitive case information has long been a part of Windows itself; you can read the genitive forms directly using
the Win32 API GetCalendarInfo with the appropriate manifest
(Figure 5). However, in .NET 1.1, the information is not available although present in the system. You could ﬁ nd the information using the much-missed WinCV.exe, which is no longer
supplied in .NET 2.0 as such, but is accessible as properties of
DateTimeFormatInfo. You can also read the abbreviated forms
(see Figure 2).
After the list of months in Figure 1, you see two date formats. The ﬁ rst one is created by “D” (standard long date) format string; the other by the custom pattern “dd. MMM yyyy".
Both force the use of the genitive case in Czech. However, not
every date display in Czech (or in other similar languages)
requires the genitive case. It depends on the word order of the
expression as well as the rules of the language. For example,
Slovenian also has a complex case system and is closely
related to Czech, but the genitive case is not used for date
formats. Genitive forms exist, however, in dates for Slovak,
Polish, Russian, Belarus, Latvian and Ukrainian. A similar
feature appears in Lithuanian, Estonian, Finnish and several
of the Sami cultures, although the case may be other (partitive, for example) than the genitive. The Windows operating
system was one of the ﬁ rst to implement and make available the genitive/partitive cases for date expressions. Some
well-known operating systems have never made this simple
reﬁ nement to providing culturally correct formats.
These details about dates are important in the real world.
Figure 3 shows the banner of a well-known Czech newspaper,

genitive, and the preceding e before the last letter is dropped.
A language with a genitive case may, however, under some
circumstances also allow another case to be used for dates.
Finnish, for example, has both genitive and partitive
cases and has date forms for both. The partitive case
indicates a “part of” or “portion of.” Russian has such
a case, although it is not used for dates and is not one
of the six normally presented to the new student. For
example, if asking for tea, a partitive form of tea is
often used since you are not normally demanding all
the tea in the world but just a very small part.
As for allowing for 13 months, as shown in Table
1, lunisolar calendars follow a solar year but have
lunar months, thus reducing the number of days in
Figure 2: Information not generally accessible in .NET 1.1.
the year. So, about every three or four years, an extra
month is added to keep the calendar in some degree
of synchronization with the solar cycle.
For example, the ﬁrst format shown in the middle
of Figure 1 translates it into English as the 13th of
July, 2005. In Czech, of July is handled not by the
preposition of but with a genitive case ending added
Figure 3: Examples of genitive case use in Czech newspaper dates.
to the nominal form of the month name. In this particular example, červenec, the ending is e, and the e
preceding the ﬁnal c is dropped. The result is července,
as displayed in the third column of month names. The
short form may also be affected, although in the case
of Czech the forms are Roman numerals and remain
Figure 4: Headline in Slovak.
unchanged. The rules are further complicated by the
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Mladá Fronta. Look carefully at the bottom bar, center, and you’ll see that the date
is pondělí, 9. ledna 2006. Leden (genitive
case ledna) is the Czech name for the ﬁrst
month of the year. It is related to the word
led’ meaning ice.
Figure 4 provides another example.
This one is from Slovak. The date is the
third of March 2006. The dictionary form
of March in Slovak is marec. In the headline, the form (genitive case) is marca (of
March).
Finally, note the native calendar name
— long available in Windows via the Win32
API GetCalendarInfo — near the top of Figure 1. In the bottom list view of Figure 5,
you can see both the name of the day of
the month and its genitive form just below.
Both have been part of Windows for some
years (although access was not explained
clearly, and it was only by accident that I
found out how to read them). Now they can
be directly accessed in .NET 2.0.
To conclude this section, let’s see an
example of SetAllDateTimeFormats, a new
method in .NET 2.0 complementing Date
TimeFormatInfo’s existing GetAllDateFigure 5: Win32 locale demo. Note the calendar native name
Time Formats. This method is overloaded,
and the month genitive case forms.
so you can use either a standard format
— one from a documented list of some 15 single characters
Replacing 'dddd' by 'ddd' in patterns:
dddd d MMMM yyyy
-> ddd d MMMM yyyy
— to get a speciﬁed set of patterns, or nothing at all to retrieve
d MMM yy
-> d MMM yy
all patterns for the culture. But except for a few of the stand
MMMM
yyyy
-> d MMMM yyyy
dard formats (‘d’, ‘D’, ‘t’, ‘T’, ‘y’, ‘Y’), I was not able to make
SetAllDateTimeFormats work without throwing the exception
Setting new formats with
“Format speciﬁer was invalid.” At this point, I don’t know
SetAllDateTimePatterns('D'):
why the exceptions occur. For example, in some cases simply
New patterns set:
applying the existing collection for a given category failed.
Further exploration is required. According to the .NET 2.0
Showing new patterns and formats:
documentation, this method “Sets all the standard patterns in
ddd d MMMM yyyy
: mer. 20 juillet 2005
which a DateTime value can be formatted.” However, only the
d MMM yy
: 20 juil. 05
d MMMM yyyy
: 20 juillet 2005
ones listed above are recognized.
In the example of Figure 6, I settled on using ‘D’, the stanFigure 6: Trying SetAllDateTimeFormats.
dard format string for long date and French (France) as the
NumberFormatInfo
culture (Figure 6). ‘D’ was also used when illustrating the
method in the .NET 2.0 documentation as well. Interestingly,
NumberFormatInfo provides support for culturally corit was one of the few that worked for me.
rect number formatting, including currency and percentage.
To arrive at a set of new strings, I simply searched for
The new features are a digit substitution rule and an array
“dddd ” (full weekday name), replaced it with “ddd ” (short
of native digits. DigitSubstitution depends in turn on the
weekday name), set the new patterns into the DateTimeForDigitShapes enumeration, new in .NET 2.0 and described
matInfo object associated with the selected culture, and rebrieﬂ y in a previous article in this series. In Table 2, we
displayed the results (Figure 6).
have provided the three possibilities which are more or less
self-evident in meaning. It is helpful to know, however, that
Culture: French (France)
Context means that the digit shape depends on the previous
Today's Date: Wednesday, July 20, 2005
text in the same output.
You can ﬁ nd the same values when you look at the Numbers
Default long date patterns and formats for this
customization panel in the Regional and Language Options
culture:
Control Panel applet (Figure 7). Both properties have been
dddd d MMMM yyyy
: mercredi 20 juillet 2005
part of Windows for some time.
d MMM yy
: 20 juil. 05
Figure 8 provides us with an example of the new properd MMMM yyyy
: 20 juillet 2005
ties. The selected .NET culture is Persian (Iran), .NET 2.0’s
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new name for what was previously called Farsi (Iran) in .NET
1.1. You can see the Eastern Arabic digits (NativeDigits) in
the top left dropdown list as well as the Context value for the
DigitSubstitution rule. The result matches the Win32 dialog
in Figure 7.

StringInfo and
TextElementEnumerator
StringInfo and TextElementEnumerator work together to act
as a break iterator for traversing Unicode strings. The main
tasks are to collect grapheme clusters and to deﬁ ne character
boundaries. Such tools are essential when working with com-

Properties

Description

DigitSubstitution

Context, NativeNational, or None

NativeDigits (Array)

An array of the digits 0 to 9 as used in
a particular culture

Table 2: New properties for NumberFormatInfo.

Figure 7: Numbers panel, Regional and Language
Options applet, Farsi locale.

plex scripts and surrogate pairs. TextElementEnumerator has
the same features as in .NET 1.1. However, StringInfo has two
new properties and one new method. The constructor is also
now overloaded. Also, looking at the features of StringInfo
reveals how well the class neatly generalizes the conventional
— and not always correct — way of traversing a string by code
points. It is clear that these are the tools to use for serious text
analysis.
In Figure 9, you can see a sample program that visually
illustrates the operation of text enumeration as well as the

Figure 8: Properties of NumberFormatInfo, Persian (Iran).
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new LengthInTextElements property
(the value is 50). Hindi and similar
languages make nice examples for
these two classes since so many
characters are composites. Note that
the number of graphemes is 50, but
the string itself contains 64 UTF-16
elements since many combine by
twos (or more) to make up a single
grapheme. For example, the grapheme numbered as 2 in the horizontal
list box combines two elements. That
is why you see 2 followed by 4 (a
space), skipping over 3. If you look
at the status bar, ﬁrst cluster on the
left, the last two elements are the
ones that combine to make the text
element at 2.
It is obvious that you cannot
process this string as a sequential
collection of individual UTF-16 elements without the extra information provided by the classes, unless,
of course, you are just counting
UTF-16 elements. If you are placing
the insertion point or searching for
a particular grapheme is the goal,
such tools are essential.

Constructors
StringInfo

Properties

Description
StringInfo() or StringInfo(string)

Description

LengthInTextElements

Gets the number of text elements in the current StringInfo object

String

Gets or sets the value of the current StringInfo object

Methods
SubstringByTextElements
(overloaded)

Description
Retrieves a substring of text elements from the value of the current
StringInfo object. Overloads allow getting the information from the
current position to the end of the string or from a speciﬁed text
element and continuing through a speciﬁed number of text elements
Table 3: New features of StringInfo.

TextInfo
TextInfo has some new properties
in .NET 2.0 as do most of the .NET
1.1 classes including Name (RFC 1766
Figure 9: Example of StringInfo and TextElementEnumerator usage.
identiﬁer), LCID (Windows LCID), and
IsReadOnly (Table 4). Another imporProperties
Description
tant addition is IsRightToLeft. Without the latter feature, if setName
Rfc
1766
identiﬁ
er
for
the related CultureInfo
ting text direction or mirroring in a form, you have to write code
that retrieves the language component of the CurrentUICulture
IsReadOnly
Instance cannot be modiﬁed
Name property and then check if the language identiﬁer is “ar”,
IsRightToLeft
The relevant language component is bidirectional
“div”, “ur”, “fa”, “he” (Arabic, Divehi, Urdu, Farsi, Hebrew) and
so on. So, this new property is most welcome. The new methLCID
Windows LCID for the related CultureInfo
ods, Clone and ReadOnly, are similar to ones added to other
Methods
Description
.NET 1.1 classes.
I wrote a simple program that exercises some of the new
Clone
Clones an instance of TextInfo
as well as the old properties (Figure 10). The program runs
ReadOnly
Mark the instance read only
through all available cultures on the system but to keep the
output short, I extracted four for presentation. The output for
Table 4: New properties and methods of TextInfo.
each block is headed by the culture’s display name, and all
wrong pairings are with the EBCDIC code pages. In so many
the properties follow with name and value. As expected, the
cases, the Microsoft-selected EBCDIC code pages do not even
text direction for Arabic (Yemen) is “right to left.” I think that
contain the script required by the language. However, there
property’s name should be “IsBidirectional.”
are existing relevant IBM encodings that could have been
You have probably noticed that TextInfo makes suggestions
used but were ignored (www-03.ibm.com/servers/eserver/
as to what code pages are relevant to the culture (the code
iseries/software/globalization/codepages.html is a convenient
page identiﬁers are from Microsoft). The ANSICodePage
reference to EBCDIC code pages). These same errors were
(Windows) and MacCodePage are quite accurate in terms of
present in 1.1, and nothing has changed in .NET 2.0, a missed
coverage. The OEMCodePage (Windows console) is usually
opportunity.
accurate, but there are occasional problems, such as assigning
Figure 12 provides such an example. The culture is Croathe Russian code page 866 to Macedonian, which is off the
tia (Figure 11). The Windows, OEM, and Mac code pages are
mark since many characters required by that language are
correct. However, the so-called “relevant” EBCDIC code page
missing. It should be code page 855. The most egregiously
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Arabic (Yemen)
ANSICodePage: 1256
OEMCodePage: 720
MacCodePage: 10004
EBCDICCodePage: 20420
LCID: 0x00002401
CultureName: ar-YE
IsReadOnly: False
ListSeparator: ;
IsRightToLeft: True

English (Caribbean)
ANSICodePage: 1252
OEMCodePage: 850
MacCodePage: 10000
EBCDICCodePage: 500
LCID: 0x00002409
CultureName: en-CB
IsReadOnly: False
ListSeparator: ,
IsRightToLeft: False

Macedonian
ANSICodePage: 1251
OEMCodePage: 866
MacCodePage: 10007
EBCDICCodePage: 500
LCID: 0x0000042F
CultureName: mk-MK
IsReadOnly: False
ListSeparator: ;
IsRightToLeft: False

Spanish (Colombia)
ANSICodePage: 1252
OEMCodePage: 850
MacCodePage: 10000
EBCDICCodePage: 20284
LCID: 0x0000240A
CultureName: es-CO
IsReadOnly: False
ListSeparator: ,
IsRightToLeft: False

Figure 10: Partial output from TextInfo console demonstration.

is 500 (IBM’s International code page for Western Europe). Do
you see any of the special characters required by Croatian?
I don’t. These suggested code page identiﬁers are inherited
from Win32, where it remains as code page 500, but they
really should be replaced with accurate information. Oddly
enough, for Croatia (Bosnia and Herzegovina) the IBM code
page is 870 in both Windows and .NET, which just happens
to be Latin 2 — EBCDIC Multilingual, the correct one to use
for Croatia as well. I’ve heard arguments that such a change
would “break old code,” but it is already broken, isn’t it, if a

Figure 11: TextInfo properties for Croatia.

substantial number of the required national letters are
missing?

Summary
With this article, I have now reviewed the new features added
in .NET 2.0 for the .NET 1.1 classes. For the most part, the additions include several new and useful properties and methods and
a few new constructors. Also, many items you had to obtain
from Win32 using the Win32 API’s GetCultureInfo, GetCalendarInfo and so on are also now directly available from .NET. The
TextInfo suggested set of code pages remains a scandal in too
many places.
In future articles I’ll provide information about the .NET
2.0 items including the new calendars, a class providing
usable domain names from Unicode strings, some features
of numbers provided by the CharUnicodeInfo class, and the
interesting CultureAndRegionInfoBuilder class from which
you can create (with some limitations) customized CultureInfo
and RegionInfo objects. M

Figure 12: Croatian Windows code page and its wrongly suggested EBCDIC code page.
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Basic terminology
This section offers terminology, abbreviations, acronyms and other
resources, especially as related to the content of this issue. For more
definitions, see the Glossary section of MultiLingual’s annual Resource
Directory and Index (www.multilingual.com/resourceDirectory).

24/7. An abbreviation for 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,
including holidays and days otherwise that may alter limitations of work. In commerce and industry, 24/7 identifies a
service that will be present regardless of the current time or
day, as might be offered by a restaurant, gas station, manned
datacenter, supermarket or help information line.
Back translation. The process of translating a document
that has already been translated into another language
back to the original language — preferably by an independent translator.
Character. A symbol standing for the smallest abstract
component of a writing system or script, including sounds,
syllables, notions or elements, as opposed to glyphs.
Computer-aided translation (CAT). Computer technology applications that assist in the act of translating text
from one language to another.
Content management system (CMS). A system used
to store and subsequently find and retrieve large amounts
of data. CMSs were not originally designed to synchronize
translation and localization of content, so most of them
have been partnered with globalization management systems (GMS).
Corpus (plural corpora). A large body of natural language
text used for accumulating statistics on natural language
text. Corpora often include extra information such as a tag
for each word indicating its part-of-speech and perhaps the
parse tree for each sentence. Also, a large body of sourcelanguage text used for a translation.
Encoding scheme. Rules for assigning numeric value
(code points) to characters. Encoding is a method by which a
character set is turned into computerized form for transmission and preservation.
www.multilingual.com
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Globalization (g11n). In this context, the term refers to
the process that addresses business issues associated with
launching a product globally, such as integrating localization throughout a company after proper internationalization and product design.
Globalization management system (GMS). A system that
focuses on managing the translation and localization cycles
and synchronizing those with source content management.
Provides the capability of centralizing linguistic assets in
the form of translation databases, leveraging glossaries and
branding standards across global content.
Glyph. The shape representation or pictograph of a
character.
Hangul. Invented in the fifteenth century, the native
alphabet of the Korean language, as opposed to the nonalphabetic hanja system borrowed from China. Each hangul
syllabic block consists of several of the 24 letters (jamo)
— 14 consonants and 10 vowels.
Internationalization (i18n). Especially in a computing
context, the process of generalizing a product so that it can
handle multiple languages and cultural conventions (currency,
number separators, dates) without the need for redesign.
Localization (l10n). In this context, the process of adapting a product or software to a specific international language or culture so that it seems natural to that particular
region. True localization considers language, culture, customs and the characteristics of the target locale. It frequently involves changes to the software’s writing system
and may change keyboard use and fonts as well as date, time
and monetary formats.
Machine translation (MT). A technology that translates text from one human language to another, using
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terminology glossaries and advanced grammatical, syntactic and semantic analysis techniques.
Namespaces. Namespaces provide a simple method for
qualifying element and attribute names used in eXtensible Markup Language (XML) documents by associating
them with namespaces identified by URI references. XML
Namespaces are the solution to the problem of ambiguity
and name collisions.
.NET. Microsoft platform for applications that work over
the internet.
Outsource. To hire a third-party provider to perform tasks
or services often performed in-house. The third-party provider is then referred to as the outsourcer.
Romanization. In linguistics, the representation of a word
or language with the Roman (Latin) alphabet, or a system for
doing so, where the original word or language uses a different writing system.
Search engine. A program designed to help find information stored on a computer system such as the World Wide
Web or a personal computer. A search engine allows a user
to ask for content meeting specific criteria — typically those
containing a given word, phrase or name — and retrieves a
list of references that match those criteria.
Search engine optimization (SEO). A set of methods aimed
at improving the ranking of a website in search engine listings. SEO is primarily concerned with advancing the goals of a
website by improving the number and position of its organic
search results for a wide variety of relevant keywords.
Semantic Web. An extension of the worldwide web that
provides a common framework allowing data to be shared
and re-used across application, enterprise and community
boundaries. It is based on Resource Description Framework
(RDF), which integrates a variety of applications using XML
for syntax and URLs for naming.
Simplified Chinese. A Chinese character set used in
mainland China and Singapore, modified to be written
with fewer strokes per character.
Source language. A language that is to be translated into
another language.
Traditional Chinese. A Chinese character set used everywhere except in mainland China and Singapore. This set is
consistent with the original Chinese ideographic form that is
several thousand years old.
Translation. The process of converting all of the text
or words from a source language to a target language. An
understanding of the context or meaning of the source language must be established in order to convey the same message in the target language.
76
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Translation memory (TM). A special database that stores
previously translated sentences which can then be reused on
a sentence-by-sentence basis. The database matches source
to target language pairs.
Translation Memory eXchange (TMX). An open standard, based on XML, which has been designed to simplify
and automate the process of converting translation memories (TMs) from one format to another.
XML. eXtensible Markup Language, a programming language/specification, is a pared-down version of SGML,
an international standard for the publication and delivery of electronic information, designed especially for web
documents.
XML Localization Interchange File Format (XLIFF). Specifically designed to support the localization of data, XLIFF
has features for updating strings, revision control, marking
different phases of the localization process, word count
calculations and the provision of alternative or suggested
language translations, among others. XLIFF is an open
standard.

Resources
ORGANIZATIONS
American Translators Association (ATA), www.atanet.org
Fédération Internationale des Traducteurs / International
Federation of Translators, www.fit-ift.org
Globalization and Localization Association (GALA),
www.gala-global.org
Localization Industry Standards Association (LISA), www.lisa.org
The Localization Institute, www.localizationinstitute.com
The Unicode Consortium, www.unicode.org
World Wide Web Consortium, http://w3c.org

PUBLICATIONS
MultiLingual (formerly MultiLingual Computing & Technology).
Selected articles available at www.multilingual.com
The Guide to Translation and Localization, published
by Lingo Systems, www.lingosys.com
Globalization Handbook for the Microsoft .NET Platform
by Bill Hall, published by MultiLingual Computing, Inc.,
www.multilingual.com/monographs

WEBSITES
Korea.net Gateway to Korea (Korean Overseas Information Service), www.korea.net
Korean Language — schools, vocabulary and other resources,
www.korean-language.org
Wikipedia, www.wikipedia.org
User-built, web-based encyclopedia with articles in numerous
languages. Top ten are English, German, Japanese, French,
Polish, Swedish, Dutch, Spanish, Italian and Portuguese.
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AILIA Association de l’industrie de la
langue/Language Industry Association
Description AILIA is the voice of the Canadian language
industry, bringing together organizations and professionals
from three sectors: translation, language technologies and
language training. Through a single point of contact, AILIA
members can access key resources to stimulate their growth
around the world.
AILIA 65 Sherbrooke Street East, Suite 110, Montréal, Québec, Canada H2X 1C4, 514-285-6596, E-mail: communication@ailia.ca, Web:
www.ailia.ca

Globalization and Localization Association
Description The Globalization and Localization Association
(GALA) is a fully representative, nonprofit, international
industry association for the translation, internationalization, localization and globalization industry. The association
gives members a common forum to discuss issues, create innovative solutions, promote the industry, and offer clients
unique, collaborative value.
Globalization and Localization Association 23 Main Street,
Andover, MA 01810, 206-329-2596, Fax: 815-346-2361, E-mail:
info@gala-global.org, Web: www.gala-global.org

Translation Automation User Society
Description Translation automation is not a straightforward
process with a guaranteed recipe for return on investment. The
difference between profit and loss depends on solid, detailed
and objective information. The best way of obtaining that information is by networking with other users and by sharing experiences. TAUS is a member organization for the exchange of
insights and experiences in automating translation processes.
Founding members are Autodesk, Cisco, Computer Associates, EMC Software Group, European Patent Office, FileNET,
GambroBCT, Hewlett-Packard ACG, Intel, McDonald’s Corporation, McAfee, Novell, Océ Technologies, Oracle, Sun Microsystems, Symantec and WatchGuard.
Translation Automation User Society (TAUS) Oosteinde 9-11,
1483 AB De Rijp, The Netherlands, 31-299-672028, E-mail: info@
translationautomation.com, Web: www.translationautomation.com

See ad on page 17

CONFERENCES

The Internationalization & Unicode Conference
Description The Internationalization & Unicode Conference (IUC) is the premier technical conference focusing on
multilingual, global software and web internationalization.
Each IUC conference features a variety of tutorials and conference sessions that cover current topics related to web and
software internationalization, globalization, and Unicode.
Internationalization and Unicode experts, implementers,
clients and vendors are invited to attend this unique conference. The interactive format makes the IUC a great place
to meet and exchange ideas with leading experts during
birds-of-a-feather gatherings, find out about the needs of
potential clients, or get information about new and existing
Unicode-enabled products in the exhibit hall.
The Unicode Consortium P.O. Box 391476, Mountain View, CA
94039-1476, 781-444-0404, Fax: 781-444-0320, E-mail: dana@
omg.org, Web: www.unicodeconference.org See ad on page 21
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ASSOCIATIONS

Idiom Technologies

STAR Group

Multiple Platforms

Multiple Platforms

Languages More than 120 Description Idiom Technologies
optimizes the globalization supply chain by aligning global
enterprises, language service providers and translators. Awardwinning WorldServer™ software solutions expand market reach
and accelerate multilingual communication with a proven
platform for automating translation and localization processes.
Idiom works with global organizations including Adobe, Autodesk, Continental Airlines, eBay, Motorola and Travelocity
to cost-effectively translate global websites and applications,
streamline software localization and delivery, and speed timeto-market for international product documentation. Idiom
also partners with consulting firms, systems integrators and
technology vendors to help customers achieve high-quality
results and maximize existing enterprise infrastructure.
Idiom Technologies, Inc. 200 Fifth Avenue, Waltham, MA 02451,

Languages All Description STAR is a leader in information
management, localization, internationalization and globalization solutions as well as a premier developer of language
technology tools such as Transit/TermStar, WebTerm and of
our information management system, GRIPS. For more than
21 years, STAR has specialized in information management
and publishing, multilingual processing including translation
services, terminology management, software localization/
internationalization, software development and multimedia
systems engineering. With 37 offices in 28 countries and our
global network of pre-qualified freelance translators, STAR
provides a unique combination of information management
tools and services.
STAR Group America, LLC 5001 Mayﬁeld Road, Suite 220, Lynd-

781-464-6000, Fax: 781-464-6100, E-mail: idiom_info@idiominc.com,
Web: www.idiominc.com See ad on page 68

hurst, OH 44124, 216-691-7827, 877-877-0093, Fax: 216-691-8910,
E-mail: info@us.star-group.net, Web: www.us.star-group.net See ad

on page 87

FONTS

Unitype
Multilingual word processing and typing for over 100 languages
Includes modern and ancient languages

All parts of Asia: CJK, the Middle East, India, central/southeast Asia.
Also east/west Europe, Africa and more. See www.unitype.com for a complete list.

Localization World
Description Localization World conferences are dedicated
to the language and localization industries. Our constituents are the people responsible for communicating across the boundaries of language and culture in the
global marketplace. International product and marketing managers participate in Localization World from
all sectors and all geographies to meet language service
and technology providers and network with their peers.
Hands-on practitioners come to share their knowledge and experience and to learn from others. Conferences are held twice a year at different locations. See our
website for details on upcoming and past conferences.
Localization World 319 North 1st Avenue, Sandpoint, ID 83864,
208-263-8178, Fax: 208-263-6310, E-mail: info@localizationworld
.com, Web: www.localizationworld.com

www.multilingual.com
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Global Suite
• Includes both Global Office and Global Writer
Global Office
• Integrates with Microsoft Office
• Use Unitype languages in Word, Excel, Outlook, and PowerPoint
• Provides keyboards and fonts for easy input
Global Writer
• Standalone multilingual word processor
• Create Unicode-compliant documents
• Fully supports bidirectional typing and much more
www.Unitype.com • 116-A Mockingbird Lane, Lockhart, TX 78644 USA
1-512-620-0384 • Fax: 1-512-233-0094 • Email: sales@unitype.com
June 2006 MultiLingual
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INTERNATIONALIZATION TOOLS

across Systems GmbH

quality, and we do it on time. Our team of experienced and
efficient project managers, technically proficient nativespeaking linguists, technical experts and desktop publishers
using the latest software tools and technology will work to
expand your boundaries and offer you a world of possibilities. Please contact us today for a free estimate.
Adams Globalization 10435 Burnet Road, Suite 125, Austin, TX
78758, 800-880-0667, 512-821-1818, Fax: 512-821-1888, E-mail:
sales@adamsglobalization.com, Web: www.adamsglobalization.com

Windows

Languages All Description across Systems GmbH is a
spin-off of Nero AG with its world’s leading CD/DVD application. across includes TM and terminology system as
well as powerful tools to support the project and workflow
management of translations. Product manager, translator and proofreader all work together within one system,
either in-house or smoothly integrated with translation
service providers. across provides several partner concepts
and the Software Development Kit (SDK) for system integrators and technology partners, to allow the translation
desktop to be integrated directly, in order to include both
preliminary and subsequent process steps. This results in
more flexible and transparent processes that benefit all sides.
across Systems GmbH Im Stoeckmaedle 18, D-76307 Karlsbad,
Germany, 49-7248-925-425, Fax: 49-7248-925-444, E-mail: info@
across.net, Web: www.across.net See ad on page 2

ADAPT Localization Services
Languages More than 50 Description ADAPT Localization
Services (founded in 1999 as transline Localization) offers the
full range of services that enables clients to be successful in
international markets, from documentation design through
translation, linguistic and technical localization services, prepress and publication management. Serving both Fortune
500 and small companies, ADAPT has gained a reputation
for quality, reliability, technological competence and a commitment to customer service. Fields of specialization include
diagnostic and medical devices, IT/telecom and web content.
With offices in Bonn, Germany, and Stockholm, Sweden, and
a number of certified partner companies, ADAPT is well
suited to help clients achieve their goals in any market.
ADAPT Localization Services Clemens-August-Strasse 16-18, 53115
Bonn, Germany, 49-228-98-22-60, Fax: 49-228-98-22-615, E-mail:
adapt@adapt-localization.com, Web: www.adapt-localization.com

See ad on page 44

Basis Technology
Multiple Platforms

Languages Asian, European and Middle Eastern Description
Basis Technology provides products and services for technology globalization and multilingual information processing.
Some of the largest multinational corporations have depended
on Basis to help them go global. The company’s Rosette Linguistics Platform is a suite of software designed for integration
into highly scalable applications that require analysis and processing of the world’s languages. Products include core library
for Unicode; a language and encoding identifier; entity extraction; language analyzers for segmenting and normalizing
Asian languages; and a Chinese script converter for automatic
translation between Simplified and Traditional. Globalization
services include readiness audits; project management and engineering services; and quality assurance.
Basis Technology Corp. 150 CambridgePark Drive, Cambridge,
MA 02140, 617-386-2000, 800-697-2062, Fax: 617-386-2020,
E-mail: info@basistech.com, Web: www.basistech.com

LOCALIZATION SERVICES

Languages All Description You benefit from 19 years of
experience in software localization when choosing Alpha
CRC. A private company, we pride ourselves on meeting the
individual needs of customers. Our in-house staff includes
translators covering 17 languages plus experts in software engineering, DTP, QA and testing, voice recording and project
management. This means we always have people available to
discuss and deliver your requirements. When selecting Alpha,
you have the added confidence of knowing top technology
companies do the same. Our customers include SAP, Sun and
Symantec. Whether you’re an experienced global player or just
starting, Alpha has the solution for you.
Alpha CRC Ltd. St. Andrew’s House, St. Andrew’s Road, Cambridge
CB4 1DL UK, 44-1223-431011, Fax: 44-1223-461274, E-mail:
cruggiero@alphacrc.com, Web: www.alphacrc.com

Adams Globalization

Alliance Localization China, Inc. (ALC)

Languages All major European and Asian languages Description For over 22 years, Adams Globalization has provided comprehensive turnkey solutions for globalization. We
deliver software localization and testing, technical translation, web globalization and desktop publishing with superior

Languages Major Asian and European languages Description
ALC offers document, website and software translation and localization, desktop publishing, and interpreter services. We focus on English, German and other European languages to and
from Chinese, Japanese, Korean and other Asian languages.
We use TRADOS, CATALYST, SDLX, Transit and other CAT
tools, as well as DTP tools including CorelDraw, FrameMaker,
FreeHand, Illustrator, InDesign, PageMaker, Photoshop and
QuarkXPress. Our customer-oriented approach is supported
by strong project management, a team of specialists, a large
knowledgebase and advanced methodologies. We always provide service beyond our customers’ expectations at a low cost
and with high quality, speed, dependability and flexibility.
Alliance Localization China, Inc. (ALC) Suite 609, Building B,

Stay Current
Stay Informed
www.multilingual.com/
multilingualNews
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Number 10 Xing Huo Road, Fengtai Science Park, Beijing 100070,
P.R. China, 86-10-8368-2169, Fax: 86-10-8368-2884, E-mail:
customer_care@allocalization.com, Web: www.allocalization.com

Binari Sonori
Languages From all European languages into Italian Description Binari Sonori has served the localization and
translation market since 1994. Binari Sonori has been
awarded a number of crucial projects and has become one
of the major players in the Italian localization industry. Our
goal is to guarantee high quality, timeliness and flexibility. We are accustomed to working for clients throughout
the world who need to reach the Italian market with their
products. Our project managers, translators and revisers are
trained to solve today’s challenges of translation/localization projects, regardless of text length or the software tools
to be used. Fields of expertise are software, hardware, telecommunications, finance, training, web and marketing.
Binari Sonori srl Viale Fulvio Testi, 11, 20092 Cinisello Balsamo,
Milano, Italy, 39-02-61866-310, Fax: 39-02-61866-313, E-mail:
translate@binarisonori.it, Web: www.binarisonori.it See ad on page 13

CPSL
Languages All, including “source” to English/English to
“target” Description CPSL is one of Europe’s leading language-industry companies with over 40 years of experience
in managing complex, multilingual projects. Our services
cover localization, translation, consultancy and web content management. Our customer base includes many of
the world’s leading IT, pharmaceutical, medical instrumentation and automotive companies. CPSL employs stateof-the-art technology, including LUCAS, our proprietary
workflow management system, to streamline complex
projects. CPSL is one of the most competitive companies
in terms of pricing and quality of service. Our quality processes are underpinned by a strict adherence to DIN2345
and ISO 9001 standards. All of our project managers are
multilingual and fluent in English.
CPSL
USA E-mail: cpsl-usa@celerpawlowsky.com
Barcelona Torre Llacuna, Llacuna 166, 9a planta, 08018 Barcelona,
Spain, 34-93-486-42-82, Fax: 34-93-300-00-40, E-mail: ljimenez@
celerpawlowsky.com
Galway Apt. 7, Cimin Mor, Cappagh Road, Galway, Ireland, 353-91591-015, Fax: 353-91-591-050, E-mail: acollins@celerpawlowsky.com
Madrid Ediﬁcio Prisma, Colquide 6, Portal II, Planta 2oA, 28230 Las
Rozas, Spain, 34-91-636-36-11, Fax: 34-91-636-04-87, E-mail:
ljimenez@celerpawlowsky.com, Web: www.celerpawlowsky.com

EuroGreek Translations Limited
Language Greek Description Established in 1986, EuroGreek
Translations Limited is Europe’s number one Greek localizer,
specializing in technical and medical translations from English into Greek and Greek into English. EuroGreek’s aim is to
provide high-quality, turnkey solutions, encompassing a whole
range of client needs, from plain translation to desktop/web
publishing to localization development and testing. Over the
years, EuroGreek’s services have been extended to cover most
subject areas, including German and French into Greek localization services. All of EuroGreek’s work is produced inhouse by a team of 25 highly qualified specialists and is fully
guaranteed for quality and on-time delivery.
EuroGreek Translations Limited
London 27 Lascotts Road, London N22 8JG UK
Athens EuroGreek House, 93 Karagiorga Street, Athens 16675,
Greece, 30-210-9605-244, Fax: 30-210-9647-077, E-mail: production@
eurogreek.gr, Web: www.eurogreek.com See ad on page 55
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iDISC Information Technologies
Language Spanish Description iDISC, established in 1987,
is a leading independent localization company based in
Barcelona, Spain. Services range from localization to DTP,
from compiling to product testing. We are backed by a team
of in-house, full-time professionals and a carefully selected
and assessed freelance database which allows us to tackle any
size of project in our areas of expertise, mainly software localization, technical and telecom documentation, ERP and
marketing. As a single-language localization company, we
leverage from long-time experience using TRADOS, IBM
Translation Manager and other translation tools. Highly
technical capabilities, in-house know-how and professional
support are guaranteed by iDISC’s Support and Development Department. Contact us for a quote or other details.
iDISC Information Technologies Passeig del progrés 96, 08640
Olesa de Montserrat, Barcelona, Spain, 34-93-778-73-00, Fax: 3493-778-35-80, E-mail: info@idisc.es, Web: www.idisc.es

iSP — The Localization Experts
Languages From English into all major languages Description
iSP (international Software Products) is a distinct provider of
localization services. For 20 years iSP has served its clients with
the principles of honesty and customer-centric services. Not
surprisingly, first-time customers and new customers have always stayed with iSP. We are dedicated to delivering the highest
quality localized products. Our flat, in-house organizational
structure means decision-making and action-taking are quick
and simple. We are located near Amsterdam, The Netherlands,
where we surround ourselves with languages. Our services
cover all aspects of localization. We are in the heart of Europe.
We are iSP. We are the localization experts.
iSP — international Software Products B.V. Dorpsstraat 35-37,

DTP services for Russian, Ukrainian, CIS and Baltic languages. Our deep expertise, flexibility, diversity and exceptional value of services are recognized by many
industry-leading customers and partners worldwide.
Our business services have ISO 9001:2000 quality certification. Our uniqueness is a solid team of the best professionals in all relevant areas — localization engineers,
language specialists, QA officers, DTP and software engineers and more. We do it end-to-end — from servers
to handhelds, from ERP to automotive solutions and
from interface specifications to legal notices. Our clients
sound truly Russian.
Janus Worldwide Inc. Derbenevskaya nab., 11B, Ofﬁce 113, Moscow
114115, Russia, 7-495-913-66-53, Fax: 7-495-913-66-53 ext. 299,
E-mail: management@janus.ru, Web: www.janus.ru

Jonckers Translation & Engineering s.a.
Languages All Description Formed in 1994, Jonckers
Translation & Engineering is headquartered in Brussels and
maintains offices and strategic partnerships in all key markets. With customers such as HP, IBM, Adobe, Canon, Morgan Stanley, EADS and Philips, we address the GILT needs
of global industry leaders and provide end-to-end solutions
in areas such as software, multimedia and courseware localization, as well as technical documentation and fast turnaround time translations. With its strong company culture
based on values which foster consistent performance and
customer-oriented attitude, Jonckers is positioned as a
unique player in the market. Jonckers is a founding member of LCJ EEIG (a European economic interest group) and
a Microsoft Premier Vendor.
Jonckers Translation & Engineering s.a. Avenue HerrmannDebroux 15a, B-1160 Brussels, Belgium, 32-2-672-80-30, Fax: 322-672-80-19, E-mail: info@jonckers.com, Web: www.jonckers.com

See ad on page 62

1191 BH Ouderkerk aan de Amstel, The Netherlands, 31-20-4965271, US: 650-966-8468, Fax: 31-20-496-4553, E-mail: localization
@isp.nl, Web: www.isp.nl See ad on page 31

Lingo Systems, Translation & Localization

New markets for your
products and solutions

Janus Worldwide Inc.
Languages Russian, Ukrainian, CIS and Baltic languages
Description Janus provides localization, translation and

Languages 72 Description Lingo Systems provides customer-focused translation and localization services for global
companies. We specialize in software, online applications,
technical documentation, training materials, e-learning solutions and business systems (including ERP, CRM and database tools). Our ability to complete complex, multilanguage
projects on time with superior quality sets us apart. Our clients consistently rate us a 6 out of 6, and we have never caused
a late release. Providing exceptional project management,

exceeding client expectations and delivering measurable
value are our raisons d’être. For a free copy of our award-winning Guide to Translation & Localization: Preparing for the
Global Marketplace, visit www.lingosys.com
Lingo Systems 15115 SW Sequoia Parkway, Suite 200, Portland, OR
97224, 503-419-4856, 800-878-8523, Fax: 503-419-4873, E-mail:
info@lingosys.com, Web: www.lingosys.com See ad on page 18

Lionbridge Software and Content Localization
Languages All Description Lionbridge provides globalization
and offshoring services that enable clients to develop, localize, test and maintain their enterprise content and technology applications globally. Through its globalization service
offerings, Lionbridge adapts client products and content to
meet the linguistic, technical and cultural requirements of
customers, partners and employees worldwide. Lionbridge
offshoring services include the development and maintenance of content and applications as well as testing to ensure
the quality, interoperability, usability and performance of
clients’ software, hardware, consumer technology products,
websites and content. Lionbridge offers its testing services
under the VeriTest brand. Lionbridge has more than 4,000
employees based in 25 countries worldwide.
Lionbridge 1050 Winter Street, Waltham, MA 02451, 781-4346111, Fax: 781-434-6034, E-mail: info@lionbridge.com, Web:
www.lionbridge.com See ad on page 3

Logrus International Corporation
Language Russian, formerly USSR Description Logrus International Corporation is focused on software localization and
translation for the IT industry, as well as on multilingual engineering and testing. With offices in Philadelphia and Moscow,
Logrus provides a winning combination of transparent and
convenient front-end for clients all over the world and topnotch, affordable services rendered by an experienced team in
Moscow. Logrus is famous for the amazing engineering skills
of the team that can solve even the most sophisticated problems with minimal external support and thorough experience
with large projects (operating systems, office suites, ERP systems and so on). Most major software publishers are our clients. For more information, visit our website or call/e-mail us,
and you’ll be pleasantly surprised by our unique quality/price
ratio for engineering and testing services.
Logrus International Corporation Suite 305, 2600 Philmont Avenue, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006, 215-947-4773, Fax: 215-947-4773,
E-mail: ceo@logrus.ru, Web: www.logrus.ru See ad on page 28

?

WHY
Globalization staffing services
Software localization • Internationalization • Software testing
Localization training
Visit us: http://www.comsysglobalization.com
For jobs, go to: http://www.comsys.com
or contact: Michael Klinger
781-907-6277
mklinger@comsys.com

www.multilingual.com
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TOTAL SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR BUSINESS IN THE KOREAN MARKET
helps you successfully do business in Korea by providing
high-quality localization services. We also provide the full scope of
software testing services in Windows, Macintosh, Linux and Unix.

ACCUMULATED LOCALIZATION EXPERIENCE
has successfully accomplished many major projects for
customers such as Microsoft, Hewlett-Packard, InternetSecurity
Systems, Sun Microsystems, BMC Software, Sony, BEA Systems and
PeopleSoft based on accumulated experience and know-how.
localization@e4net.net • www.e4net.net
822-3465-8500 • fax: 822-3465-8501
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Loquant Localization Services
Languages English, Brazilian Portuguese Description Loquant bases its operations on the experience of its founders
and collaborators, professionals who closely follow the ongoing evolution of technology and the latest processes in internationalization and localization of information. Adhering to
rigorous processes that were developed by the software localization industry during the last few decades, Loquant is able
to prepare the most diverse products for the primary world
markets. To do this, Loquant counts on the best project managers, native translators, engineers and desktop publishers to
guarantee a quality control recognized internationally by the
main international standards organizations.
Loquant Localization Services Rua Luís Carlos Prestes, 410/114,

translation, PTIGlobal provides turnkey localization services
in 27 languages simultaneously for software, web applications, embedded devices, wireless applications and gaming
technology. Projects are customized to fit client needs and
feature our expertise in end-to-end project management;
internationalization consultation; glossary development;
native-language translation; multilingual web content management; translation memory maintenance; localization engineering; linguistic and functionality QA; high-end desktop
publishing, including graphics localization; and complete
multilingual video and audio services.
PTIGlobal 9900 SW Wilshire, Suite 280, Portland, OR 97225, 888-

877-224-8740, 49-30-2248-7681, Fax: 866-203-1685, E-mail:
contact@milengo.com, Web: www.milengo.com See ad on page 10

page 19

Tek Translation International
Sajan

Languages All Description milengo Inc. is a global provider
for localization, engineering and testing services for the hightech industries. It is the largest 2nd Generation (2G) Localization Alliance in the market, formed by 16 leading localization
companies located in the most important global ITC markets
spanning Europe, the Americas and Asia.
milengo Inc. 1001 Fourth Avenue, #3200, Seattle, WA 98154,

20850, 301-340-3988, 866-469-4116, Fax: 301-340-3989, E-mail:
info@symbio-group.com, Web: www.symbio-group.com See ad on

357-3125, Fax: 503-297-0655, E-mail: info@ptiglobal.com, Web:
www.ptiglobal.com

22775-055, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 55-21-2104-9597, Fax: 55-212104-9597, E-mail: contact@loquant.com, Web: www.loquant.com

2G Localization Alliance

products and content globally. Symbio has unmatched expertise and scale in the technology industry, including the
largest in-house group of internationalization engineers and
globalization testers in the industry. With 12 development
centers and offices around the world, Symbio works with
most of the world’s leading technology companies, including
AOL, BMC, CA, EMC, FileNet, IBM, Microsoft, Nokia, Sony
and over 300 others.
SymbioSys, Inc. 1803 Research Boulevard, Suite 508, Rockville, MD

Languages All Description Sajan provides language translation services and technology to companies doing business
around the world. We offer globalization solutions that fuse
leading-edge technology with personalized customer service
and ISO quality controls. Sajan’s GCMS (global communication management system) platform integrates and simplifies
the entire translation workflow process, from authoring to
publication. GCMS is the only single, seamless, end-to-end
solution in the industry. Plus GCMS is web-based. There is
no software to buy, install or upgrade. We focus on how our
technology can simplify globalization efforts. By listening to
our clients, we continually broaden, enhance and innovate
our product and service offerings.
Sajan 625 Whitetail Boulevard, River Falls, WI 54022, 715-426-9505,

Languages European, Scandinavian, Latin American, Middle
Eastern, Asian Description Tek Translation has over 40 years
of experience in working worldwide for the leading technology companies. Now, thanks to the web, we operate globally
from one production center offering a complete translation, web and software localization service into more than
50 languages at lower prices than our major competitors.
Our English-speaking project managers, specialist translators, linguistic controllers and engineers are all connected via
Tek’s exclusive Project Web, which provides clients with their
latest information online, schedules and query logs and allows them to keep track of their projects at all times. To learn
more about Tek, contact:
Tek Translation International C/ Ochandiano 18, 28023 Madrid,
Spain, 34-91-414-1111, Fax: 34-91-414-4444, E-mail: sales@
tektrans.com, Web: www.tektrans.com See ad on page 11

877-426-9505, Fax: 715-426-0105, E-mail: solutions@sajan.com,
Web: www.sajan.com See ad on page 43

TOIN Corporation

Moravia Worldwide
Languages All Description Moravia Worldwide is a leading
globalization solution provider, enabling companies in the information technology, e-learning, life sciences and financial industries to enter global markets with high-quality multilingual
products. Moravia’s solutions include localization and product
testing services, internationalization, multilingual publishing
and technical translation. Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Microsoft,
Oracle, Sun Microsystems and Symantec are among some of
the companies that depend on Moravia Worldwide for accurate, on-time localization. Moravia Worldwide maintains
global headquarters in the Czech Republic and North American headquarters in California, with local offices and production centers in Ireland, China, Japan and throughout Europe.
To learn more, please visit www.moraviaworldwide.com
Moravia Worldwide
USA 199 East Thousand Oaks Boulevard, Thousand Oaks, CA 91360,
805-557-1700, 800-276-1664, Fax: 805-557-1702, E-mail: info@
moraviaworldwide.com, Web: www.moraviaworldwide.com
Asia 86-25-8473-2772, E-mail: asia@moraviaworldwide.com
Europe 420-545-552-222, E-mail: europe@moraviaworldwide.com
Ireland 353-1-216-4102, E-mail: ireland@moraviaworldwide.com
Japan 81-3-3354-3320, E-mail: japan@moraviaworldwide.com

Multiple Platforms

SDL International —
E-nabling Global Business
Languages All Description SDL International is a leader in
the emerging market for global information management
(GIM) solutions that empower organizations to accelerate
delivery of high-quality multilingual content to global markets. Our enterprise software and services integrate with existing systems to manage global information from authoring
to publication and throughout the distributed localization
supply chain. Global industry leaders rely on SDL to provide
enterprise software or full outsourcing for their GIM processes. SDL has implemented more than 100 enterprise GIM
solutions and has over 100,000 software licenses deployed
across the GIM ecosystem. Our global services infrastructure
spans 50 offices in 30 countries.
SDL International 5700 Granite Parkway, Suite 410, Plano, TX
75024, 214-387-8500, Fax: 214-387-9120, Web: www.sdl.com

See ads on pages 23, 88

Languages Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Malay, Thai, Vietnamese Description For most Western companies, Asia is their
most difficult market. This is due not only to technical complexities, but also to differences in culture between East and
West. Founded in 1964, TOIN has been helping bridge this
culture gap for over four decades. 100% focused on Asian localization, TOIN’s staff is well versed in the technical, linguistic and cultural issues in each Asian market. TOIN is based in
Tokyo with regional offices in China, Europe and the United
States. Global 1000 clients, including IBM, Microsoft, Oracle,
PeopleSoft, SAP, Sun and Sybase, rely on TOIN for their
Asian localization needs.
TOIN Corporation
China Room 411, No. 223 Xikang Road, Shanghai, 200040, China, 8621-6279-2235, Fax: 86-21-6279-3962, E-mail: toinchina@to-in.co.jp
Europe Dodaarslaan 55, 3645 JB Vinkeveen, The Netherlands, 31297-212-091, Fax: 31-297-212-086, E-mail: rsavelsbergh@to-in.com,
Web: www.to-in.com
USA 4966 El Camino Real, Suite 101, Los Altos, CA 94022, 650966-8468, Fax: 650-949-5678, E-mail: sdandrea@to-in.com, Web:
www.to-in.com

See ad on page 54

Symbio
PTIGlobal
Languages All commercial languages for Europe, Asia and
the Americas Description PTIGlobal is committed to developing ongoing, long-term partnerships with its clients.
This means a dedication to personal service, responsiveness,
high-quality output, and sensitivity to clients’ cost goals and
timelines. Backed by over 25 years of experience in technical
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Languages 46, with emphasis on Japanese, Simplified/Traditional Chinese, Korean, French, German, Italian, Spanish,
Brazilian Portuguese and Latin American Spanish Description Symbio is an IT services and outsourcing company
that provides end-to-end globalization solutions for technology companies. From internationalization and localization through in-country services such as customer product
implementations and technical support services, Symbio
acts as an extension of our clients’ organizations to roll out

Ushuaia Solutions
Languages Spanish (all varieties), Portuguese (Brazil) Description Ushuaia Solutions is a fast-growing Latin American
company providing solutions for translation, localization
and globalization needs. Ushuaia Solutions is focused on
being creative and proactive to meet tight time frames
with a high-quality level and a cost-effective budget. Customizing its processes, Ushuaia assures project consistency
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and technical and linguistic accuracy, thus reducing clients’ time-to-market. Ushuaia combines state-of-the-art
technology with top-notch experienced native translators,
editors and software engineers. Our mission is to work together with our clients, thereby creating a flexible, reliable
and open relationship for success.
Ushuaia Solutions Rioja 919, S2000AYK Rosario, Argentina, 54-3414493064, Fax: 54-341-4492542, E-mail: info@ushuaiasolutions.com,
Web: www.ushuaiasolutions.com See ad on page 17

VistaTEC
Languages All Description VistaTEC is a leading provider
of globalization services and specializes in the localization
and testing of enterprise, mobile and desktop applications.
VistaTEC provides translation, technical consulting, engineering and testing during the design, development and
marketing cycles of software products. VistaTEC has headquarters in Dublin, Ireland, and satellite offices in the United
States. Additional information on VistaTEC is available at
www.vistatec.ie
VistaTEC
Europe VistaTEC House, 700 South Circular Road, Kilmainham,
Dublin 8, Ireland, 353-1-416-8000, Fax: 353-1-416-8099, E-mail:
info@vistatec.ie, Web: www.vistatec.ie
USA East 2706 Loma Street, Silver Spring, MD 20902, 301-6493012, Fax: 301-649-3032, E-mail: info@vistatec-us.com
USA West 131 Shady Lane, Monterey, CA 93940, 831-655-1717, Fax:
831-372-5838, E-mail: info@vistatec-us.com See ad on page 14

LOCALIZATION TOOLS
WHP
Languages All European and major Middle Eastern and
Asian languages, including local variants Description WHP,
a major supplier for the industry-leading corporations, localizes software, documentation and web content. WHP has
been benchmarked “Best Localization Vendor” by Compaq.
Clients specifically appreciate WHP’s dedication to high
quality and strict respect of deadlines and, consequently,
entrust WHP with their most sensitive projects. WHP also
helps many fast-growing companies to get their first localization projects smoothly off the ground. WHP’s flexible and
open workflow technology adapts to any production process.
WHP’s high standards satisfy the most demanding globalization requirements.
WHP Espace Beethoven BP102, F06902 Sophia Antipolis Cedex,
France, 33-493-00-40-30, Fax: 33-493-00-40-34, E-mail: gunther
.hoser@whp.fr, Web: www.whp.net, www.whp.fr See ad on page 37

301-668-0330, Fax: 301-668-0335, E-mail: info@welocalize.com,
Web: www.welocalize.com See ad on page 64

bach, Germany, 49-6074-91442-0, Fax: 49-6074-91442-29, E-mail:
info@wordstation.com, Web: www.wordstation.com
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Languages All Description Alchemy Software Development
is the market leader in localization technology. With over
8,000 licenses worldwide, Alchemy CATALYST is the dominant choice among professional development companies,
localization service providers and global technology leaders
that need to accelerate entry into international markets. Alchemy CATALYST 5.0 boosts localization velocity, improves
quality and reduces localization cost. Supporting all Microsoft platforms and development languages (VB, .NET,
C++, C#), Borland C++Builder and Delphi, XML/XLIFF
and databases (Oracle, MS-SQL), it is an indispensable
solution for software localization, helping clients achieve
near-simultaneous release of their translated applications.
Corel Corporation holds a 20% equity stake in Alchemy
Software Development.
Alchemy Software Development Ltd. Block 2, Harcourt Business

WORDSTATION GmbH

Languages More than 40 European, Middle Eastern and
Asian languages Description Our services fulfill the translation, engineering, testing and cultural needs inherent in releasing products globally. We enable our clients to meet these
challenges and achieve fluid international product development and faster global release cycles without increasing international development costs. Welocalize provides localization,
testing and translation services to leading companies, including AOL, Apple, Cisco Systems, Computer Associates, IBM,
Sun, Symantec and Xerox. The company maintains offices
in Frederick, Maryland; Portland, Oregon; Dublin, Ireland;
Wakayama, Japan; and Saarbrücken, Germany.
Welocalize 241 East 4th Street, Suite 207, Frederick, MD 21701,

www.multilingual.com
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Centre, Harcourt Street, Dublin 2, Ireland, 353-1-708-2800, Fax:
353-1-708-2801, E-mail: info@alchemysoftware.ie, Web: www
.alchemysoftware.ie See ad on page 38

Languages British and US English, German, French (other
European languages are available upon request) Description
Since its founding in 1991, WORDSTATION has become a
superior quality provider of localization services, including
terminology work, software and documentation translation,
electronic publishing and film production — starting from
the bytes of the software down to the final details of the documentation. We also conduct prototype translations to ensure
translatability of software and documentation. WORDSTATION is large enough to ensure security and continuity, yet
small enough to provide numerous advantages: no administrative overhead, short communication channels, fast and
efficient feedback, short production cycles, high motivation
and excellent team spirit. Updates and follow-up versions are
done by the same specialists.
WORDSTATION GmbH Max-Planck-Strasse 6, D-63128 Dietzen-

Welocalize

Alchemy Software Development Ltd.

MultiLingual is now
available digitally!
To learn more about
the digital edition,
go to
www.multilingual.com/digital
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Visual Localize
Windows 98, NT, 2000, XP

Languages All, including Eastern European, Asian and bidirectional languages using Unicode support Description
Visual Localize is a leading application that fully supports the
software localization process of Microsoft Windows applications (including .NET applications), databases and XML files.
It dramatically reduces cost, effort and complexity of software
localization. With its MS Explorer “look and feel,” it is user
friendly and intuitive to use. After a very short introduction
time, you will be able to handle all kinds of localization projects.
Visual Localize remembers all previous translations and thus
maximizes reuse. With Visual Localize no programming skills
are required for localization. This makes it applicable for everyone. A free evaluation copy is available at www.visloc.com
AIT — Applied Information Technologies AG Auberlenstrasse

prequalified just-in-time globalization project resources
(onsite, offsite and offshore) to support our Fortune 500
customers with their internationalization and localization
staffing requirements. We provide experienced professionals
for both contract and permanent positions: program managers, localization project managers, internationalization engineers, localization engineers, localization desktop publishing
specialists, localization QA engineers, bilingual testers and
translation/localization specialists. Our experienced consultants can also provide onsite training and consulting on a
range of topics, including Unicode enabling, Java, C++, project management, documentation writing for localization,
and web content localization and management.
COMSYS Services LLC 400-1 Totten Pond Road, Waltham, MA

781-464-6000, Fax: 781-464-6100, E-mail: idiom_info@idiominc.com,
Web: www.idiominc.com See ad on page 68

PASSOLO
Version 5.0 for Windows 98, Me, NT and Windows 2000

Languages All, including Eastern European, Asian and bidirectional languages using Unicode support Description PASSOLO
offers cutting-edge localization technology for all major Windows development platforms to process Windows software, Microsoft .NET, Borland Delphi/C++Builder, Java, XML, XLIFF,
text files and databases. Complex localization projects based on
different file formats can all be handled with a single localization tool. The integration of translation memory systems (for
example, TRADOS), terminology databases, spell-checkers and
WYSIWYG editors guarantees high-quality and short turnaround cycles. PASSOLO offers fuzzy-matching, pseudo-translation, numerous check functions, statistical reports and experts
for project setup, alignment and update processes. Automation
and integration technologies provide users the means to adapt
quickly to special requirements and nonstandard file formats.
PASS Engineering Remigiusstrasse 1, D-53111 Bonn, Germany, 49228-697242, Fax: 49-228-697104, E-mail: info@passolo.com, Web:
www.passolo.com See ad on page 7

RECRUITMENT/STAFFING
COMSYS Services LLC
Languages All Description COMSYS Services LLC’s globalization practice has a ten-year track record of providing
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See ad on page 9

TRANSLATION SERVICES

See ad on page 79

RESEARCH

Idiom Technologies
Languages More than 120 Description Idiom Technologies
optimizes the globalization supply chain by aligning global
enterprises, language service providers and translators. Awardwinning WorldServer™ software solutions expand market
reach and accelerate multilingual communication with a proven
platform for automating translation and localization processes.
Idiom works with global organizations including Adobe, Autodesk, Continental Airlines, eBay, Motorola and Travelocity
to cost-effectively translate global websites and applications,
streamline software localization and delivery, and speed timeto-market for international product documentation. Idiom
also partners with consulting firms, systems integrators and
technology vendors to help customers achieve high-quality
results and maximize existing enterprise infrastructure.
Idiom Technologies, Inc. 200 Fifth Avenue, Waltham, MA 02451,

Madison, WI 53705, 608-233-1790, Fax: 608-441-6124, E-mail:
info@localizationinstitute.com, Web: www.localizationinstitute.com

02451, 800-890-7002x6277, 781-907-6277, Fax: 781-907-6214,
E-mail: mklinger@comsys.com, Web: www.comsysglobalization.com

21, D-70736 Fellbach, Germany, 49-711-520473-10, Fax: 49-711520473-30, E-mail: info@visloc.com, Web: www.visloc.com

Multiple Platforms

Win32API,” “Introduction to Localization,” “Tools and
Technologies for Localization/Internationalization,” “QA
of Global Products,” “Implementing a Translation Memory
Process” and “Introduction to Unicode.” See our website for
details. Most seminars are available in-house.
The Localization Institute 4513 Vernon Boulevard, Suite 11,

Make Our Knowledge Your Power
Description Common Sense Advisory is a research and consulting firm committed to improving the quality of international business and the efficiency of the online and offline
operations that support it. We provide independent research,
executive sales and management workshops, and business consulting to help companies make informed decisions about the
technology, business services and organizational structures on
which a global enterprise depends. Of course, keeping abreast
of the fast pace of a global economy, whether you are a vendor
or a buyer, is difficult, at best. Get accurate information. Profit
in a global market. Contact Common Sense Advisory today.
Common Sense Advisory, Inc. 100 Merrimack Street, Suite 301,

2tr Soluções Globais
Languages Brazilian Portuguese Description Firmly committed to providing top-quality services, 2tr is backed by
the proven track record of its founders, Adriana Ferreira
and Jorge Marinho, with over ten years’ experience in the
localization industry. We specialize in technical translations,
from a few words on a label to complex million-word projects involving TEP, DTP, QA and testing of web, mobile and
desktop applications and documentation in fields ranging
from IT, telecom, energy and pharmaceuticals to business,
finance and legal affairs. We are fully qualified in related localization services, such as DTP, engineering and testing in
Western European languages. For additional information,
please contact us.
2tr Soluções Globais Ltda. Rua Voluntários da Pátria, 45 Sala 401,
Rio de Janeiro, RJ, 22270-000, Brazil, 55-21-2266-6449, Fax: 55-212286-1694, E-mail: info@2tr.com.br, Web: www.2tr.com.br

Lowell, MA 01852, 866-510-6101, E-mail: info@commonsense
advisory.com, Web: www.commonsenseadvisory.com See ad on page 35

TM BROKERS

The Translation Memory Brokers
Languages All Description Central to most translation processes today is the database that contains previously translated
data: the translation memory (TM). The consistently growing
size of the TM represents an ever-increasing value to you as its
owner. By the same token, it becomes increasingly attractive
to TM buyers from the same industry to either jump-start a
TM or complement it with proven, industry-specific translations. Through TM Marketplace, this asset can now provide
an immediate return on investment through licensing to other
parties. As TM brokers, TM Marketplace connects corporate
owners of translation assets with parties who want to license
and benefit from those linguistic resources.
TM Marketplace LLC 319 North 1st Avenue, Sandpoint, ID 83864,
208-265-9465, 888-533-7886, Fax: 208-263-6310, E-mail: info@tm
marketplace.com, Web: www.tmmarketplace.com

TRAINING & SEMINARS
The Localization Institute
Languages All Description The Localization Institute provides training, seminars and conferences for the global
localization community. Best known for its four annual
localization roundtables, the Institute’s events train localization professionals and promote the sharing of experience
and information. Seminars include “Multilingual Websites,”
“Writing and Designing for an International Audience,”
“Localization Project Management,” “Advanced Localization Project Management,” “Designing International Web
and User Interfaces,” “Writing International Software for

ACP Traductera
Languages Bulgarian, Czech, Estonian, Hungarian, Latvian,
Lithuanian, Polish, Romanian, Russian, Slovak, Slovenian
and Ukrainian Description ACP Traductera is a localization
service provider specializing in Central and Eastern European
languages. Our mission is to support the entry of your products into the Central and Eastern European market by offering high-quality services. From marketing communications to
technical documentation and user interface, we always make
your texts available to a Central and Eastern European audience accurately and appropriately. Our translation team consists of translators — native speakers living and working in the
target-language country. Our project managers and software
engineers are fluent in English and experienced in using a wide
range of translation and localization software tools.
ACP Traductera, s. r. o. nam. Miru 169/I, 377 01 Jindrichuv Hradec,
Czech Republic, 420-384-361-300, Fax: 420-384-361-303, E-mail:
info@traductera.com, Web: www.traductera.com See ad on page 15

Beijing E-C Translation Ltd.
Languages Asian Description Beijing E-C Translation
Ltd., one of the largest localization and translation companies in China, focuses mainly on software and website localization; technical, financial, medical, patent and
marketing translations; and desktop publishing services.
We use TRADOS, SDLX, CATALYST, TTT/PC, STAR
Transit, Robohelp, FrameMaker, PageMaker, InDesign,
QuarkXPress, MS Office and other graphic and DTP
tools. Having more than 150 full-time employees located
at Beijing, Taipei, Singapore, Seoul, Shanghai, Hong Kong,
Shenyang and Chengdu, we can handle English/German
into and from Simplified Chinese/Traditional Chinese/
Japanese/Korean/Thai. We guarantee that clients’ projects will be handled not only by native speakers, but also
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by topic specialists. Clients can expect and will receive
high-quality services, on-time delivery and low cost.
Beijing E-C Translation Ltd. 2nd Floor, Hua Teng Development
Building, No. 23, Xi Huan Bei Road, BDA, Beijing EconomicTechnological Development Zone, Beijing 100176, P.R. China, 8610-67868761, Fax: 86-10-67868765, E-mail: service@e-cchina
.com, Web: www.e-cchina.com

Celer Soluciones, S.L.
Translation — Technology — Quality
Languages All major European languages Description Celer
Soluciones provides suitable solutions to ensure we meet
our clients’ objectives. We study their documentation requirements; produce translations that are adapted to specific
markets and cultures; and prepare an end product in DTP or
printed format in accordance with the demands of each project. Specialized fields include software localization; engineering and technology; life sciences; and institutional-corporate
sector. Three elements of fundamental importance are developed and combined at Celer Soluciones: translation — good
translation practice; technology — use of suitable computerassisted translation, file-handling and management tools;
quality — quality in our client relations, quality of project
management and quality of the documentation produced.
Celer Soluciones, S.L. Plaza de España, 12, 28008 Madrid, Spain, 3491-540-0540, Fax: 34-91-541-9259, E-mail: info@celersol.com, Web:
www.celersol.com See ad on page 20

Eriksen Translations Inc.
Languages All Description Eriksen Translations Inc. is a leading provider of multilingual services, including translation,
interpreting, typesetting, project management, web localization and cultural consulting. For 20 years, Eriksen has helped
a broad range of organizations in both the public and private
sectors excel across print, desktop and web environments
in the domestic and global marketplace. With a worldwide
network of over 5,000 linguists, a commitment to leading
technologies, and an in-house staff dedicated to tailoring our
proven project management process to the individual needs
of each client, Eriksen is your globalization partner.
Eriksen Translations Inc. 32 Court Street, 20th Floor, Brooklyn,
NY 11201, 718-802-9010, Fax: 718-802-0041, E-mail: info@eriksen
inc.com, Web: www.erikseninc.com

EuroGreek Translations Limited
Languages Greek Description EuroGreek Translations Limited
is Europe’s number one Greek production house, specializing in
technical and medical translations from English into Greek and
Greek into English. EuroGreek’s aim is to provide high-quality,
turnkey solutions, encompassing a whole range of client needs,
from plain translation to desktop/web publishing to localization development and testing. Over the years, EuroGreek’s
services have been extended to cover most subject areas, including German and French into Greek translation services. All of
EuroGreek’s work is proofread by a second in-house specialist
and is fully guaranteed for quality and on-time delivery.
EuroGreek Translations Limited
London 27 Lascotts Road, London N22 8JG UK
Athens EuroGreek House, 93 Karagiorga Street, Athens 16675,
Greece, 30-210-9605-244, Fax: 30-210-9647-077, E-mail: production@
eurogreek.gr, Web: www.eurogreek.com See ad on page 55

Follow-Up Translation Services
Language English, Brazilian Portuguese, Latin American
Spanish Description With more than 15 years of experience,

www.multilingual.com
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we know exactly how to help your products and documents penetrate South American markets faster and more
efficiently. Trust our expertise and leave your software/website localization with us. Follow-Up gathers a select group
of translation, localization, DTP, engineering and project
management specialists to always exceed your company’s
requirements of high quality and time-to-market. Our areas
of expertise include IT, telecom, finance, ERP, marketing,
medicine and pharmaceuticals.
Follow-Up Av. Presidente Wilson 165, Sala 1308, Rio de Janeiro,
RJ 20030-020 Brazil, 55-21-2524-2994, Fax: 55-21-2210-5472,
E-mail: info@follow-up.com.br, Web: www.follow-up.com.br See

ad on page 66

ForeignExchange Translations
Language 42 languages and growing Description ForeignExchange is the global leader in providing translation services to life sciences companies. We work with many of the
biggest pharmaceutical companies, medical-device manufacturers, biotech companies and CROs. Our proprietary
Multilingual Compliance Process combines expert linguists, best-of-breed technology and measurable translation quality in a process that is both robust and completely
scalable, ensuring your projects are finished on time and
within budget. For more information on how we can help
meet your translation requirements or for a quote on your
next translation project, please contact us directly or visit
our website at www.fxtrans.com
ForeignExchange Translations 124 Watertown Street, Suite 2B,

shorten project cycles and improve product consistency.
ICD — Translating your company into a global success.
International Communication by Design, Inc. 1726 North 1st
Street, Milwaukee, WI 53212, 414-265-2171, Fax: 414-265-2101,
E-mail: info@icdtranslation.com, Web: www.icdtranslation.com

KERN Global Language Services
Your language partner
Languages All Description KERN Global Language Services is
a leading provider in the area of global communication with
over 35 offices worldwide. With more than 30 years of experience, our services include translation and interpreting in all
languages; software, multimedia and website localization; terminology management; multilingual desktop publishing; and
individual and corporate language training in all major languages. KERN has established itself as a preferred insourcing
and outsourcing solution provider for language services. We
serve clients in all industry sectors, including the automotive,
medical, pharmaceutical, chemical, IT and financial services industries. To learn more about us, please visit www.e-kern.com
KERN Global Language Services
USA 230 Park Avenue, Suite 1517, New York, NY 10169, 212-9532070, Fax: 212-953-2073, E-mail: info@e-kern.com
Europe Kurfuerstenstrasse 1, 60486 Frankfurt/M., Germany, 49-697560730, Fax: 49-69-751353, E-mail: info@e-kern.com
China Right Emperor Commercial Building, Unit B, 11/F, 122-126
Wellington Street, Central, Hong Kong, SAR China, 852-2850-4455,
Fax: 852-2850-4466, E-mail: info@e-kern.com, Web: www.e-kern.com

Watertown, MA 02472-2576, 866-398-7267, 617-926-2791, Fax:
617-926-2792, E-mail: getinfo@fxtrans.com, Web: www.fxtrans.com

See ad on page 20

LinguaLinx Language Solutions, Inc.

Hermes Traducciones y
Servicios Lingüísticos, S.L.
Languages Spanish, Portuguese (Continental and Brazilian), English, French, Italian, German and other languages
on demand Description Established in 1991, Hermes Traducciones is a leading Spanish translation company, specializing in software and hardware localization and also
undertaking a broad range of other translation projects.
Comprehensive in-house translation teams including
translators, reviewers and linguists with an expertise in
Spanish and Portuguese, a knowledge of CAT tools, and
a commitment to deliver cost-efficient, reliable and highquality services to customers. Hermes Traducciones is a
member of the International Committee for the creation
of the European Quality Standard for Translation Services.
Hermes Traducciones also organizes university courses on
localization and translation.
Hermes Traducciones y Servicios Lingüísticos, S.L. C/ Cólquide,
6 - planta 2 - 3.oI, Ediﬁcio “Prisma”, 28230 Las Rozas, Madrid,
Spain, 34-916-407640, Fax: 34-916-378023, E-mail: hermestr@
hermestrans.com, Web: www.hermestrans.com See ad on page 13

International Communication by Design, Inc.
Languages All major languages, including double-byte
Description Since 1991, International Communication by
Design, Inc. (ICD), has provided integrated translation
and technical communication services and solutions. Our
specialties include help system and web localization, technical manuals, multiplatform desktop publishing, technical writing and simultaneous interpretation. ICD’s project
managers utilize a variety of translation memory tools that

Languages All Description LinguaLinx is a full-service translation and localization agency specializing in the adaptation
of marketing and communications material into most of the
world’s languages. Our enterprise language solutions range
from glossary development and maintenance to translation
memory deployment and global content management. In
today’s highly competitive, global environment, it is becoming increasingly difficult to differentiate one translation agency
from another. We stand apart by taking the most proactive
approach to quality in the industry, utilizing stringent project
management procedures, offering one of the most aggressive
rate structures available and applying a sincere dedication to
providing the best possible service.
LinguaLinx Language Solutions, Inc. 650 Franklin Street, Suite 502,
Schenectady, NY 12305, 518-388-9000, Fax: 518-388-0066, E-mail:
info@lingualinx.com, Web: www.lingualinx.com

McElroy Translation Co.
Languages All Description Experience: 35 years of industry success providing legal, technical, medical and business
translation and website localization. Client Commitment:
Close communication with clients to establish schedules
and project benchmarks. Quality, price and service are the
cornerstones of our client relationships. Human Expertise:
Translators and editors are selected based on experience and
professional skills testing in subject matter and language
pairs. Clients have dedicated technical support, account and
project management throughout every project. Technology:
Selecting and building technology is based on its value to our
clients’ projects. Will it improve turn time, cost savings, communication, product quality or workflow processes?
McElroy Translation Co. 910 West Avenue, Austin, TX 78701, 800531-9977, 512-472-6753, Fax: 512-472-4591, E-mail: sales@mcelroy
translation.com, Web: www.mcelroytranslation.com See ad on page 19
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Medical Translations Only
Languages All European languages and Japanese Description
MediLingua is one of the few medical translation specialists
in Europe. We only do medical. We provide all European languages (31 today and counting) and Japanese as well as translation-related services to manufacturers of medical devices,
instruments, in vitro diagnostics and software; pharmaceutical
and biotechnology companies; medical publishers; national
and international medical organizations; and other customers
in the medical sector. Projects include the translation of documentation for medical devices, surgical instruments, hospital
equipment and medical software; medical information for
patients, medical students and physicians; scientific articles;
press releases; product launches; clinical trial documentation;
medical news; and articles from medical journals.
MediLingua Medical Translations BV Poortgebouw, Rijnsburgerweg 10, 2333 AA Leiden, The Netherlands, 31-71-5680862, Fax:
31-71-5234660, E-mail: simon.andriesen@medilingua.com, Web:
www.medilingua.com See ad on page 55

Merrill Brink International
Languages All Description With one of the largest full-time,
in-house staffs of professional translators and 60 locations
worldwide, we’re ready to handle the largest multilingual
projects accurately and efficiently. We have 25 years of experience working with a broad range of leading global companies and are able to provide clients with turnkey, integrated
language solutions. Working with the latest tools for enhancing the quality and efficiency of their work, our teams deliver
some of the fastest turnaround times in the industry. Talk to
us about service beyond the expected for translation, localization, technical writing, design and formatting, electronic
delivery, printing and distribution. Internet job initiation.
Merrill Brink International 6100 Golden Valley Road, Minneapolis,

require accuracy, measurable productivity and excellence
in communication. How can one firm specialize in areas
such as high technology, medical products and technical
manufacturing? By blazing the path in translation since
1979, we utilize knowledgeable translators in the United
States, Europe and Asia in every field and every specialty.
Services include technical translation, software localization and multilingual website development. Our customers
from Ametek to Unisys like the fact that we function as an
extension of their teams.
One Planet 820 Evergreen Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15209, 888677-1010, Fax: 412-632-1071, E-mail: info@one-planet.net, Web:
www.one-planet.net See ads on pages 48, 55

Skrivanek Translation Services
Languages All, with a focus on Central and Eastern Europe Description Skrivanek is a leading language-service
provider focusing on translation, localization and language teaching. Established in the Czech Republic in 1994,
it has quickly achieved a dominant position on the Central
European translation market, creating a network of outlets in 51 European cities, and is continuing to expand.
With a staff of professional translators and experienced
project managers, software engineers and programmers,
Skrivanek is able to provide translation and localization services in any language and has built up a diverse
clientele, including Hewlett-Packard, Nikon, Kraft Foods
and L’Oreal. Its quality strategy is backed up by EN ISO
9001:2001 certification.
Skrivanek Translation Services, Ltd. Nad Zaloznou 499/6, 180 00
Prague 8, Czech Republic, 420-233-3-20-560, Fax: 420-224-321556, E-mail: sales@skrivanek.com, Web: www.skrivanek.com See ad

on page 40

MN 55422, 763-591-1977, Fax: 763-542-9138, E-mail: info@
merrillbrink.com, Web: www.merrillbrink.com See ad on page 4

Syntes Language Group, Inc.

mt-g medical translation
Quality and Reliability for Our Clients
Languages All Description mt-g provides medical and
pharmaceutical translations of the highest quality. Specialist
translations, localization, DTP/layouting, technical documentation, project management, process optimization and
consulting plus the innovative software products mt-24 and
global-term form the main areas of our expertise. mt-g has
become one of the most successful companies for specialist
medical and pharmaceutical translations. Leading manufacturers all over the world put their trust in mt-g. Top-quality
services coupled with the latest communication media set the
benchmark. This expertise defines mt-g’s service know-how:
quality and reliability for our clients. Translations are a matter of trust. Challenge us. We look forward to it.
mt-g medical translation GmbH & Co. KG Eberhard-FinckhStrasse 55, 89075 Ulm, Germany, 49-731-17-63-97-42, Fax: 49-73117-63-97-50, E-mail: info@mt-g.com, Web: www.mt-g.com

One Planet
Languages All Description What makes One Planet different? A deep understanding of corporate culture. Our clients
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Languages All Description Syntes Language Group is a
leading quality provider of customized language solutions
to business, government and professional clients. We deliver a full line of service in translation, interpreting and
conference coordination; product, software and website
localization; desktop publishing; multimedia production
and voiceovers; and consultation in both project-specific
and long-term planning for the incorporation of foreign
language elements into your business. For 15 years, we’ve
offered proven expertise in all major fields of industry, delivered by accomplished, experienced professionals. All of
this means you get the ultimate in customer care and the
best value for your project dollars.
Syntes Language Group, Inc. 7465 E. Peakview Avenue, Centen-

TripleInk Multilingual Communications
Languages All major commercial languages Description As
a multilingual communications agency, TripleInk has provided industrial and consumer products companies with
precise translation and multilingual production services for
audio-visual, online and print media since 1991. Our experience in adapting technical documentation and marketing
communication materials covers a wide range of industries,
including biomedical and health care; building and construction; financial services; food and agriculture; hightech and manufacturing; and hospitality and leisure, as well
as government and nonprofit organizations. Using a total
quality management process and state-of-the-art software
and equipment, our team of foreign language professionals
delivers the highest quality translations in a cost-effective
and time-efficient manner.
TripleInk 60 South 6th Street, Suite 2600, Minneapolis, MN 55402,
612-342-9800, 800-632-1388, Fax: 612-342-9745, E-mail: info@
tripleink.com, Web: www.tripleink.com

TRANSLATION TOOLS

Applications Technology, Inc.
Multiple Platforms

Languages All Description Machine Translation (MT)
systems (TranSphere): Fully automated (parsing + statistics), special-domain dictionary stacking/update. Language
pairs: English/Arabic/Turkish/Persian/Dari/Pashto/Korean/
Chinese/Japanese/Hebrew/German/French/Italian/Spanish/Portuguese/Russian/Polish/Ukrainian/Dutch. Cross language pairs new releases: Arabic-French/Arabic-German/
Turkish-German. Translation Memory: Statistical parallel corpora-based system decoupled/integrated with MT.
Webtrans: Web page translation — target language page
reconstructed with hyperlinks/images/applets/objects/embedded scripts. MT API: For MT system integration (all
languages with various solutions). NameFinder: Proper
noun detection (languages with no capitalization). MLIR
(Multilingual Information Retrieval): retrieval of multilingual content, including query translation, morphological
and thematic searches (geographic/personal/corporate)
name/event combinations.
Applications Technology, Inc. 6867 Elm Street, Suite 300, McLean,
VA 22101, 703-821-5000, Fax: 703-821-5001, E-mail: info@apptek
.com, Web: www.apptek.com

Heartsome CAT Tools and CMS
Multiple Platforms

Languages All Description Translations.com provides software and website localization, as well as enterprise language
solutions, to clients in virtually every major industry. Translations.com’s business services are focused on the strategic
needs of organizations seeking to communicate and conduct business in international markets. Translations.com
has an established global presence on three continents and
continues to pioneer new techniques and technologies for
the rapid development of multilingual business solutions.
For more information, visit the Translations.com website,
www.translations.com, or e-mail the company at info@
translations.com
Translations.com Three Park Avenue, New York, NY 10016, 212-

Languages All language pairs without limitation on translation direction Description Heartsome is a new generation
language technology and service company with a product
strategy that is founded on our four cornerstones of efficacy: genuine and total compliance with the latest versions
of set standards; fully and completely cross platform; listen
to the users and innovate to meet their wishes in double
quick time; and adopt a no-frill minimalist approach towards product embodiment design and packaging. Release
6 of Heartsome XLIFF Translation Editor, Heartsome TMX
Editor and Heartsome Dictionary Editor pushes the deployment of open standards in CAT tools to a world first level
far beyond those of similar products in the marketplace.
The Heartsome Translation Suite is specially bundled to
provide users with the option of purchasing a complete set
comprising three professional editions of all three Heartsome CAT tools.
Heartsome Holdings Pte. Ltd. 190 Middle Road, #19-05 Fortune

689-1616, Fax: 212-685-9797, E-mail: info@translations.com, Web:
www.translations.com See ad on page 52

Centre, Singapore 188979, 65-68261179, Fax: 65-67883785, E-mail:
info@heartsome.net, Web: www.heartsome.net See ad on page 16

nial, CO 80111, 888-779-1288, 303-779-1288, Fax: 303-779-1232,
E-mail: info@syntes.com, Web: www.syntes.com

Translations.com

advertising@multilingual.com
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Idiom Technologies
Multiple Platforms

Languages More than 120 Description Idiom Technologies
optimizes the globalization supply chain by aligning global
enterprises, language service providers and translators.
Award-winning WorldServer™ software solutions expand
market reach and accelerate multilingual communication
with a proven platform for automating translation and localization processes. Idiom works with global organizations
including Adobe, Autodesk, Continental Airlines, eBay,
Motorola and Travelocity to cost-effectively translate global
websites and applications, streamline software localization
and delivery, and speed time-to-market for international
product documentation. Idiom also partners with consulting firms, systems integrators and technology vendors to help
customers achieve high-quality results and maximize existing
enterprise infrastructure.
Idiom Technologies, Inc. 200 Fifth Avenue, Waltham, MA 02451,
781-464-6000, Fax: 781-464-6100, E-mail: idiom_info@idiominc.com,
Web: www.idiominc.com See ad on page 68

Recycling past translations
reaches new heights

than ever, MultiTrans 4 addresses the needs of all the people
involved in the language industry.
MultiCorpora 102-490 St. Joseph Boulevard, Gatineau, QC, J8Y 3Y7
Canada, 819-778-7070, 877-725-7070, Fax: 819-778-0801, E-mail:
info@multicorpora.com, Web: www.multicorpora.com

SDL Desktop Products
Multiple Platforms

Languages All Description SDL Desktop Technology, a division
of SDL International, is the world’s largest provider of technology solutions for global information management (GIM),
which benefit corporations and institutions, language service
providers and freelance translators worldwide. With the acquisition of TRADOS, SDL now has over 100,000 software licenses
deployed across the localization supply chain and has demonstrated proven ROI in over 100 enterprise solution installations.
SDL continues to deliver innovative software products that
automate GIM processes and maximize language translation
productivity. The simultaneous service release of both SDL
TRADOS 7.1 and SDLX 2005 SP1 represents the first interoperability versions of SDL’s leading translation memory products.
SDL International 5700 Granite Parkway, Suite 410, Plano, TX

Diego, CA 92121, 858-457-1900, Fax: 858-457-0648
Europe Paroi Nord - La Grande Arche, 1, Parvis de la Défense, 92044
Paris La Défense Cedex, France, 33-825-80-10-80, Fax: 33-1-46-9800-59, E-mail: info@systransoft.com, Web: www.systransoft.com

75024, 904-683-9259, Fax: 904-683-9259, E-mail: naproductsales
@sdl.com, Web: www.sdl.com See ads on pages 23, 88

Languages Windows: All Roman alphabet; LogiTermWebPlus:
Unicode Description A single software package to manage your
terminology and databanks. Efficient and effective consultation of terms and texts. The most robust alignment tool on the
market. More consistent use of terminology and phraseology
in-house and by freelancers. Internal and external repetition
detection and pretranslation. The web version allows access to
your terminology, bitexts and documents by translators, writers and subcontractors from anywhere in the world.
Terminotix Inc. 240 Bank Street, Suite 600, Ottawa, ON, K2P 1X4

Windows

Languages All Unicode languages Description MultiCorpora
is the provider of MultiTrans 4, the latest of the next-generation computer-aided translation systems. Using the best of
MultiTrans 3, MultiTrans 4 was designed to extend the benefits
of the TextBase approach using comprehensive terminology
management capabilities and revolutionary text alignment
technology. MultiTrans 4 recycles 100% of past translations of
any segment length and presents them in context for translators working with the most popular editors. More flexible

products and solutions for the desktop, enterprise and internet that facilitate communication in 40 language combinations and in 20 domains. With over three decades of
expertise, research and development, SYSTRAN’s software is
the choice of leading global corporations, portals and public
agencies. Use of SYSTRAN products and solutions enhances
multilingual communication and increases user productivity and time-savings for B2E, B2B and B2C markets as they
deliver real-time language solutions for search, content management, online customer support, intra-company communications, and e-commerce.
SYSTRAN
North America 9333 Genesee Avenue, Plaza Level, Suite PL1, San

SYSTRAN
Multiple Platforms

Languages 40 language combinations Description SYSTRAN
is the market leading provider of language translation software

See ad on page 14

Solutions for Terminology,
Full-text and Bitext Management
Windows and Web

Canada, 613-233-8465, Fax: 613-233-3995, E-mail: termino@
terminotix.com, Web: www.terminotix.com See ad on page 55
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Takeaway

Mark D. Childress

Terminologiphobia

O

One of the enjoyable aspects of my job is
teaching introductory terminology management
techniques to technical writers and translators.
For many just-hired employees it’s a new ﬁeld or
one with which they aren’t well acquainted. A
few confuse terminology work with lexicography
before they learn the differences.

Above and beyond that, however, I often ﬁnd I must ﬁght against
what I can only call terminology phobias. For a good number of
participants, their feelings towards the subject of terminology are
at best ambivalent, at worst almost fearful, seeing terminology a
cause of worry and something to avoid whenever possible. One
must merely think of the words used to disparage terminology
— jargon, technobabble — to see that a problem exists.
Why is this so? Unfortunately, a good many of us encounter
strange, unfamiliar terminology in uncomfortable situations.
It could be we had to take a required science course in high
school or university, with a dry list of terms taught by rote by a
boring teacher unable to rise above the subject matter. Maybe
an anxious visit to the doctor’s ofﬁce was soured when a doctor
explained a medical problem in difﬁcult medical terms rather
than in “layman’s” terms. Or perhaps we were trapped in yet
another project meeting in which a colleague started chanting the latest business dogma in incomprehensible language.
Terminology, wrongly, becomes associated with the failure to
communicate and with the raising of barriers, whether social or
mental, between the communicator and the listener.
As long as terminology is associated with past negative
experiences, people cannot approach terminology work with
the open-mindedness necessary to deal with it in their jobs. I
therefore suggest the teachers of terminology management, like
all teachers, take a good look at their course materials and their
participants and actively ask themselves these two questions:

Q How can the instructor make terminology management a
more approachable, practical subject?
86
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Terminology management courses must deal with useful aspects of terminology theory and at the same time emphasize the
realistic use of terminology as a tool in communication, whether
technical or — yes! — private communication. An employee wellversed in the terminology of a subject area gains far more out of
the position. There’s not only the satisfaction of a job well done
and understood; there’s also the pride in knowledge gained and
a subject mastered, as well as easier, clearer communication with
co-workers.

Q How do the terminology management course participants
use terminology in their daily lives?
The participants should be reminded that their private endeavors are full of terminology without them being conscious
about it. We all have hobbies and interests with their own special concepts and terms (stamp collecting, anyone? or discussing
the previous evening’s ball game during coffee break?). What
can be more enjoyable than being able to talk to fellow hobbyists in a common language? Or being able to explain that interest to someone else in understandable language — perhaps even
to the point of motivating that person to take up that interest
as well?
As with Molière’s Monsieur Jourdain, who was overjoyed when
told he had been using prose all his life without realizing it, the
participants will be relieved to realize they have been terminologists for far longer than they ever suspected.
Terminology is the basis upon which the integration of further
information and knowledge is built. If the teachers of terminology management remember to make their topic less intimidating, the resulting knowledge ediﬁce in the organization will be
that much stronger. M
Mark D. Childress works on terminology issues at SAP AG.
Takeaway is an opportunity to comment on language-industry issues.
Contributions are welcome. Send them to editor@multilingual.com

editor@multilingual.com
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Sharing
the Road
to Success

For over 21 years, the STAR Group has provided information management, language translations, localization, technologies and services to companies of all sizes around the world. Together with you, we can
complete the most demanding projects to ensure effective and modern communication in any language.
STAR offers the perfect combination of expert knowledge and experience with proven technologies to make
sure your message reaches its destination safely.

Transit XV - A Single Environment for All of Your Translation Needs
STAR’s 21 years of experience in translation memory systems is captured in Transit XV:
fundamentally different than any other solution in today’s marketplace.




File-based Translation Memory - Translation Memory is stored with context
Concordance Search - Find the right term in the right context
Integration with TermStar XV - Always the right word

STAR Group America, LLC
5001 Mayfield Rd, Suite 220
Lyndhurst, OH 44124
Phone: +1 (216) 691 7827
Fax:
+1 (216) 691 8910
E-mail: info@us.star-group.net
www.us.star-group.net

Switch to Transit XV Now!
We’ll even convert your existing translation memory FOR FREE!

Your Single-Source Partner for Information Services and Tools
Austria
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Portugal  Romania  Russian Federation  Slovenia  Spain  Sweden  Switzerland  Taiwan R.O.C.  Thailand  Turkey  United Kingdom  United States of America
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The essential
credential
Demonstrate you have what it takes to succeed in the Global Ecosystem
SDLTRADOS Certification offers translators essential recognition as expert users of SDL TRADOS
translation software.
Stand out from the crowd and display it with pride
• Proudly display the official SDL TRADOS Certification logo
• Demonstrate competence in a practical application of the CCM Methodology
• Expand your career opportunities and get more work today

Make yourself more employable today:
This is a translation technology certification, it does not test
your fluency or expertise in subject matter or language.

88 SDL ad #80 88

www.sdl.com/certified
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